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axlebed wooden case- for the axle*
axletre© the whole axle* including the areas*
bogie a turning train* a pivoted front axle*
bolt a wooden bar t the bach of shafts*
bond iron ring around a hub*
box the hardened centre of a wheel
carriage part of the vehicle to which the wheels are
attached* A wagon has two, fore and rear*
cart a tv/o-wheclod vehicle*
clete a patch of iron to send tiabere*
an iron patch to protect from wear*
mi iron plate fitted to the axle arm, on the
underside| to prevent wear on the box when the
wheel revolves* lying flush with the wheels,
it was fitted with special countersunk mail©
eallea clout-nails*
dish wheel convexity*
dog-stick; forked stick used as © br©king device*
dowel a wooden peg between, two felloes*
felloe one of the wooden sections of the rio of a
wheel*
fret hoop fitted to the hub
hanes wooden or aetal frase on a horse collar to which
the traces are attached*
hub control part of a wheel, rotating on or with




ladder light framework at front or mr to extend
loading capacity*
turning of the front wheels in relation to too
rear*
peg to prevent the wheel from falling off the
axle are#
hub, centre of tiiw wheel*
iMtch or pole long beoci joining the tuo undercarriages#
shoeing fitting strokes#
sole wooden surface of an unshod wheel#
square tongues tenons at the ends of ©pokes for morfcioiag
into the felloes#
iron plate fitted over the junction of two
felloes# Fitto as a sot they formed a tire#
an arched top#
the end of a ©poke prepared for insertion into
a felloe#
a four-vaeoled vehicle#
a wooden bar, hooked by the centre to the wagon








the thesis assembles & substantial body of
evidence from archaeological and documentary sources, in
particular from western European illuminated manuscripts
and English manorial records, to investigate the development
of land transport fro® prehistoric times to the end of the
middle ages and to trace the origin, chronology and
transmission of the major improvements in vehicle construction,
harnessing, breeding and draught, wheelwrighting and farriery.
It asserts that while there is general continuity in vehicle
morphology and function throughout the period, the major
innovations ju6A sophistications of carriage design were the
products of the skills of Western European Medieval wagonwrighte.
Moreover, it presents evidence for a rational harnessing
system as early as the " osnaa period. Such conclusions
challenge the chronological cud clasaifioatory schema
previously advanced by historians of technology. If on© accepts
those conclusions, it is also necessary to accept that the
belief in the degenerate and aninventive nature of onaa and
medieval society fs largely sistaken( that a more efficient
form of land carriage may no longer be considered a post
eleventh century development and that a thorough r©evaluation
of the assessment of the viability of wheeled transport and its
relationship to sea and fluvial carriage in western medieval
Europe is necessary#
INTRODUCTION.
'A study of land transport technology should consider
such elements as motive power, soeed, load capacity and manoeuvr¬
ability. In addition, people-moving and the transport of fragile
goods require that attention be paid to comfort and the cushioning
1
of shock'. Using Leighton's s ate Tien t as the bas'c outline
therefore, this thesis ill try to survey the archaoological and
historical ev'dence of the development of wheeled vehicles, from the
end of classical times to the central middle ages. It will consider
both the use of land transport and the technologic-: 1 innovations
introduced to improve vehicles, draught and method of control, and
will seek a chronology and area of origin for these innovations.
It will, moreover, try to do this without becoming involved w'th
concents so overlain with emotive associations that objective
discussion ceases to be oosslble, in particular the issues of
slavery and nationalism. As Daumas has pointed out 'the technical
history of technology has suffered from the technicality and often
p
the nationality of those who wrote it'. Furthermore, it will try
to compare the prehistoric, Roman and mediewal periods n terms
of technical knowledge and ability, quest oning the premise thst
' edieval Purope h?.d a radically different orientation toward man
3
and raachtne than did Class:cal Antiq ity'. '
1. Albert Leighton ' ileventh Century Developmen a in Land
Transport Technology1, Die lie 'snth Century Acr.a I (New York 19741
pn 15-30, p.15. I should like to thank Professor Leighton for
sending me a copy of this paper.
2. The His ory of Technology; ihs a ns, its methods, its limits'
A. Rupert Hall (ed) A History of echnology (London 1976)pp35-113,
P 90.
3. Albert Leighton A Technological Consideration of Parly >!ediev 1
Vehicles' Ac ?s du C' nquie ne Conrres m ,amational d* His to ire
Pconomique. VI (Leningrad 1970) published La Haye-Paris 1977
p 340. I should like to thank Professor Lelghton for this copy.
1.
r
The main question is of course, why is such a study
necessary? Hennell in British Craftsmen records that an old
blacksmith, when set the riddle ' how did they make the first
hammer' replied after deep thought 1 they nt st have found an
old 'un'. ^ The simple answer to the first question would
therefore be to set down a chronology for Its own 3ake. However,
there is a g'reat deal of controversy surrounding the date of
introduction of the ma n developments in vehicle construction, a
con roversy which is based on very little evidence. The use of
wheeled vehicles, both ceremonially and functionally has been
chronicled over a long period of tine. The prehistoric evidence
was surveyed by Gordon Childe in 1951 and his interpretations
have been reassessed by modern work such as that of Van der vaals
7 8
in 1964., Bona In I960, Piggott n 1968, Littauer and Crouwel in
Q
19*73, 1974 and most recently by Littauer rlone in 1977. At the
other end of the scale, so to sneak, ethnologists, while agreeing
that a full corpus of comparative data does not yet exist, have
air «dy achieved much in the recording of those functional
features of agrarian transport only discernable fro a a surviving
tradition. These are normally imperceptible in archaeology and
4. Thomas Hennell, ribish Craftsmen (London 1943) p 4s?
5. 'The First Waggons and Carts from the Tigris to the Severn',
PPS XVII (195i) pp 177-193.
6. Prehistoric Disc Wheels n the Netherlands (Gronigen 1964).
7. 'Clay Models of Bronze Age Wagons and Wheels In the 'iddle
Danube BasLn', Acta Archaeologica Hungarica Xll (I960) pp 83-111.
3. 'The Farliest 'Wheeled Vehicles and the Caucasian evidence',
P^S XXIV (1963) pp 766-318.
9. 'Terracotta Models as evidence for Vehicles with tilts in the
Ancient Hear Fast' PPS XL (1974), PP 20-36, 'Rock Carvings of
Chariots in "ranscaucasla, Central Asia and China,' PPS XL111
(1977) pp 243-63
only rarely come within the conceptual horizon of the historian
but ergo cannot be taken to be non existent. Wclfjitj Putso
in 1971, 10 attempted to y&ll these two bodies of evidence
together, ]oy his novel concept of Sachpro.iektiv. a methodological
approach thought generally to be stira lating but largely unsatis¬
factory. The shortcomings of Sachorojektiv has meant that for
the ntervening period between prehistory and the modern period
very little information exists. It would be fair to say that the
main features of the technology of wheeled vehicles, in p rticular
the primary problems of origin and the chronology of the basic
devel pmonts in construction, wheelwrighting, farriery, stoc
breeding and road building, remain largely unknown but by no
means uncontemplated. Publications deal'ng wit this central
period ;aay be said to fall into three categories s those valuable
pioneer studies of the nineteenth century; large general volumes
of the history of science and technology in which innovations in
transport form only a ery small section in the rapid catalogue
of entries; those studies which present evidence on a s a.ll scale
which normally 3erve to render the Information in the other two
ca egori.es out of date, but do little to construct a firm body
of evidence. The work of Needham and Lu, though confined to harness
and to China, with its clear presentation of firmly daled
IP
evidence, must, be regarded as exemplary. ' There is room, there¬
fore for a survey of this kind for all development;s in transport
in western Europe.
10. Wolfgang Putschke, Sachtypologie der Landfahrzeuge Ein Beitrage
zu Ihrer Entstehung Entwicklung und Verbreitung (Berlin 1971).
1L. Alexander enton 'The difficulties of Mapping the Distri¬
bution of .Cart'-: and Wagons,f Forthcoming}. " should like to
thank Dr. Fenton for the copy of this article which he ga*e
to me prior to publication.
12lF.fficient Equine Harness; The Chinese Inventions' Physis 11
(I960)'A fur her Note on Efficient Equine Harness' Physis 7111
(1965)
The most crucial problem inherent in the study-
is that of definition. The choice of a number of technical and
unambiguous terms has been adequately dealt with by Stuart Piggott
and there seems little point in straying far from his guidelines.1^
The real difficulty lies in how far it is justifiable to define
cart and wagon as two distinct species. Geographically it is only
possible by ignoring infinite regional variations. Morphologically
it is only possible by Ignoring hybrids, interchangeable parts,
linked undercarriages and common features. Linguistically it is
virtually impossible s;nce even those working in the field are
guilty of using the terms as if they were indistinguishable, i
However, it is crucial to bring precision to the expression of
evidence. Since the appearance of vehicles with three or six
wheels is radically restricted,(in the case of former probably
radically rec nstrueted) the conventional division between
wagon, as a vehicle with four wheels, and cart, as a vehicle
with two, is sufficient to encompass most need-;. Chariot on
the other hand is used exclus'vely to describe the light fast,
spoked, two w,heeled vehicle of antiq "ity, used for war, hunting
or personal transport.
Chronological limits are also difficult to define.
It is possible to take the European dissemination
of the Flemish spindle wagon in the sixteenth century as
representing a watershed in the history of wheeled transport.1^
This i§ therefore a convenient term'nal date. The serch for
chronology, however, makes any choice of a dale at wh'ch to begin
the study very d fficult. Any examinat on of or'gin must take
into account proceeding periodB. The study begins therefore at
the end of prehistoric times but on certain occasions will refer
to prehistoric evidence.
13. Piggott (1963) p 267.
14-. J.G. Jenkins, The English Farm Wagon; Origins and Structure
(Read:ng 1961) pp 8-11.
4.
The aims of the study demand a consideration of as
wide an area as is practicable. However, it will focus primarily
on western Europe using Asia and the Orient as a source of
comparative data only.
The primary evidence to be used in this study
comprises actual re;nalns surviving in exceptional natural
circumstances. For the period from tho third to the second
millenium B.C. it has been estimated that over fifty actual
vehicles or parts thereof survive. No such calculation has
been made for the later periods.
Secondary evidence comes from representations from
c 2300 3.C. to the sixteenth century A.D. For the early period
these take the form of bas reliefs, mosaics or wall paintings,
while for the medieval period they are concentrated in illuminated
manuscripts. For the historic period documentary sources,
chronicle, legal, governmental and manorial, record both
technical, economic and linguistic evidence. Lexical evidence
is important n the consideration of origin. However, apart from
the imprecise use of technical torus, the evolution of objects is
not necessarily parallelled by the evolution of words.Vocabulary
may be renewed without the necessary modification of object, and
c
words often bee me fashionable. As Haudricourt has said, Ne parlcns
pas des llnguistes qui etudient les mots sans les objetst II en
' 15
est malheurousementl For the med eval period it must also be
remembered that there were i riplemen .s for which there was no Latin
equivalent and n these cases the scribe had to invent, often with
curious results.
Thirdly, a great deal of practical advice was given
by experienced craftsmen, blacksmiths, carpenters and wheelwrights,
or those who had worked '<n their youth in any of these trades,
particularly in North Yorkshire. Folk museums have also helped in
the understanding of modem survivals, without which it is
difficult to create a synthesis from prehistoric, Roman and
medieval material.
15. Andre G. Haudricourt and 'arlei Jean-Brunhes Delamarre,
! i'Homme et la Charrue a travers le M nde (Paris 1955 )p 4.9.
5.
A major concern is of course how far the
sources for this study may be said truly to represent practical
contemporary vehicles. It is not the object of this thesis to discuss
at any great length the validity of the interpretations of
prehistoric evidence. It seems useful, however, to reemphasisa
the convictions of Bona and Harbison^"Zhat too many archaeologists
in the past were content to fall back on the terra 'cult wagon' and
that though many objects may have been of cult destination their
cultic background was undoubtedly related to the normal form of
contemporary transport. As far as the use of medieval illuminations
is concerned, convent on, artistic licence, copying, deliberate
archaism and the use of a fixed iconography create problems when one
is considering realism. How far, in any case, can we rely on the
strange nedleval visual i.na<-e which saw past time only in terms
of its own. However, being aware of those problems, it is possible
to compensate for them. In any case, while an illuminator's primary
function was not realistic observation, many ra niaturis 3 achieved
great accuracy nd by the end of the oeriod were experimenting with
IB
light and perspective. As Etienne Gilson remarked in the Gifford
lectures in 1931# 'The truth here as elsewhere, is that if we seek
our modern conception of h story in the middle age3 we may make up
19
our minds at once that we shall not find it there'.
16. Bona (I960) p 33-111,
17. P.Harbison,'"'he Charcot of Celtic Funerary Tradition'. larburger
BeitrSge aur Arch&*ologle der Kelten: 'estschrift _f?lr Wolfgang Pete
Otto Hermann Frey (ed)^Bonn 1969) pp 34-58.
18. David DirQingar The Illuminated Book,its History and ireduction
(London 1958) new edition revised with assistance of R.Regensburg
(London 19o7), The Hand-Produced Book (London 1953).
19. Etienne H.Gilson, The Spirit of,Mediaeval Philosophy translated
by A.H.C.Downes (London 1936), reprinted (London 1950).
Finally, Lucien Lefebvre once set down three
object!res to be met n a history of technology. Although his
ide s have now been rejected by historians of science in favour
ofaMum ifordian view, yet Lefebvre's three points are relevant to
this study. They werejto create a echn;cal h story of techniques}
to evaluate the role of science in advancing technology; to place
technology in its human context within the context of other human
activities. It is the first and last categories with which this
thesis is concerned - the origin, chronology and transmission of tech¬
niques relevant to wheeled vehicles and the social and economic role
of land transoort in western medieval Europe.
?0 Qauinas, in A. Rupert Hall (1976) p. 113.
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aSCILON ONE : BASIC V^iXCLE TYPES
Section one will try to isolate certain types of
vehicle which were comm n in prehistoric, classical and medieval
times to try to decide what was the general range of vehicles and
whether any continuity in vehicle form may be traced or conversdy
whether any particular construction is characteristic of a
particular time or area.
CHAPTER WE : PREHISTORIC VEHICLES.
There has been in the past much speculation as
to the origins of wheeled vehicles. The cart has been 3een to have
1 2
evolved from the travois or the sledge. Haddon and Fox have
3
supported the former and Berg points out that confirmation for
their thesis is to be found in the fact that the method of control
of the s ngle horse cart in Europe and Asia, maiely by postilion,
Is also the common method for controllng a slide car or tra rois.
Be himself, however, soes the origin of the pair cart in the sledge
not the troika or the childhood toy, but the functional vehicle,
the north east European manure carrier, the central European harvest
carter. Certainly the sledge has been used for a variety of
carrying funct;ons including town carting in Amsterdam n the
e:ghteenth century and in a numb r of climates as varied as
Scandinavia, the Philippines, Orkney and Turkestan.^
1. 'The Evolution of the Cart' The Study of -tan (London/New York
1398) pp 161-199 . *
2.'Sleds, Carts and Waggons Antiquity V (1931) pp 135-199
3. Sledges and Wheeled Vehicles. Nordiska iuseets Handlingar IV
(Stockholm/Copenhagen 1935) pp 24-25,p64,po 34-35
4. Berg (1935) pp 24-25, p64, pp 34-35, p.79
3.
One may say that as long as the cart existed
so did the propensity for the creation of the wagon. In other
words that -he wagon was built by simply joining two carts.
Tvidenc© from second millenium B.C. Transcaucasia shows the
clearest relationship between the two because the draught pole
of the wagon is an A-shaped cart frame. Such construction pre¬
supposes the greater antiquity of the cart. However, since
carts and wagons appear together, both In the sepulchral and
representational evidence, it is not possible to produce
evidence to confirm this supposition.
There are those who would maintain that the
wagon is in fact older than the cart and in this they are
referring to a vehicle with a distinctly different construction.
In th's case it is the superstructure which holds the wheels
together, the undercarriage therefore being a simple square as
opposed to the 'double triangle' of the Caucasian wagons. This
is a form which would be, for example, the prehistoric ancestor
6
of themedieval Italian pageant wagon. Todei vehicles ha e
7
been brought forward as examples of this type. Square-bodied
carts are also represented in the hear Eastern pictogram3. However
models are largely unsatisfactory in their depict;on of under¬
go
carriages. ' In the absence of excavat d evidence, it is impossible
to confirm that this construction can be proved to have been
normal in south eastern Turope far less the archetype wagon.
It is only fair to say, however, that ethnological evidence for
5. Stuart Piggott (1968) p.990, fig. 8, fig. 9.
6. G. Berg (1935) p.163.
7. Bona (1960^ pp 83-111, Berg (1935) p.163, p.169.
8. Littauer and Crouwel (1974.) p. 97, p. 99
wagons without ~ central beam, characteristic of the central
European 'double triangle' wagon, is normally found outside
the great wagon zone proper, namely, in Scandinavia, S rbia and
9
Hungary, the latter being one of the areas with pottery models.
Clearly all th=>se suggestions as to the origin
of wheeled vehicles must remain suppositions. Hypotheses can only
be achieved by oostulating backwards from modern survivals of
primitive forms in remote areas. Under these conditions a
successful definitive conclusion can never be achieved. A firm
conclusion, of course, is hardly nevessary. One or all of these
origins are likely in different areas with similar results. [ li
fraught was made possible by the castration of
bulls by fifth or fourth mi.llenium B.C., but the earliest true
evidence for wheeled behicles is the Uruk pictograms of fourth
millenium Sumer. Both carts and wagons are represented in
the Rear East before 3,000 B.C. Corrected radiocarbon dates for
Transcaucasia, however, give 1 ttle chronological priority to the
Near East. ^ Whatever the source of transmission - this is stilla
debateable point - acceptable ev dence for wheeled tran3oort in
eastern Europe before 2,500 B.C. and in central Europe before
2,000 B.C., may be presented. The fe tures of the eastern
European wagons of the middle Bronze Age would apoear to represent
a transitional phase between Neolithic and early Cron Age north
9. 3erg (1935) p 163
10.Stuart Piggott (1961) p.271,fig.2, L.Woolley, Ur Excavations T1
(London 1934) LLttauer and Crouwel (1974) fig.9,'Early Metal
Models of Wagons from the Levant' Levant V (1973) pp 102-126,
Chllde (1951) pp 177-193
11.Piggott (1968) p.309, S. Foltiny 'The Oldest Representations of
Wheeled "ehlcles in Central and Southeastern Europe' .-.JA LX111
(1959) pp.53-3, Bona (i960) p.93.
10.
12
European tyoes. '^he burial of oxen in pairs, indicating vehicle
draught, from late Neolithic contexts in eastern and central
^urooe (perhaps also Denmark.) confirms the third millennia
13
evidence. In northern Furope both wagons and carts are
represented n Bronze and early iron Age contexts. ^ From 700
B.C. onwards, burials from central rrurope contain wagons with
spoked wheels. By the sixth century, these Celtic wagons had
15 \
spread as far west as the larne. Chariots of the La Tene
funerary tradition are found fro a England to Bulgaria with so «
tZ
overlap with the Hallstatt wagons. They are a -tested from the
fifth to the first century B.C. but in Ireland they appear to
have survived in ins ilar form until the n:nth or tenth century
A.D. 17
Can particular for as be isolated, therefore,
and related to function?
BAILBP WAGONS
This is a type of fo.r wheeled vehicle with
sides. It i.s found in prehistoric times in Anatolia, Transcaucasia,
and in Liberia where in extreme form the rails are extended to
18 ■
the roof of the wagon, giving a cage-like appearance. In
the Lear Bast, the sides could be closed by the attachment of
screens, probably of wicker. All prehistoric railed wagons have
IS
a central draught pole.
12. Bona (I960) p 98
13. Piggott 'Heads and Hoofs' Antiquity XXXVI (1962) pp 110-18. (f<3LS)
pp 267-318, -T. MeHart, The Chalcolithic and arjy Bronze
Ages of the hear Fas (Beirut 1967 T.
14. Childe 'The Final Bronze Age in the r.ear Bast and in
Temperate Furooe' PP3 XIV (194*) PP 177-95.
15. Childe (1951) pp 177-193,
16. Harbison (1969) pp 34-53, I.M.Stead, 'The Celtic Chariot'
Antiquity XXXIX (1965) pp 259-265
17. H-irblson ibid. H.S. Crawford, A Handbook of Carved Ornament
from. Irish Monuments of jthe Christian Period ^Dublin 1976)
p,7, -Fig.l, pls.XLIX,L.
13. Littauer and Crouwel (1974) pp 20-30, Piggott (1963) pp 285-6
11
TILT WAGONS
These are fourwheeled vehicles with arched
tops or covered cabins, similar to the '(obelwagen of Central
Asia and the Cones toga vagon3 of North America. They are
represented in the third m'llenium B.C. by the terracotta
models fr m Syria and Iran. There are four tilt wagons
from Lchashen and one probable wagon with a tilt from
Trialetti in Transcaucasia. The tilt Itself is made of
straw, reed, wicker or lattice and perhaps supported by
hoops. Lchashen barrow 9 had a tilt made of wicker, the
hoops being horizontals of the wicker. Such tilts would not
19
therefore be easy to dismantle.
TILT CARTS
Of similar construction to the wagons,
these two wheeled vehicles were present in third ra llenium
B.C.in Iran and North Syria. This may be inferred from the
terracotta ajad metal models and by 1779 B.C. from representa¬
tions on cylinder seals. They were also present at Tri Bra la and
the Kura River n second millenium Transcaucasia, to judge from
surviving models. This was also the kind of vehicle present in
tomb 2 at Salamis dating to the tenth century B.C. Such cart
models were also found tn Soviet Azerbaijan and ron Age
°0
Cyprus, as well as in the Crimea.
19. Piggott (1963) pp 273-35, Childe (1951) pp 134.-6,
Libtauer and Crouwel (1974) pp 27-29.
20. Llttauer and Crouwel (1974^ Pp 22-25, Piggott (1963)
pp 302-% Bona (I960) pp 53-111.
12
BOX WAGONS
This is the most typical hea y duty fourwheel
vehicle. It has solid walls, e'ther planked or of wicker. Syrian
models of he third millenium have solid sides while Anatolian
wagons tend to be open. The most dlst'nctive shared feature, though
it varies,in form, is the high front. It is also the most distinctive
vehicle of central Europe in the Bronze Age and of the Celtic iron
Age and is found either as ; votive depos t or as a funerary
vehicle. In many cases the wagon has a bier or raised seat within.
They have been regarded as in some way related to the processional
car of the goddess Nerthus, described by Tacitus 'Nec quicquam
notablle in singulis, nisi quod in commune Nerthum id est Ferram
matrem, colunt eamque intervenire rebus hominum, invehl populis
arbitrantur.. .est in insula OnUI castrum near is dicatumque in eo
ehiculua veste con :ctura:atti.ngere unl sacerdoti concessum s
adesse penetrali deam, intellegit vectamque bubus feainis multa
21
cum -"-eneratione prosequitur '
BOX CARTS
This is the normal type of two wheeled vehicle
for transporting goods and people. They are found throughout
22
southern urope from the third millenium B.C.
LADDER. CARTS
This is one of the mos: simple forms, being a
ladder laid across the axle of a pair of wheels. It is represented
in prehistory by petr>glyphs from Los Buitres, Iberia.{2JThese caite
are qu> te uhli.ke the European vehicles which had A or Y frames or
23
staves over longitudinal beams.
21. Littauer and Crouvel (1974) pp 26-36, Piggott (1967) p.274^
Hutt n, Og'lvie, A'arafngton, Peterson, i:'terbottorn.Arricola.
Gern»nla,Disilogias(Cam. iass. 194-6) Germania XL.
22. Childe~Tl95l) pp 177-193*
23. Jenkins (1961) pp 3-5, J.G.D. C lark.Prehl s torI c Europe .the-
Economic Basis (London 1952) p 304 fig. 167
13.
S L'ffiLS PLATFCBM CARTS.
These tend to be processional vehicles rather
than practical carts because of the difficulty of loading. Such a
form is depicted on an Assyrian relief as simple fighting
platforms moun ed on wheels. Moreover, cult models from Bronze
Age central and northern urope tend to be mounted on wheeled
platf rms. '
THE CHARIOT
The appearance and development, of the war
chariot has been well catalogued for the Near Bast and the
southern editerranean by Childe.jV/ It is present in eastern
urope n the second millenium B.C.had reached the Danube
Basin by clOOO B.C., and northern Europe by the ninth or tenth
century B.C..|5j its form is well known? high fronted, open
backed, it became the popular mode of personal transport as
well as the vehicle of war, ' a phenomenon of material culture
quite extra environmental'. By the seventh century the form
had changed slightly and the open fronted Celtic chariot with
a seabed chario eer took over. It is, however, possible that
open fronted vehicles were depicted on eighth century B.C.
25
Attic vases but in a conventionalised way.
24,. J. Curtis Wheeled Vehicles in Ancient Western Asia
(London 1975), R. Forrer, 'Lee Chars Culturels Prehistorique5
et Leurs Survivancaraux Tpoques Hi3toriques1 rehistoire I
(1932) pp 19-173,
25. Childe (1951) pp 177-193; T.G.E. Powell, 'Some Implications of
Chariotry', Culture and Environment: Essays in honour of Sir
Cyril Fox, I.Li Foster and L. Alcock (eds) (London 1963) pp 153-169;
D. Greene 'The Chariot as described in Irish Literature', The
Iron Age in the Irish Sea Province. C. Thomas (ed), CBA report IX
(London 1972) pp 59-75.
U
The first point which may be made is that ail
of these forms which have been selected, have central draught
poles. Secondly, it may be possible to illustrate continuity
of these particular forms and to indicate modifications where
these are suggested. Thirdly, while it is ossible as early
as the second millenium to see a distinct distribution of
wagons and carts, the former stretching throughout central
Furope but including the Balkans, the western Baltic and
eastm France and the latter in southern Furope from lb rla
to the Caspian, influence of regional topography and local
economics should not be entirely neglected. Distribution
zones are Interesting but should not be accepted unquestionably.
26. Jenkins (1961) fig. 10.
15.
CHAP? E WO : ROMAN VEHICLES
There exists for the Roman period not only
excavated material and representations but also literary
sources wh'ch provide lexical infornstion as to the typology
of • ncient veh:cles. when using this kind of Information, it must
be remembered that the work of many of the technological
historians of the nineteenth century should be regarded with
caution, not least, because they linked literary n omenclature
with graphic representation on the basis of very little
evidence. It Is only in rery exceptional circumstances that
the name of a vehicle can be linked to actual representation.
Therefore one of the main questions of this chapter is how
one may recognise morphological distinction from appellative
alone. The answer is perhaps to be found by examining the
information actually prov'ded by the Latin authors for each
individual vehicle name, for indications of function. Secondly,
of the dozen or so Latin ehicle names, more than half have an
origin which is demonstrably Celtic, introduced into Roman
vocabulary in Hie period following the Gallic wars and the
conquest of Rrita'n,^" indicating wholesale adoption of the
vehicles themselves. This group of vehicles is distinct in
itself and will be treated as such 'The popularity in Rome of
fast light Celtic two-wheelers pays a similar tribute to the
high regard in wh ch the nameless Celtic coaehbullders were
2
held by its men of fashion'. Moreover it would also be interesting
1. K.H.3. Schmidt, 'Keltisches Wertgut m Lateinlschen',
Glotta XL[V (1966-67) pp 151-7A.p.168
2. Stuart Piggott, 'Roman Vehicles; the Lexical and Literary
Hvidence',unpublished draft. The 'similar tribute' is a
reference to the analogo s adpption of French terms to
Cngland with the automobile . I should like to thank the
author for access to this unpublished material.
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to discover whether there is a case for the modification of certain
vehicle t pes by the Romans which would indicate that they did more
than merely pat the technological achievement of other peoples to
their owm uses.
From the representations, therefore, it is
possible to isolate recurring types;
TILT WAGONS
This is a vehicle type known in the prehistoric
3
Near East. Ct continues to be constructed into the Roman period
but modified variations do also appear on a number of pictorial
representations, A tilt wagon very like those shown by the
Levantine prehistoric models is shown for example, on a relief
from Klagenfurt in Austria. ^ The reconstructed 'sleeping' carruca[6j!
published for the exhibition of 1933 and a 'closed' carruca from
a Pannonian relief jVjalso resemble Near Eastern second millenium B.C.
models. All ^ three examples have side windows, however, unlike
£
the prehistoric erracottas. Strabo in the first century A.D.
refers to the custom of the Cimbri of beating the stretched hides
of their wicker wagons which w uld seem to indicate that the
eastern wagon had tilts made of hide. The side windows of the
Roman vehicles argues for another material, perhaps wicker, reed
7
or lattice as in the surviving second dllenlum Russian vehicles.
% -
Modifications of the tilt appear at Vaison J3j and on the western
face of the Igel monument. iWn these examples, the tilt itself
3. Littauer and Crouwel (1974.) pp 20-22.
4. C. 3;nger, E.J. Holmyard, A.R.Hall, T.I. Williams A History of
Technology.henceforth Singer et al ( xford 1952) 11 fig,494
5. M.Cagiano de Azevedo, I Tra.Tsnorti et II Traffico, Civilta
Roaana IV (193*) p.12 p.13
6. Theodore Reinach, 'Les Chars Armes de faux Chez les Ancien
Gaulois' Revue Oeltiq^e X (1339) pp 122-133,
7. Stuart Piggott (1963) pp 226-318,
8. PTobe and Roubier, The Art of Roman Gaul (London 1961)pi.203 p,73
9. Salomon Reinach, Repertoire de Reliefs Grecs et RTiiaines3 vols.
(Paris 1909-12)1 p.163.
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hag gone and the wagons are enclosed, 'double decker' passenger
vehicles. The Influence of the tilt wagons may be adduced, however,
t might be interesting to add that the latter bears a remarkable
resemblance to a medieval carriage from a manuscript from St.Denis.
^ [lojFinally, further modification of the idea of acovered wagon
may be seen on a relief from an infant's sarcophagus from Rome,^""*"
where the place of the tilt lias been tamen by a simple canopy
and the sides are completely open,
TILT CARTS.
These veh cles were common throughout the
prehistoric period in the Near Oast and southern Europe. It
appears In the Roman world, primarily as the carpenturn, much used
by noble ladies and at the sacred games. It is illustrated most
frequently on commemorative coins [12J struck in the mint at
Rome, for am iple, sestertii of Gaius (14-3? A.D.), Titus (80 A.D.1*,
ip
and Domitian (90-1 A.D.)
BOX WAGONS
These vehicles had beco .9, by the Roman period,
the common utility w^gon, transporting goods and passengers
throughout the Rmplre. Such vehicles with solid planked or wicker
Vldct are depleted, for example, from the columns ofMarcus Aurelius and
Trajan for carrying army baggage and victory spoils. A curious
variation is seen in the boat-shaped wagons of the same reliefs
[l3-Ub] As 3hown from these monuments, box wagons may have both
solid or spoked wheels,[j.5] the former pulled by oxen, the latter
10. inger et al, 11 fig. 496.
11. Reinach (1909) 111 p.269.
12. Wilhelm Treue, Achse, Rad und Wagen (Munich 1965) p 169;
A.S. Robertson, Roman Imperial Coins from the Hunter Coin Cabinet
(Glasgow 1962) I pis 46 no 69, 56 no 185, 14 no 36; Mattingly and
Sydenham, Roman Imperial Coinage (London 1923) 5 vols, I pi 8, 123
p 118. It should be noted that both Robertson and Mattingly and
Sydenham leave the Gaius coin to Agrippina undated.
13
13
by a pair of horses. All have central draught pol ;s, as does
the box passenger quadriga from Langres[l6 and the elephant
quadr'ga from Rome. ^ jl7a] It is also the type of vehicle
reconstructed by Venedikov from remains at Thrace,^ [l8a and bj
The use of the box wagon for carting tasks contrasts wibh use
interpreted for wagon3 from Celtic furope which it is assumed
from the context of their disco ery v;ere process onal, funerary
16
hearses. However, it ha3 been suggested that these wagons
x/ere simply extensions of those used in everyday life, so it is
possible to maintain that the distinction between function in
prehistoric and Roman times is a false one. Finally, there are




This type of vehicle is most commonly
represented in the Roman period. Here it is difficult to draw
a distinction between the box cart and the chariot except in
terms of function, the Latter being used for battle and triumphs
as well as for racing 'n the circus and at the sacred games. The
word chariot may also be U3ed to describe that swift vehicle
used for personal transport.Ho ever, this !s in form purely a
solid sided vehicle with no modifications, as for example at
13. Retnach (1909) 1 fig.A3,fLg*13b-,P.71gne on, Le Chaval dans
1 'Antiquit^ Greco-Romalne:des Guerres Medlciue aux Grandes
Invasions. C_.qbrlbutlon a 1' histo ire dea Techniques?Nancy
1963) pi. 60a, pi.6Ob,pi.57a,
14. ^soerandieu 13cue 11 general des bas-reliefs de la Jliaule jXpniain,e|V
10 vols j (1907-3^)p«230," Treue (1965)~ p.163."~ """
15. Ivan ,Tenediko , Trakliskata Kolesnifca (Sofia I960),
16. Chllde (1951),
17. Treue (19'5) p. 172.
19.
Trier, Aries, Arlon and Metz. ^ jl^aj The oart is primarily a
workin - vehicle as deoicted on reliefs from the columns of
Trajan and Aureli . and the vehicle from the mosaic at Sta.
Costanza, Rome. Heavy duty carts are also depicted in
19
Sicilian mosaics. Several ooints may be also made about
Roman box c^rts. Firstly, they are depicted with both fixed and
revolving axles and with spoked or solid wheels depending on the
level of sophistication. By and Large,farm carts, drawn by oxen
tend to have revolving axles and solid wheels.Secondly, the
PO
relief from Arlon " which shows a dung cart would tend to
suggest that some box carts had detachable bodies made of wicker
pi
of the kind described by K.D. White. Thirdly, distinctions
have been nade between the prehistoric and medieval periods in
terms of characteristic an<mal draught, in other words, that
the preh'storic period had central pole and yoke, the medieval
period shafts and single an raal draught. Shafts, however,
appear in the la e Roman period on the box carts used for personal
transport particularly, and poles and yoked oxen draught continue
into the middle ages.
THE CHARIOT
This is the most frequently represented and
adm red vehicle of the Roman world, Tt is s'milar in form
to those depicted on the preh'storie reliefs of Egypt and
19. Buliiet, The Camel nd the Wheel (Cam.Mass. 1975) fig.99..,
P^obe and Roubier (1961) nl.180, einach (1909) 11 .915
Ssperandieu (1907-38) V 1.030, i
19. Figneron (1968)JcLehmen-HartIeben Trajanssaule (Berlin/
Leipzig 192 ) ."alter "avshott The Mosaics of Romg(London 1967)
pi. George Te ri■ sen Animals for Show and Pleasure in Ancient
Roma (Manchester 1937).
''0, Wrandieu (1907-33) V A030.
PI. Casson ra'-el in the Ancient World (London 1974) p.l6l K.D.White
Agricultural implements of the Roman World (Cambridge 1967),
Roman Farming (London 1970). Farm Equipment of the Roman World
(Cambridge 1975\ Bulliet (1975) f ig.99, "«pemndieu~( 1907-3*8)
V 4031k Jope in Singer et al 11 fig. 544 Reinach (1909) p 95.
Esperandteu (1907-38) V 4030,
20.
Assyria. Pictorial reliefs and mosaics illustrating chariots
are found throughout the Roman world and as far north as Britain.
Drawn by a variety of animals, real and fabulous, circus racing
22
and triumohal chariots are the most popular motifs.
22. T.M.C. Poynbee Art in Roman Britain (London 1962) see for
example f'g. 227, the Horkstow villa mosaics, Lincolnshire
which compare to those in, for example, the Piazza Armerina
in Toynbee, Animals in Roman Life and Art (London 1973) figs.
9, 11, 133 and B Pace, I Mosaic! dl Piazza Amerina (&ome 1955)
For the relevance of the Horkstow pavement to the area,
notably the circus of the oolonia at Lindum see I. Richmond,
Archaeological Jou rial 1946 p.68
21.
It nay now be useful to consider Latin etymology.
The names of the vehicles will be considered in alphabetical order
Functional significance will be discussed later.
1. ANGAR ilTM
R.E. £ | Column 213^-5
23
Codex Theodosianua, VI11; V; XI.




Ne qua p03thac leg-ia
amplius quam duas angaries
et, hoc eorum si qui aegri
sunt causa usurpare conetur,
cum ad destlnata proficiscitur
Ita tamen ut pro singulis
angariis bina tantum
bourn paria consequantur.
Quod iam Gallis prodest
ad llyricura etiam Italiaeque
rog'ones convenit
redundare ut non anplius
reda quam rnille pondo




23. Der Kleine Pauly Lexicon der Antike auf dor Arundleg e ,von Pauly!s
Real encyclopadle der classIschen AIterturns wissenschaft. edited
by Konrad Julius F. Zeigler and W, Southeimer ("Stuttgart 1962-75)
XIV vols.
24-. Pharr, Corpus of Roman Law 1 (Pr nceton 1952^Theodor Mommsen..
Theodosiani libri xvi cum Constitution!bus Sirmondianis (Berlin 1905
22.
" VljXXLX: V, In his dimbaxat provinclis in
359 A.Q quibus cursus a prov incialibus
exhibetur quon Lara avaritiae
occurri paene "am non potest
singulos solidos per singulas
redas id est quas quadrigas
Tel flagella appellant paretp-
Latis per id te npus quo curaram
et cursus tuend: sollicitudinem
sust neb'tis, E cursu vero
clavulari slngulas angarias
in his scilicet amplius accipere
aut sperare qulcquam aut aliud
excusare ul ra quam continet
forma praecepti.
Hence the angarium may be taken to mean a heavy duty freight wagon.
2. wa,
R.E. Ill : column 276
o5
Sextus Porapeius Festus, Epistola
(second century A.D.) XXX11:XIV. (506)
Benna lingua Gallica genus
vehiculi appellatur unde
vocantur combennones in aedum
benna sedentes.
Therefore the benna may be taken to be a form of personal transport
25. M. Kisard, Collection des Auteurs Latins (Paris\N1956-67)XX?ll Vob.
Unless otherwise stated, all quotations cone from this source.
23.
Du Cange defined it as a 'genus vehiculi lingua Gall Lea veteri,
quod Viilgo beneau apoellamus seu benneau Germanicus etiara num
benne est carrus cum corbe In quo aliquid comaodius vehL potest'.
3. CARPENTPM
F-.E. t 11 : column 1606-7










Nam prius Ausonius metres
carpenta vehebant...
Appia die quaeso,quantum te
teste triumphsum
Egerit effusis par tua saxa
rotis
Ausa per inpuros frena morarre
locos







Grata ea res at quae
oaxime senatui unquam fult
honorem que ob earn munifican-
tiam ferunt matronis habitiam
ut pLiento ad sacra ludosque
caroentis festo profesto que
uteretur.
26. Du; Cange Glossar urn Mediae et Inf imae Latlnitatis VI vols.
(Paris 18467 henceforth D.C.
27. Livy, henceforth H.R. 0/
H.R. I,XXXXV









Juvenal, Satires VI11 CXLV11
(first to second century A.D.)
Ibi ei carpento sedenti cu uxatro
(Lucimo efc Tanaquil)Aquila sus-
pensis deralssa leniter alls
pilleum aufert superque carpentum
...curru ejus Messalina uxor
carpento secuta 83t.
...matri carpenturn quo per circum
duceretur.
. «.eo amplius matri circenses
carpentum ue quo ira pompa
traducteretur.
carpen ta C-allorum
Tarn consp cuum in triumpho quam
rex ipse Bituitus discoloribus
in armia argenteoque carpento
qualis nugnaverat.
.. .prafe tor a as crura onores atque
os a volucri carpento rapitur
p Lnguis damasiopus•
Thus a carpentum was a war chariot, and the vehicle used at the
sacred games both for display and for personal transport particularly




Martial, Epigrammaton ijbri XI1 0, Jacunda, covine
(First century A.D.) solitudo carruca magis,
essedoque gratium,
" " XLV11 Nec feriatus ibat ante
carrucam (in.Xl the word
wga reda)
Suetonius. Nero XXX Numquam minu ille carrucl3
feci.sse iter traditur
soleis mularum argentes.
Thus the carruca may be considered as a vehicle of personal transporlj
probably owner-driver, D.C. calls it a 'rheda honoratum vehieulum
opertura' . It has been described as an aristocratic reda.
CARRU3.
R.E. s 11 column 1615
Livy H.R. X,XXV111: IX ...in essedis carrisque
The carrus nay be considered an army supoly ehicle. D.C. referred
C
to it as a vehiculum m nus quod funibus trahitur ad operariis.




R.E. ; 111 column 25BR-9
Vergil. Catalepton Vlll.lll
7"first century B.C.)
Ciceroj. Pro Saxtus Rosoio Amerino
V11, {second century B.C.)
-first century BC
Cicero, Philippicge „ 11; XX71.
Senecaf Ppistulae LXX11 : 11




Decern horis nocturnls sex
et quinquaginta allia passum
cislis pervolavit.
Inde cislo celeriter ad
urbem ad ectus.
...ouaedam enim sunt
quae doss Is et in cisio
scribere quaoda lectua et
otium secretu desiderant.







Mar t ia 1, Go i.gra a raton '' 11
...media cap! covjnarius
et eques strepitu ac
discursu eoaolebat.




The covlnus therefore may be regarded as a Gallic war chariot





■ *83 bus« pis tola CLlT';XL11
Tacitus. Agricola XXXVI
JoidanCls. Qellum Gothieua 11
(sixth century A.D.)
Pliny 7 Naturalig Hlstoria VI11;X1X
("first century A.571
Vergil, Georgles HljCCCLXll.
Sldonius Appolllnarl^s. Carn'na 11
GDXC-111
(fifth century A.D.)
Ovid. Triatla iv. n
Gurriculo oro cursi:n
ponebant.




0err narli peditu.il se
praelio miscuera ac 3aepe
vagi curru3 exterri sine
rsctoribus equi cransverso
aut ob 'ious incursabant.
Currlbusquo falcatis quos





lavit aequora curru i../ataue






...super 'n curru Caesar
victore vaharis...quadrigos





dabit inque dato curru
populo clai-nante triumphum.
A 'ia Liviae dLvinos honores et
clrcensis pompa currum elephant-
orum.
Therefore the currus was a two wheeled chariot for private use,
for the sacred games and for the battle field.D.C. says
'Machinae beilicae species rotis imposita inde noaen qua muri
•)
urbium et castrorun tuto appropin^'quantur at oppugnantur.
G33EDITK.
R.E. : VI 1 column 687-9
CIcero, Ad Atticum VI, 1 ...cum duobus eased is e raeda












Vergil. Georglcs 111 CC1V
Stdonlus Apolltnarl s, Carmina





u qui ceterius cavere
dldicisti in Britannia ne ab
essedarlls decipiaris, caveto.
Illinc te rota toilet et
citatis
Attain BLbiLin et tuura sebnem
Juinto forsitan essedo videbis
iurnes asseda quad trahunt
bLsonets...essedo tracente...
ne blando rota sit molesta sono.
tntraque li enolausus essedo
cursus at n orofundo somnus...
Parvaque qua prinaum rapientibus
asseda mannisipsa per adraissas
concute iora jubas.
..uandocun ue igitur vitam mea
fata reeoscent




St vibao et norui gloria iusta
;neae
Si forte meo ducet via proxima
bus to
Esseda caelatls siste Britannia
iugis
faliaque Lnlacrimus utuae iace
verba favillas
Huic Tii3ero fa tu n dura puel la fiiit













Caesar. De Rello Galileo V, XX
Livy. H.R. X, XXV111 IX
Seneca 'Sqistu lae LV1
Jondana, gellum Oottiicwri 11
*,.solutis etiam In gestafcione
ledere it essedo alveo adaptus
ne lusus confunderetur.
Coopers doinde et esseda
coliaata-que ac petorita exomare.




In hi la :uae me sine advocations
circurosrepun': essedas : ranscurrenhes
ponio.
Hon tanturn equitatu vel pedlte
rerun etiun bigas, curribus pie







Thus an essedun was a Celtic war chariot or a Roman town vehicle.
D.C. records that an esseda sunt Gallcrum vehicular quibus raves
victu captivi ducuntur. It has also been described by one author
as the slang word for currus.
PETOP.RITOM
R.E. : XIX 1 column 1163-4.
Featus Epiatola CCCXV,CCXXV11
Horace. Satires 1, V1,C111-1V
A .aonius, '"'olstola X>'1, XIV,XV
Tfourth century A.D.)
xxi, nil, v.
" » V, XXXV.
Ll at Gallicu cum
vehaculnm esse et nomen eius
dictum esse existiaant a numero
iiij rotarum.
Ducenda petorrlta nunc mini
curio.
Ire lecet mulo vel si libet
usque. Tarenturn mantica cui
lumbos onere ulceret qtque
eques armos.
Canther" s raoneo male nota
petorrlta vltes nec celereo






-'stulae II ,1, " 11 ♦..esseda festinant,pllenta,
petorrita, naves...
2.1 iny, '.H. X XlVjXLVlll esseda ea petorrita exornare...
""hus oatorriturn was a Gallic four-wheeler used by the Roman for
2d
long distance travel, t would seen to be similar to the reda and
Daremberg and Saglio have sug-ested that the family might travel
In the reda while the servants follow La the p.'torriturn. However,
with all the connections with adornment and luxury which the
petnrritum seems to have had rather than the reda. it might possibly
have been the other way round.
PILSKTOM.
R.E. : XX 1 ooluim 132^-6




Prudentius, Contra ^iamnchum 11{Fourth century A. 1)71
Vacroblus 3a burnalLa. 1,V1,XV,
{fifth century A.D.)
Vehicula gens quo mationae
ferebantur.
...castas ducebant sacra per
urbem
Pllentls raatres in molLibus...
.. .ante feres lain pompa
sonat pllentaque sacra
praeadianfc ductura nurum.
Grata est res at quae maxIme
enatii uraquam fuitj honoremque
ob earn munificentmi ferunt
matronis habltum ut pilento ad
sacra ludosque carpentls festo
que uteretur.
i'ertur per medias ut publics
pompa plateas pilento residens
molli.
Verrius Placcus sit cum populus
Roraanus pestilentia laboraret
essetque responsum id accidere
quod di desoicerehtur anxiam
urbe fuisae quia non intelli-
geretur oraeulum, evenisse
que ut cireensium die puer
de cenaculo pompam superie
despiceret et patri referret
quo ord ine secreta sacrorum in
arc pilent! compos;ta vidisset.
28. 0.7.Daremberg and E. 'agiio, Dlctlonnalre des Antiquites
Greoques et Romamnes.( V.vols. {Paris 1873-1919) 3.V.reda
31.
Fortuna tus, Garmlnae VI, V, ...hinc p;lente petens loca
Gallica stabat fixa oculis
triatis eunte rota.
Thus p lienturn may bo taken to mean a four wheeled travelling
carriage. However, LLvy makes a nice distinction between ollentum
and carpentum, the former for riding in to the sacred games, the
latter for travel in town on normal working days and holy days.
PLAUSmUH.
R.E. XX : column 2551-6*
Varro. Rerum Austlcarun 1.X111.I1 Faciundum atiam plaustri3
(first century B,c7T
Ovid. Amores 111, X.
X11,CCLXXX1










Eundum fundum fructuosiorem faci-
unt vecturae silviae sunt qua
olaustra agi facile possint.
Quos ad vecturas item
Instttuendem ut iania primum
ducant nlausIra et ibi
posai.3 oper vietun oppidum
creber crepitas ac varietas
rerum c nsuetudine celeberrima
ad utilitatem adducit.
Perque noves pontes subter
iabentibus undes




plura doraum ardis decedere
plaustra ju/en'3...
Na igiis ninos domibus
cedrumque cupressque
Hinc radios triverc rotis,hinc
tympana plausbris Agricolae
(caeditur et tilia aute iuga
levis)





Ovid. Fasti VI, DCLXXX





Horace |Ars Poetjca CCLXXV











ffIrs - century B.C. XI.
to firs century A.D.)
...ferro sonat icta bipenni
Fraximus evertunt actas ad sidera pinus
Roborn nec cuneis et olentuu scindere
cedrun
Nec nlaustris cessant vectare
gementibus omos.
...in plau3tra skirpia lara fuit.
,U
... plaustrum tnaius...
Se interfectun in plaustra a caupone
esse...ut are ad portam adesset
priusquan plustram ex oppido exlret.
Puppibus ilia prius patuli.s nunc
hospita plaustris.
Ignotum t.ragicae genas invenisse
canoene d'eitur et plaustris vexisse
roemata Thepsis quae canerent
agerentque peruncto faecibus ora.
Ipse cum expedlta nanu proficisitur
circum villas frunenturn oppidarisque
imperab ut plaustra lumenta oania
sequentur.
Cuin et ab Hyrcanis Titanius
expulit antris Cyris in arma viros
plaustrisque ad praelia cunctas
coraletae traxerere manus.
Plaustris supersidentes currantis
quae operi. nentes curratis cortaim
per solitudines conferunt sine fine
dlstentas.
Ab orbis rotundi multitudlne
digesta plaustrorum tanquam ultra
muraris cohibltuia spatis.
!odo longo coruscat sarraco venlente
abies atgue altera pinum plaus bra
vehint.




Varro. Rierurp Rusticarum 1,L11.
Gato, De Agrl Culture_111,X, 11
In quibus at haec 'iestium lorum
consularam admonltus aber plaustra
potius quaia r)lost"a dicenda.
Aut ex axibus dentails aim
orblculus quod vocant plostellua
p-'enicum in eo quis sed eat atque
trahunt iumenta.
...plostra at treblae...
The nlaustrum. therefore, with its dim'nuitive nlaustellui and
its vulgar form plostrum is a farm or hea ry duty wagon. D.C. says
it is a 'Currus quattor rotis constans'.
FtEDA
R.E. : —
■tart la 1, Epigram na-on 111,XLV11




Cicero, Pro Milone 11
XX
Ad Atticum VI, 1
...plena In reda omnes beati
copias trahens ruris.
Plurima Galilca evoluerunt
ut raeda ac petorritum quorum
tamen Cicero altrio Horace
utitur.
SpiraediumjNara cum sit praenosito
Graeco raeda Gallleujneque
Graecus tamen neque Gallus utitur
comoosito Romanl suum ex alieno
utroque fecerunt.
Currieuligena est memorat quod
Gallia rhedam
Molliter incedens orblta sulaA
humum
Exlliens duplici bijugo volat
axe cotato
Atque movet rap Idas juncto
quodrlgas rotas.
Obviam fit ei Clodius expeditus
in equo nulla rheda nullis
impediment! Graecis comitibus
ut solebant.
Cam uxors vehetur in rheda
oenula tis magno et impedlmento
et muliebri ac deli.cato ancilla: um
peullorumque comitatu.
Titer nihil cogitaret mall
quura alter veheretur in rheda
penulatus una sederet uxor.
Hie vedius mihi obviam venit cum
duobus essedis et raeda equis






Caesar, = 'e .Bello Galileo LI
Suetonius, Caesar LV11
Horace, Satires, V,LXXXV
Juvenal, Satires, 111, X
Vitruvius Se Architectura
X,111,IX
Hanc eplstolans dictavi sedens In
raeda.
V^hebantur in essedo tribunis plebts
sequebantur rheda cum legionibus
coraltes nequissiml.
Quod iam Gallis prodest ad
lllyricum etiam Italique reglones
convenit redundare ut non amplius
reda quam rnllle pondo subvectet,,.
...omne que acie suara rhedls et
carris ciroumdederunt.
...meritoria rheda centena passuum
millia in singulos dies,
Quatuor hinc rap injur viglnti et
mlllta rhad .a.
Sed dum tota domus reda componitur
subsistit ad veteres arcus.
Cum haec ita ad centrum porrectionibus
et cireinalionibus reciperunt moto3
tunc vero ettara plostm raeda tympana
rotae cocleae,scorpionis,ballistae prela
ceteraeque machinae isdem rationibus
per porrectum centrum et rotationem
circ'ni versantum faciunt ad propositum
effectus.
Thus reda meant a rustic car . or wagon, the standard vehicle for
long journeys,
3AREACUM
R.V. 11 A 1, column 49-50
Quintiltan,Instltutio Vlll, An cum licet in ^isone,Cicero 'cum
111, XXI, tlbl cognatio serraco advehabur'
incidesse vldetur in sordidu nomen
noneo contemptu hominis quen
destrueturn volebat auxisse,
Sldonlus AEeltoaiCS-Sarai*^!,, 3erraoa. nuUa esseda
' 1 subvehendis oneribus adtrahebantur
Juvenal.3atires,111,CCL1V,
VI.
" " V, XXII
Vitruvius De Architectura X,
1.
Modo longa coruscat sarraco venlente
ables,
Frigida circunagunt pigri sarraca Bootae,







Thus sarracum appears to have been a vulgar equivalent of plaustrum
used for heavy carting.
TXNSA.
R.E. : V A 1 : column 533-$
Festus. ^pistola CCCX111
Cicero, In Verrem 11 L1V
Diomedes Ars Grammatica 1,
CCCLXX11
Suetonius, Ca~sar LXXVl, 1,
Vehiculum quo exuviae deorum
ludicris circons bus in circu
ad pulvinar vehunbur.
••.tensae...quod ante ipsas lor
a terduntur quae gaudent manu
tenere et tangrere qui eas deduavit.
Non ostensus nec tensus sed quia
cacemphatm videtur,
Deceml sibi passus est...tensan
et ferculum circensr -oupa.
The tensa therefore aopears to have b en a vehicle used for the
circus, triumphs and the sacred games.
VFCTC'A.
R.E. Vlll A1 : column 56-7
Caesar De Sello Galileo 111,XL1 ...vecturasque frumenti descripsit.
Though extremely rare, vectura would ap >ear to be a generic tern
for vehicle.
VEKiCULU'
R.E. Vlll, AO : column 531
'"acitus, Agrlcola JL,LXXX
Vevetius Epltoma rei dilltarls
(fourth century A.D.J" 111,VI.
Livy H.R.. X, XXV111
XXXIV, 1
vehIcula cohortis Incipente nocte
onerari aperto armentario jubet.
brlmi ego eouites iter arripiant
inde pedites; impedimenta,
sagmarii,calones, vehiculaaue in
medio collocentur ita ut exoedita
pars peditum et equitum
3ubsequantur.
Multi impetu equorum ac
vehiculorum raotorum per agnen
obbriti antlsignani...
...ne qua raulier plus semunciam
curi haberet neu iuncto vehiculo
in urbe oppidore aut propr us






Codex Theodoslanua "111, V IV
326AD ~
Coopere deinde et assada sua
oolisata et ac patorita
exomare similmodo quae Lata
luxurea ad aurea quoquo non
nodo argentaa staticula
pervenit quaeque tn scyphis





.. .comprehendls ad deportandum
merit,oriua quoquo vehiculis et
pl3trinens:bu3 jumentis...
Neglegentia idem sunpiicium
luituris non in.probr.Cum tamen
est si is qui. angarlalem
habet copiaa ad fcutelam vitae
vel labores adeundu.i itineris
pro solacio quendam sociaverit
na nque hoc factum neretur




rec tores prov i.no lamm
oraefeotos vehlculorum adque
omnes qui curaui publico
praesunt admoneri con'eniet,
Thus vehiculura appears to have b ;en a generaL tern for vehicle
by land and sea.
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DISCUSSION
Several points may therefore be raised from the
literary sources. Firstly, it is possible to illustrate a
dichotomy of major Roman vehicle types: freighters and personal
cars. In the first category may be included the angariam. the
carrus, the plaustrum and its diminutive plostellun. the serracum.
the tensaf and perhaps the bennus. It would have been very pleasant
to have been able to divide these heavy duty vehicles into two
groups as cart and wagon. This, however, has proved impossible,
although some vehicles do seem to be consistently four wheeled.
-v
In the second category, the carpentum. the ourrus. the reda. the
petorritum, the nilenturn, the cisium, the covinna and the essedum
may be placed, These were used for both long distance and town
transport. Secondly it is possible to further subdivide these into
eight groups according to specialised functions:
Group one: for transporting baggage and passengers.
This includes the bennus, carrus. cmroe; turn.essedum.
petorritum. plaustrum. reda and sarracnm. Bonna comes for the Celtic
root meaning basketry or wicker and has been generally assumed to
have had four wheels, though there is absolutely no evidence for this.
It has been suggested by Daremberg and Saglio that bennus is
30
cognate with the baggage wagons illustrated on the Aurellan column.
However, the literary evidence that does exist would tend to
suggest that it is in fact not an army vehicle but a passenger
carriage. The cerrus saerns to bo a more common army transporter.
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Petorritum, from the Gallo-Brittonic ' petuor meaning four and
redo to travel would see a to have been used for long distance
travel only or for travelling to festivals and games. The reda
on the other hand would ap ear to ha e been the normal vehicle
for long journeys and there are no references to a reda being
highly ornamented, unlike the petorritum. An interesting noint on
29. S.Piggott, Roman --eh cles. unpublished draft, fchmldt
(1966-67) p. 170
30. Daremberg and Saglio (1873-1917)sv bennus .
31. S.Piggott, 'toman Vehicles unpublished draft, Schriidt
(1966-67) pp. 169-172,
33.
the matter of tr veiling oars, both in this group and in others,
is the predominance of references to miles. Clearly this was the
most frequently used draught animal in Roman times.
Group two; fast, light personal vehicles for town use.
This includes the clsium. currua and the covinus.
The predominant theme of references of this nature is the element
of speed. It may also be assumed that these vehicles were driven
by the owner and like the modern sports car, not intended to carry
any passengers.
Croup three: war chariots
Under this heading comes the covinus, currus. assodum
and the earns. The cqvinns, according to Pomponius Mela, was the
word used by the Britons for their own chariots. It was adop ed
y the Romans for priva e use. Currus. is the word most frequently
used to describe the Gallic chariots. The last literary record of
the use of war chariots on the continent appears in 225 B.C.
However, they continue in Britain until the third century A.D. and
32
in Ireland until the early Christian period. According to
references given by Caesar it would appear to have been capable of
operating in rough country, Carrus is rarely used in a military
context but one reference to the battle of Sentium in 295 B.C.
suggests that it may have functioned as a baggage wagon and been
usdd in the field only in emergency. Carpenturn, in a military
context, is used to describe vehicles which cart away victory
spoils. Thus it is far likelier to be carpenta depicted on the
32. Schmidt (1966-67) p.169. Reinach (1339) pp.122-133,Caesar De
Bello Galileo. 1V,XX1V,XX111,V,X1X,
Richard Langhorne, British Iron Age Marfare. M.A.thesis
Un versity of Edinburgh 1970(unpublished); F.C.Adc ck, The
Roman Art of War Martin Classical l ectures (Oxford 194-0);
enneth Tacks n, The ^ldeet Irish Tradition: A window on the
Iron Age(Cambridge 19&4);0kv14 Greene, Chariot as
Described in Irish Literature1 Charles Thomas fed.);'The
Iron Age In the Irish Provino^ (Council for British
Archaeology Research Report IX London 1972)'Crawford,(1926)
p.7 fig.l, pi.XLIX, pl.L No. 155. J
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^urelian column than benna. Finally he essedua was frequently-
used in the field and would appear to have been a vulgar word
for currus. Though carrum is equated with essedum in Livy's
passage relating to 295, this need not necessarily imply that
carrum had two wheels as the essedum had. On the contrary a
commentator on Horace links the four wheeled petorritum with
carrum. indicating that petorritum was called carrum by the
33* common people'• '
Gro p four: ceremonial cars.
In this group may be included the carp en. turn, carrnca,
essedum, tensa, and currus. 'he careentorn w s not only an urban
carriage, it was also according to the literary evidence, a
cover d two-wheeler, used for the sacred games. It is of Celtic
origin, cognate with the old Irish carpat. Oarruca is
etymological!" cognate with carrus and was used as a state
vehicle. ^
group Tie: vehicles used by women.
Only certain types of vehicle were used by women and
these include the carpentum, reda. pjlentnra and bastema» The
latter Is used to describe a co ered litter. All these vehicles
could be particularly sumptuous - silk-lined, curtained or
gilded ~ and were used by women mostly to tr vel to the games <r
on sta e oceas Ions
Group_sixi for the public post and heavy duty transport.
This group includes the reda and the an^ar'turn both
35
specified by the Theodoslan Code of the fourth century A.D.
The word angarium appears to ha e been borrowed from the Persian
with the costal svs 95 itself. According to Xenophon, Cyris had
invented the system as an answer to the adm:nistratlve needs of
33, Piggott, Reman ehicles, unpublished draf .
34-. ibid.j Greens (1972).
35. Pharr (1952).
40.
his vast empire. This w®3 copied by the Roman cursus
publious. (regulated by Theodosian) with the angarium, the
servioe angaria and the courier, angarius. The vehicle itself
was not allowed to carry more than 1500 lbs. The reda. also
37
used by the cursus publiens, carried lighter loads of up to
1000 lbs., being drawn according to the law codes by eight
mules in sumner , ten in winter. By contrast, the angarimm
was drawn by oxen, the codes specifying only two yokes per
vehicle when appropriated by the amy, only two vehicles
being allowed to each legion for carrying the sick and wounded.
Angariae was to beco e the word for general villein services
in the middle ages.
Group seven: vehicles for use on the farm.
These Include the plaustrum and the carrus. It alsm
includes the sarracum 'which with plaustrum was of :.en used to
describe the constellation Ursa Major, suggesting that these
vehicles were wagons. Varro describes the freight which It
38
carried, which suggest that they were open-topped. Ct is
also possible that they had solid wheels ard rotating axles
from the descriptions of the noises which accompanied their
movement. The plaustrum according to Vergil Georgics;had
spoked wheels, a yoke of lime and parts of cedar and cypru3,
seasoned by smoke after being hung inside the chimney. Hp- says
that it was often seen in areas of dark soil and was oxen-drawn.
Ovid also U3e3 plausbrum to describe a platform upon which wa3
placed a wicker basket, perhaps as iliustra ed by isperandieu V
39
4035. Oato uses the description planstrum major, which is
more frequently associated with medieval records than Classical
Literature, H waver, at least for the Roman period, there is no
way of distinguishing the plaustrum fro i the plaustrua major.
36.CvOroraedla Vlll, VI, XVII.
3T.F.K .De Vos,'Cursus PublicusjTransportation in Ancient Rome'
Public Affairs (1953) pp.3-17
33.piggott. Roman Vehicles (unpublished draft),this thesis s.v.
plaustrum and sarracum.
39. Daremberg and Saglio (1873-1917) sv skirpea; Esperandieu (1907-38)
V no 4034; K.D.White, Farm Equipment of the Roman World (Cambridge
1975).
The name is Gaulish fro the root oleu. to float or sway, ^
which may indicate that for some purposes it nay ha >e been
suspended. The sarracum is often used to inputs vulgarity, for
exa >iple in Cicero, so it may be that it wss a less sophisticated
vehicle than the pla strum. ^
Group eight : general vehicle terns.
This group consists "ectura and vehicula. The latter
is used for land and 3ea freighters, for baggage wagons,
personal chariots, war chariots and the public post vehicles.
?he warrant issued by the governors to permit transportation of
supplies by public postwas a subvectus. Voctura is extre iely
rare but becomes more popular in the twelfth century when the
European professional carrier was called the vectuariua,
transporting cargo'cum super bestii3 meis < absque carrecti-s'.
Finally, how do these names fit into the categories
chosen f r the representational evidence? It may be possible
that for tilt wagons the names reda, pilentum. bennus.
petorritum hay ha -e been xisedj tilt carts may ha 'e been called
oarri or carpenta (certainly the latter if the coins are anything
to go by); box wagons plaustra. sarroca, angaria. reda. pilenta:
box carts and chariots carpenta. esseda. carruca, curri, clsia.
tensa, cov'-ni. However, it mu .t be stressed that with the possible
exception of the carpentum, it Is not oossible to distinguish
these terns by m rphology but only by function and therefore
any comparison between veh'cle terminology and representation
is tenuous. It nay, in the end, be safer to use the terms bira
and quadriga to describe representations of Ron&n vehicles,
being ind'cative of the number of draught animals or yokes. It
is only in ohe middle ages that these terns becone confused,
being descriptive sometimes of the number of wheels, sometimes
of draught.
4C. Piggott.Roman '"ehicles.unpublished draft
41. Ibid.
42. R.D. Face The Vectuarii in the Overland Commerce between
Champagne and Southern Europe', Econom;c History Review Xll
(l959-6o)pp P39-246, p 22.3, \>.2ifi.
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CHAPTER THREE! : MEDIEVAL VEHICLES.
It is now possible to discuss how far medieval
vehicles fit into our categories. It must be emphasised that
the representations enumerated here are by no means exhaustive.
However, a survey of vehicle miniatures from manuscripts in
the major British public collections has been attempted.
Published facsimiles of important western European manuscripts
ere also consulted. What is presented here is merely a
selection of thos miniatures which Illustrate cho3en features
to best advantage.
RAILED WAGONS.
Here the medieval period shows some continuity
with prehistory, although it must bs noted that with one
exception, no illustrations, as far is known, exist **or the
Roman period. However, it is possible to suggest that railed
wagons continued to be used in certain local a^eas where this
type fitted the environmental requirements. A mosaic from
Orbe, Switserland ^ from the Roman period w uld seem to
indicate that such wagons survived further north.
One of the earliest medieval examples comes from the
2
Bayeux Tapestry. Here the staves are wide apart and it is
drawn by human traction. On the sane pr'nciples, the baggage
wagons from a biblical jnanuscript of 1260 have straight-
sided staves and neither tapestiy nor manuscript illustrate the
means of draught, namely, whether they had shafts or poles.
A thirteenth century German manuscript of Saxon laws
show3 a similar vehicle, but here, rising from the exlebed is
*1 Toynbee (1973) fig. 73
*2 3 ten ton The Bayeux Tapestry (London 1957^ fig. 41~4-3-
*3 Cockerell, Ja les and Ffoulkes A Book of Old Testament Illustra¬
tions (Cambridge 1927^ rain. 54-
*4 Per Sachsenspelgel, Bilder aus dor Heldelberger Handschrift,
(Leipsig 1952) I should like to thank Dr. John Higgitt for
bring:ng this manuscript to iy attention.
Le ts,Malcolm The Sachsensolegel and its Ellustra ora[1933).
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what would be called in England, a dog stick, a wo den pointed • stick
— sometimes tipped with iron - w ich is let down to prevent tne
veh'cle fron slipping backwards. It is often called a scaut
according to Wright. Along with roller scotches and drag shoes.
which do not aonear to have been illustrated anywhere, the dog
5stick was a major braking device. It is also illustrated on an
Italian manuscript of the fourteenth century, British Library
Manuscript Egerton 943» folio 30 from Padua or Emilia. A
particularly go d example of a straight sided wagon comes from
British Library -lanuscript Sloane 393 folios 12 and 13 [2.2-23J
Though no dog stick is present, these vehicles do have sway
bars beneath the undercarriage, indicating the presence of a
bogie. This fourteenth century manuscript is Flemish. The wagons
are called currus and plaustrum res lectively. Up to tne fourteenth
century, there is a tendency for the wagons illustrated to havea
central pole. By the later period, however, there is an increase
in the number with shafts.jj24J This is a result not so much
of a definite change in wagon morphology but of the greater
variety of wagon3 depicted (rather than simply heavy farm
wagons drawn by oxen) and of the increased use of the horse for
agrarian labour. H wever, a definite morphological change does
appear by the fifteenth century suggestedby miniatures
6 ~25-27j This distinctivedep'cting V-shaped wagon bodies,
shape occurs on wagons illuminated throughtout western Europe,
particularly on harv sters, with no distinction of daaught animal,
pole or shafts.
5. "snkins (l96l) pp.99-100 Hartley and ingilby Life in he
Moorlands of North-Bast Tppkshlre (London 1972)Wright EDD
For example Florence, S.N.B.R.39 fol I35r, cl400,illustrated
in Lombardy in Breigar, lelas, Singleton illuminated Manuscripts
of the ulvlne Comedy (London 1970)
Treue (I965)p.?15 German cl4?0,woodcuts of the sixteenth centuryfrom Germany illustra ed by L.Thrr.The History of the Carriage(Hungary 1969)pl.XX10-XXXlV 11he Grimani Breviary c^ 1500, Italianfacsimile, Gianfranco Folena,Gian Lorenazo Mellint .3ibbia
istor lata pado/ana jjella fine del Trecento
_ ("enice 1962)
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Both forms continue in use until the Introduction of the spindle-
wagon from Holland n the sixteenth, c entury.
R ILED CART
This is the most freqently illustrated medieval
vehicle and the frequency of its appearance is Indicative of
its pop ilarity for all major carrying tasks. One of the earliest
illustrations is British Library Cotton Tiberius 3't , aa|j28J
eleventh century English manuscript which depicts staved carts
carryin hay and timber. The majority of medieval farm carts
had light railed sides and t has been suggested that these may
7
sometimes have been filled with wicker in the manner of the
prehistoric vehicle. Eleventh century staved carts also appear
in the English -manuscript British Library Cotton Claudius 3 IV,
folios 66, 67, V7b and 91b. However, they are not particularly
an Tngl'sh phenomenon and oce r throughout urooe. They all
8
have two things in common, howsverj they all have shafts and
all are drawn by horses, whatever their function. An Ctalian
9
Bible History of c 140? shows a dog .stick or a support simil r
to those found on the wagons.[29] Moreover a particularly
interesting example of a camouflaged hunting car - a charrete -
is illustrated In a French Livre da la ChassgJ301 of toe
10
fourteenth century.
One interesting group of vehicles can be distinguished
amongst the railed carts, namely t ie tumbr" Is or prison carts,
distinguished by function. These are illustrated in miniatures
of many French and English manuscripts for example, British
Library Karley 43^5, folio 140, a fifteenth century French
illumination, However, they are most popularly illustrated as
7. u.'i.Jope in Singer et al, sea Tartf (1969) pls.XXlC-XXXlV
3. except Cotton Claudius 3 17
9. Bibla Istorlata Padovana,British Library Add 15777.Catalogue
of .additions to ritlsh anuscripts In the British 'uaeum
1 '41-45,(^ondov. 135<^ facsimile Gianfranco Folena,Gian Lorenzao
fellini (Venice 196?).
10.British Library Add 77699 fol. 1 3.
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marginals of Gothic manuscripts, for example, the English
fourteenth century 'ritish Library Royal 10 S IV, folio 65,
or the French manuscript Verdun 107 folio 157, executed for
Marguerite of Burgundy in Lorraine in c 1304.. -hey are also
Illustrated as part of the Lancelot legends. According to
Chretien de Troyes, who demonstrated a very detailed
knowledge of contemporary legal practice, those guilty of
a capital offence were taken by cart to be executed, the
cart being cruex and, therefore also an instrument of
hum iliat ng punishment in itself. Radzlnowicz further
indicates that the cart itself was often used as a drop.
the tumbrellum was used also as a means of punching
crimina minora. A part from their respecti a uses, the only
major difference was that one was horse drawn, the other
manual. Both of these vehicles are fused into Chretien's
charette reoresen t;ng the double standard of Lancelot's
morality. ^ What Is more interesting from the social point
of View is that the prejudice and ill luck associated with
the cart as an instrument of pin shment was applied to ail
carts so that for a healthy adult tiale, rld'ng in a cart
was considered a disgrace, the tern karrenritter one of the
greatest of insults. This attitude changed lowly and was
not fully eradicated until Beau hash's circle made coach
travel fashionable, Tumbrils themselves ceased to be an
instrument of punishment with the increased uses of the
pillory and they beca ie seen more com ionly on the farm.
*1. Randall Ij-nagea In the Margins of G-thlc ManuscriptsTBor ley
and Los Angeles 1966)G.Hatchings,'An Edition of that part of
the . rose Lancelot du Ear; which corresponds to Chretien de
Troves C nte de la Chare te'Bodleian MM.D.Phil d 230/l-2,
Bodleian MS Rawl.; b 6 fol.160,David J.Shirt'Chretien de
troyes and the Cart' ,Rothuell,Barron,Blamires and Thorpe (e>d)
Studies in .Medieval. Lite rature and Languages in . memory of
Trader'ck Whitehead{Manchestor 1973jpp 279-,03.L.J.Jewi11,
•A Few Notes on Ducking Stoois'Reli guar./ l4 *6i) pp 145-53^
W.A.undrews.Bygone Pun» shment (London i93l)Radzinowicz A
History of Criminal La j and its Adminis ration(London 1943)
Vol. 1 p. 171 ff .35 " " 7 "i'rom 175*6
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TILT WAGONS
This is the vehicle most comnonly iliust -ated as a
leans of personal travel, (that is of ladies) in the middle
ages. The tilt of the wagon is made of cnnva3 or nore expensive,
sumptuo s material, sup or ted by a circular frame with
horizontal cross bars. ?he entrance is found at the front and
windows at the side, as in the French manuscript of St.
Augustine, La Haye iuseum ieermanno-eatreefrvannunUOA 11 folio
7 3""
or in the Luttrell Psalter, folio 131b, cl340, a south
German chronicle of 1360,{j^j The Toggenburg Bible fron south
west G rmany|^3ij ^ or the French Ro;aan de la Rose, Bodlian
Seldon Supra 57 folio 112, In the Luttrell, the open front
and back entrances are protected by chains. Sometimes, however,
the en ranee is found at the aide as n the Flemish manuscript
of the fifteenth century British Library Cotton Augustus A V
folio 45v. |33j Such wagons not only afforded protection from
the weather, they became status symbols in the fifteenth
century. They continue into the next century virtually
unchanged and many of the coaches of the late sixteenth centufy
£
bear a remarkable resemblance to these chars. Perhaps the
1 st glimpse of this type i3 'n the description of the
celebrated leather Gee Ho of the Karl of Shrewsbury n the
7
eighteenth century.
7•A.W.3ryvanck,Les JPrLneipaux Manuscritsja J)eintures de la
Bibllotheoue Royale des ; ays 3as et du Musee leer ranno-
,j astreemanrium It la Haye (Paris 19241.
3. flllar The Luttrell Psalter (London 1932)
4.freue (1965) p.205,tp.3 5
5. krjorie Nice BoyeriMedieval Suspended Carriages.Speculum
^ xxxiv (1959) p.360ff.
6.Gay and Stein D'ctionaire Arch .eologlque du -toyen Age et de
La Rena ssance, s.v.coche.
7.J.Crofts Packhorse.Waggon • nd Post.Land Carriage and




Those are constructed rn exactly the sane way as
the wagons but they are almost hall* the size. I Is possible
that the tilt wagons were two carts joined, together as on
prehistoric wagons. Howev >r, nor tally the vertical beams on
tilt wagons, where these are 3hown, do not divide in the
centre, except in the case of a middle entrance. Moreover the
wheels of the cart are normally shown as a go d deal larger
than those of the wagon to take the more concentrated axle
weight. Such a cart while still fit for normal work, would be
very suitable for tra 'el. A Flemish manuscript of the fif eenth
3
century shows the tilt as a dron ed curtain. Furthermore, the
t It carts and wagon bodies bear a remarkable resemblance to
those colored litters which ap ear frequently in Flemish, French
and nglish manuscripts of the fourteenth and fifteenth century
which are carried be ween two horse?.. Such vehicles of
psrsonai trans ort display surprising continuity in form with
those of antiquity.
BOX LOOKS.
Suchvagons with reinforced olanked sides ap ear in
the miniatures as biblical and war chariots, ^ baggage
vehicles and passenger carriages, particularly of the sick or
IP
wounded. They are rarely farn wagons but are represented equally
3. British Library Cotton Fero K ill folio 15
91 Brit" sh Library Fgerton 32^7 fol.41b,Harley 5256 fol.9,Add 13550
fol.39,Add 15263 fol.69,Royal 20C V fol.H4b,Royal 16 G V fol.lll
A4d.inp94 fol.83
10.Brit.ish Library Royal 190 VI fol.l60,Ro/al 19U 11 fol. 174. Add
13350 fols. 4b,33,103,91.
11.British Library Fa s ''horaoson 1 fol.39,Add 13350 fol,9-b,?30
Cotton Julius f Vll fol.5 Harley 4331 fol.l53,Burney 169 fol.T55
Royal 20 13 CC fol.92
Add 24945 fol.l59,3urney 257 fol.122 Add 19669 fol.213 H- rley 2533
ol.36,44,Bodleian Library Land Misc.751,fol.20 l Lyall 67,fol.31V
Rawl.3 ?14 fol. 199 v 193
12.British Library H-.rley 3?6 fol.90,Burnley 257 fol.91,9 ,Royal ROC V
fol.112b,Hurley 1413 fol.l Coekerell,James,Ffoulkes (1927) min.10
17,23,42
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as having shafts or pole. An interesting an; distinctive
group ;n this section is the Acre 'hexagonal wagons' of the
thirteenth century. These are four wheeled -chicles s nply
dep ctedW-diraensLonally. Canopied and decorated, they form a
distinctive group, being illuminated in the Latin oirtgdom of
Jerusalem but sharing a common ancestor with thirteenth century
French biblical histories such as 3ibliotheque Rationale fr.
13 r -i
2012 which show normal box wagons." 34-37
BOX CAR'hS.
his group is used by the illuminators to illustrate
14. 15
ancient chariots, personal carts, and, rarely, 'nstrumenis
of punishment. 0 They are mostly found in biblical manuscripts
and the hglish Tlijahs form a distinct section within t is group.
Bodley [33-4.lj manuscript 264 fol.152 ( ngli.sh c 14.00) shows an
unusual castellated war cart, while fol o 109 has an exceptionally
good illustration of a mule cart.
LAD3IE PARTS.
This type of vehicle is just as popular in the
medieval period as the box cart, t had changed little fro the
prehistoric re reservations, being still a simple ladder but
with shafts in place of a central pole. Obviously the bodies were
added separately depending on the particular need. These
vehicles appear almost exclusively in farn cuntexts^ although
in sixteenth century woodcuts, they take on a variety of
diff rent forms such as w ne carts and even pie vending carts.
'hey are therefore com on in nglish, "ranch and Flem'sh
17
miniatures and German woodcuts.
13. Hugo Buchtal,The liniaturra of thr oris ?aaIt..-r(London 1938).
14.. Singer et al fig.50'' British Library Royal IS IX fol.37,Royal
14W fol.110.Stowe 54 fol.22 Cotton Cleopatra C 111 fol.IS,19,21,
"lb, Arundel 66 fol.31,Add 19537 fol.77v,Royal lC"ll,Add 24199
fol,17,Boldeian Library Bodley 614 fol,17v Laud.disc.752 fol.134v
Cambridge CDrpus Christi 3 fol.l6l,T.S.R.Boase English art ( xford
1953) pi.61,
15. Bodleian Lyell 67,fol.$5v,British Library Burney 169 fol.100 Royal
20 I) 1 fol.33? Yates Thompson 3 fol. 192b
16. British Library Ro«l 14 EV fol.110
17. ritish Library dd 35313 fol.34,Add 27699 fol.102 Tres Rlchas
Heures du Due de Berry facsimile (London 19&?)pl.54 3'nger et al
/Q - - fig^3
TRIUMPHAL CHAR LOTS.
For the moat part, ancient chariots are
depicted by he medieval cribe as box carts. Howe'er, this
does not take into account those vehicles which are shown in
the manner of Roman chariots, in particular, those of the
18
fifth century Vatican irgil, the Utrech "salt ?r c 850
".D.,folios 35 and 17, 19 British Library Arundel 339 fol. 77
20
and Bibliotheque Rationale "fenuscrit Latin 3340,' which are
th'rteenth century, Flemish and executed mi the same manner as
Utrecht, an eleventh century bible, illus rated by Treue and
ierton College HO? folio 1?3. However, the fifteenth century
saw the introduction of a distinctly new type of trl mnh wagon -
though ad lit edly based n ancient models - to illustrate the
triumphs of Petrarch, for exam le, British Library rates
Th mpson 10, folios 151,163,16',173b,103b, Add 20916 folio
12, Harley 3567 folios 149,16?,166,175,104 and Add 3*125
fol'os 33b and 67b. These have del berutely archaic features
such as throat and girths ad central poles. Vehicles which
c nslst of a simple platform and sole are also following
classical form for example British Library Harley 270, folio 2 and
Add 19669 folio 53.
18. Des Koettes L'Attelaye^le Cheval de selleJa travers les acys
(*aris 1931) vol.11 fipU5
19. Be wald, 'ha i'l.lun rations of the Utr-oht 'sa1'.or(inoeton/
Lelpsig/i ondon n.dT}
20. Des Noettes (1931 fig. 152 vol.11
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SLEDGES
Sleds appear to have continued in use in
medieval times as much as they did in prehistory. The Gseborg
finds seem to ha»'e been of the type recognised by Berg as
used for porterage ra her than for passengers.^ In lemish
manuscripts of the fifteenth century, they often form a border
bub are of a type used for personal transport. In British
Library Add. i8352 folio 2, sledges are depleted with high
seats and cushions, being propelled by a pair of sticks in
the manner of the modern skis, 'ach passenger is, therefore,
also his own driver. A s milar method is shown in British
Library Add. 24093 folio 30, which also shows sledges with
passengers being pulled al ng by humans Ln folios 18b and 19,
and a border of folio 29b shows a tug-o-war with sledges.
In every case, the sledges are recognisable to a modem readeu
P
The Hours of K:ng Manuel of Portugal show sleds put to
agrarian use in much the same way and of similar mor hology as
those used In Yorkshire in the last century."5 |43-4&j fhey
also bear a striking resemblance to two-man barrows recorded
from North Yorkshire."' It might be interesting to note here that
sleds were also used as instruments of pun shment, thou :h in aortreme
cases, the sled was dispensed wi th and the accused dragged bo his
5
execution without aid.
1, Foote and Wilson, The Viking Achievemen (London 1970)" p.253-2o2
Berg (1935) p. 69
?. Galhano 0 Curro de 2o' s sin, 'ortugal (Lisbon 1973)ol.120,121
3. Hartley and Ingilby (1972) ir.RaymondHayas Ir. Bertram Frank
Rydale Folk Museum, Hutton-le-Role, Yorkshire,personal
comimunicaticn.
4. Rydale Folk Museum.
5. British Library Royal 10E IV folio 94.
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Geegory of Coors ' Historia
Francorum III,XX 1
Caoitularls de 7111 is LXlVSa
BIGA.
RMLtfL : a cart 1134- 9
Isidore ; mv, 1.
latthew Paris Histor la Galore
CHRFCTA
RlILWL, < a curt 1150
Household Roll 'rdwar-.l 1.1281
Rhuddlan.
Vehtculum itineria quasi vide sternax
miliibus stramentis composite aduobus
anima1ibus decortafca.
Deutoria vero cernena fil'am suara
valde esse timens ne earn concuplscens
rex sibi adsumeret in basterna
posita indomltis bubis coniunctis
earn de >onte or?,eel' tav.it quae
in ipso fluain© splritum reddidit.(c580).
Ut e rra nostra qua in hoate a
pargunt et basteraae bene factae
sint cum cooperta.(c300).
Tuadrigae et blaae et trigae et
siglugae a numero eq orum et iugo
d ctao.




D' iartis pxiaa ante fn.beate marie
fegdal. p.vj carettis quaIt. cum
LIJ equis conducti p.feno cari.ando
de pratis usq.castru de .othel
l,p.untwid'am 6/l0d.
6. R.Fi.La ham Revised edleval Latin •'ord Li t London (196S\ reprint 1973).
henceforth RMLWL. X
7. Lindsay sidore rIisoalensls 'foiaconi tymologiaram Sive
Origlnum (Ononii 191lT henceforth Isidore.
8. Ronnmerya G?r-naniae'liot:>r' ca iscrlptores reru i Rerovingicanvn 1
3a ibid. Legam 11, 1 Gap I tularin Regum f'rancorum,Gap i tularis deiT.illis .
9. see also Lathanu^Fasc.l p.I^VDM^ctl^ieya] Utln from British Sources [lon. >975).
10.Giles, %tthew r' siChrcnUa Malora (London 1352) 111 vols.
Chronica Ma lore. Rolls serif's, Henry Richard? Luard (ed)
TLondon~l377) »11 vols.
11.Lysons and Brand, A Copy of a Roll o? Fxpenses of King Riward
at Rhuddlan Castle, .ales, in 10th and 11th years of his reign
rema ning among the records in the Tow r, Archaeologia XVI
pp. 32-79
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PRO " 1 1 5/13.
15
Inventa Ire le la ro/ne Anne de
Bretagne.
15
f.nffenta ire du^Duc de Bourpogne *
no. 5o90#
Villa' !' 3 Chronica 1", V 1
|5"
Invootaire do Tean de Bourdeille
1595."
IS"
...pro j c _rec_ta_ caraorae...
...pro ferruris quorundan
coffrorum gardarobe, taraapud
Purrin London quam in earecti3






• •.carecta canetrie rege ...
Domino Tohan> l de rokenford pro
una lom~a carecta ejusdem
garderob apud Novum Castrum
super Tynam.
Waltero de lolasworth vie
Bedsford et Buk.pro X carectis
ferr 14-
C churat 3 LX carres e XXX
bateaux port-ant p rrea e
charbon de net.(1296)
Jeux cou ertures pour deux
charlota branslans.(1493)
Pour le f& eon d' n char
branlant qui dolt se fai.r-> ;nour




Bug petit carosse monte sur
111J roues et double de drap
vert.
IS"
Comot s de Charles le Temer.lre 1473 Une paIre d'armons peur servlr
au £bariot d'une borabadeUe
Comotes dee —MB olaislrs de la'5 A Jehan Lenatier pour le louage
re'ne 1415. d'>n chariot de fer...
12. *febb, *A Roll of the Ho sehold Expenses of Richard de Swinfield
bishoo of Hereford 123 -90'Cmde- Society (London n.d.)
13. Compare to Ord nances of L'Ho ,el de Philippe de alo*.3 in 1 th c
(1329)B''bliottidoue de L' bole -ie Chertres L (1894)pp.465-487,
pp.598-626
14. ' iber notldianus Contrarotnlaribus Garderobaa.Society of
Antiquaries of London,facsi.m'<le (Lo-don 1787) henceforth LQOG
15. Barjorie Nice Boyer (1959) pp.359-60
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Comptss de l1Hotel de Paris 1430
iartial d'Augergne
CARRPS









■lartene et Purand Veterum
Scriotorua ".(flth cenbury)
A .Tehan de Paris charron,
Bernard Sertrand et Jeun Veau,
la so,time de ? a la quelle a
este estirae un chariot complet
a la fa con de Hongrerie..
Puis y avoit cinq grans chevaulx
couv :rs de beau noir valente tiran3
le chariot a cerceaulx ou le roy ,✓
(%rl<V VU) si fut apporta (14-65)
ehiculu:-!, minus quod furiibus
trahitur"operari is , Huiustaodl
frequens usus est in saxis mole
majoribuo transvehe~dis Inter
aedificandum,
Garrum a cardine rotarui dictum
undo ot currus dictl, quod rotas
haberedentur.
Corpus regis...duo ex Lndigenis
carro impositum in tynemouth
supefierunt.(1093)
...e cariand taa ad naves
versus deneburgh qua 1 in carris
et carectis usque Rokesburgh et
•Tedeworth pro raunicionibus eorum
locorum.
carre, currus (col.?9)
chariots a coabatre et armes.
16. Gay and 3 to In (1923) S.V."har. D.C. S.V. ch-'r. chariot.
Viollet le Due, Dictlonnaire ralsorm£ du aobilier
r-anca ■ q IV vols. (Paris n.d.) Char.





Julius Pollux of Naucratis.
X
XJX
Gregory of fours IX
L-'GG.
household .loll 1P81. Rhuddlan
19




British Museum loyal 193 T-11I
156/16
PLAHSmUM
RMLWL ! a wagon e333
D.C.
Pollux XXIX
Ourrus praet -rea partes sunt,
sella, rabulatum exterior et
interior potaru.m circunferentaa
...Rotarura porro circa axim
circumlutarum ferrua extremaa
cingens circunferentlara can thus
Circumferentia ipsa sostra
et ;n hanc infix! baculi radii...
...Verura si. qu s vehiculorum
vectura uteretur.Notandae
■"eh'culorut sunt species sive
currus, sive vehlculae, seu
plaustra vel lecticas has
no a nare con -en at.
De haec civitate rex ad
persequenduna Hebraecs cum
exercitibus currum ac multi
oed stri an dirictus est.
...ourrus...pro cuffinis...pro
curru ejusdem Regine.
Pro uno curro conducto p.
auxil cariag harnes.
Mat ducem et circitum et omnes
curns Tabm. regis...
X IT pre-equitatoribus vallettriis
da currubus Regine.••
...litel carte3 called "artymelles
for to carye the mantelles arid the
tymbre...(14.0^)
Onrrun quatuor rotis constans.
Agrestic a tea Lnstrumentorii
necessar'a sunt aratra e
aripartes -ilausbrua...
Onomasticon. Rudolphus Gualtherus Tigurlnus (ed.)feasle 1541)
tional Library of Scotland anuscript Gray 930.
19. Coc cerell, James and -ffoulkos, (19?7),
55.
Gregory of Poura V^H^XXXV Kara ianositis plausfcro ad
Burgtgalenstun urban in quo
orbus fuerat
...pro XXLIJ siaus&roru
cariandun farrinam, vinua et
alia victualia diverse ds
Cariolo usque oestrum do Dumfries
pro municlone.
Caraelos videlice , raulos, et
assinos...et quaedan nlaustea
cum su:s bubalis et bobus
quaeda n victual a.,.Lnvenerunt.
(a cara an from the east).
Super quo soldamus oraeaonitus
iuss t (the sulian) illus
na iculas n olaustris a
b b&l s fest* nanter tract s
afferl...
rronica i'ratrls Salimbene 1343 fan turn euro da oachyra 20
quantum ie quinta rote nluus r-e.
IT DR.10A
?h Bolden Rook 1133 Villani d9 Southbydyk tenant
vlllara sua.a ad firasra efc
reddun X '' libra s et iuvenisnt
"'111 xx horn nes ad ietendua in
auturapno et U1 quadrleas ad
quadriganda blada apud Oetonan.
H Dn.
Fauci rustlcanorun cada r
in rheda caballaria coapositu.ii
w ntoniam in piscopatum devexere




d'llia-n of Malraesbury de Ge tis
Ragum -nglorura IV CGC111
20 Tonuraonta German la K iprpria, '::riotor^s XXXll (1905-13)
p.239# Lynn .-hi e inr. HeHaval Technology and Soc ■ 1
Change (■ ford 196'') p. 67
56.
Several poins may now be made concerning
medieval vehicles, i irstly it is even more Impossible to link
representation to literary evidence because information on the
spec alisatlon of function which was present f >r the Roman period
is rare. Sec ndly, 'unction has been reduced to pers rial transport
and heavy cart'ng and many of the t rns are used indiscriminately
Thirdly, while nlauutrum must on occasion mean a four wheeled wagon,
this is not always the case. It sho Id be noted that the common
measures such as a planet^ata. charrus or carecta of lead are all
the same weight, "here is no evidence to support the contention
that a Ion mi a plaus trum, any more than a longa a carecta s a torn_
used for a wagon. his is probably indicat o of the presence
of side ladders to increase the load rather than an indication
o the number of wheels. However, cur?-us and char are used
consistently of passenger vehicles and it is perhaos possible
to see these as terms for tilt wagons or carriages.
There s no answer to the quest-on of the terminology of cart and
wagon in the middle ages. Though there is general continuity be .wean
the major types of ehicle In prehistoric, Roman and medieval times,
here is in the la ter period a genuine reduction in the numb r d'
v ,'h cle names used and ea recta and laus tra become ubiquitous.
Fourthly, while It is impossible to distinguish carecta and olaudb r.a
in terns of the numb r of wheels, nlaustrum 3 used so often of an
oxen drawn wagon that the diet notion could lie n the means of
draught. F fthly, while wagons cannot be isola ed n the lit rary
evidence, the representative ev'dence is so substantial that it fe
impossible to agree with Tenkins that a 'farm w gon must ha e been
a rarity' or with Psrk.es tnat 'the rarity of four wheeled vehicles
has led some writers to believe that these were not introduced into
21. British Library Sioane *13 393 fols. 12 and 13
udward Kicholson, ien and eosures (London 1912) . i.Jope ,
'Saxon Oxford and its Region' 0. ,Harden(Qd)0ark Age in -ritain;
Studios resented to 'VT.Leeds (London 1956) pp 234--253, p.25 (note
23. Lynn whiternr. (Jxford 1962) p. 66
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th country until at least the b ginn'ng of the .s'xteenth
p/
century. Sixthly, while eniraedlum in the classical authors
leant a means of attachment to a vehicle, eo:redium, according to
the Proaptorium Parvulorum of c 144.0 meant a wheelba row*
Finally although it h-s proved imp sselble to link terminology and
representation, it should not be forgotten that in any case the
crafts nan'3 skills were always directed towards achieving the
perfect vehicle and that the most important technological
developments in heeled veh cles, those whose end products were
minimum wei ht, maximum strength and easiest possible handling
aopacity were never recorded and orobably varied with each
individual vehicle.
24. ieaklna p.7, J. Varices Travel in England In the
Seventeenth Century (Oxford 19"5) p. 7. , N
?5.tHarleian $S 221, albertus Way, Camden Society (London 1743lBr tish Library.
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WPBffl m' TtCHiioLogiCAL Acmmmans.
< pgprewffCT OP: m waptflfflMg.
Section will try to leal with three of the
main aspects o early vehicle construction; articulation,
suspensi n an-'< costs. The dates of he achievement of articu¬
lation and suspension are fundamental to any consideration
of the echnical skills of the medieval wagon wrights, while
raising, moreover, the larger muest'ons of the viability of
transporting, "n the case of foraer, goods,of the latter,
passengers, overland>and the assessment of the relationship
between the prehistoric, classical and medieval worlds in
terras of practical knowledge and ability, "he costing of
specific parts o:' the chassis :nay be expanded here to bake
nto account the range f snare parts available to the nedieval
consumer, the maintenance ard running costs he might be expected
to ieet.
CHAPTER ONE ; THIS P£,r :T 'J FHOKT AXLE
In a four wheeled vehicle a pivoted front
axLe, turn'ng train or bogie, may be defined as a bolt, oln or
disc holding the front axle to the chass s in such a way as to
allow It to revolfreely around an angle of up to n nety
degrees, the degrees of turn being limited by 'he coupling pole,
axle length, wheel 3ize and body character!sties.However,
irrespective of the presence of such a fitment, the p" .'ting of
a front axle is only Tactical when at least one of three
conditions are present; s all front wheels, long axles or a
lock'ng arch to prevent the wheel felloes from crashing into
the wagon sides; a mechanism to stop the -/heels before they
reach the body aidgs, allowing in modern terms four fractions of
lock; a means of ra's:ng the body far enough abo-'e the chase's to
allow the wheels to turn under comfortably, Undercarriage morphology
is a uneful Indicator only in terms of defining absence of
articulation. The fact that a wagon's chassis co Id allow for
the fitting of a pivoted front axle In no way guarantees its
presence,
59.
['he :1abe at which the fitting of a pivoted
fron' axle nay safely be considered to have bean included in
the European wheelwright's repertoire of skills is one of the
major problns to be encountered in any study of the
techn cal developnen of wagon construction, The use of a
turning trai- is crucial, since without it, a wagon when
changing d r-set'on "s .forced to skid round under Halted
control. 3uch a nt noeuvre subjects the wagon to "ntolerable
lat ral pressures, ract'cal xper'ence of this roble i any be
less unfa a liar than night at f 're' be though r,. .-hat is less
obvious is why it should be thought neees^ry to use a wagon at
all. The wagon is f voured as a nor practical vehicle than the
cart because of its greater capacity, stability and ease of
loading. Local court records are full of pronouncements of death
2
by misadventure,invlving carts and their loads. The byre of
Wiltshire in If4.9 ade s"x judgements about death by crushing
when carts over umed and heard one case where a young woman,
tra"elling as a passenger n a cart, was killed by a shifting
load, he Kent byre roll or 1313 records the death of Robert
of 'e~ton, crushed by a cart loaded with oaks and tha of a
driver, who, having fal en asleep, was killed when his cart
overturned in a stream, fur her 10re, s nce it is important in
any two wheeled vehicle to ha - e the weight of the load balanced
over the wheals to pre ent overturning, the n st att acti e
aspect of he wagon with its nor evenly distributed burden,
was its ability to se highways impracticable for the cart with
its heavy axle load, ron-shod charts with th ir groat capacity
1. larjorie Nice Royer, f-edieval Ivoted Axles' Techn logy and
Culture 1 (i960) She points to the analogy of trying to turn
a baby's pram, in a co fined space.
2. P.D.A. Harvey, A Medieval Oxfordshire Village; Cuxham 1240-1400
(Oxford 1965) p 105 and footnote 1; C.A.F. Meekings, Crown Pleas
of the Wiltshire Eyre 1249, Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural
History Society XVI (Devizes 1961); F.W.Maitland, W.V.Harcourt,
W.C.Bolland The Eyre of Kent, Six and Seven Edward II, 1313-1314,
Selden Society XXIV (1909) pp 64, 72, 152-155.
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for churnIng up the streets, were frequently banned fron towns
by ordinance. 3everley or axa iple, imposed fines upon cart rs
3
who persisted in bringing shod carts into town. In the country,
carts earrying specially heavy loads were frequently diverted off
the main roads but were ne ertheless fined heavily 'tor the
privilege of using the mead >ws. At Cuxham, a cart carrying
millstones paid five pence for permission to drive in the fields
adjacent to the road. ^
Given, therefore, that the wagon is extremely
useful for long distance transportation, It is indeed strange
that such confus'on surrounds the introduction of an invention
of such cardinal Importance. The general opinion persists that
the turning train was used in the European late Iron Age and
the classical eriod but lost during thd Dark Age3, bo be
redisco ered by the wegonwrighta and military technicians of
central Europe in the fifteenth century. Behind his belief lie
three basic assumptions; that the prehistoric Celtic wagons
pivoted; that since th se became fashionable and were adopted
wholesale by members of Roman s ciety, the Romans automatically
became fa i'liar with the principle; the Ion standing acceptance
of the conviction that Roman and early medieval inventiveness
was of a conservati e if not degenerate nature. Recent studies
of medieval economic documents, however, have tended to
suggest that land transportation was so extensive as to ha 'e
ruled out the oossibility of ignorance of so obvious a technical
5
necessity. "foreover, the certainty that the first undoubted
representation of a turning tral wa to be found in a German
3. Beverley Town Ordinances. 3olden Society XI"(1338) p.21.
4. Harvey (19^5) p. 104.
5. 'ferjorie "ice Boyer (i960) pp.123-33, ^amas Field Willsrd,
•Inland fransportati n n Shgland in the Fourteen th Century1
3 eculum 1 (1926) pp,361-374 'The Use of Carts in the
Fourteenth Century' Historical Revision no.LXlll History Xf111
(1932-33) pp.246-750,
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manuscriot of 14-50 has been shaker* by the presentation
7 3
of representational evidence dating to 139% 1335, and
q
900 A.D, ?he time is ripe, therefore, for a reconsideration
of the evidence of pi oting and f r speculation on the
possibility that existing interpretstion3 of articulation in
antiquity may pro e to be fanciful. If this conclusion 13
acceptable, old n tions of medieval regression and rediscovery
may no longer c nstitute a viable alternative! the possibility
that the articulated foreaxle was not reinvented but invented by
~ome skilled dark Age craftsman should not be overlooked in
the enthus astic search for continuity.
6. Singer e al 11 fig. 50?.
7. Bertrand Gills, The Seal of Francesco de Carrara'
"he Evolution of Science G. otraux and F. Crouzet (ed)T^~7or"kl^3T~?.l70 ng. 3
3. A. Rupert Hall 'More on iediaval Pivoted Axles'
7 ■chnology and Culture 11 (1961) pp.17-21
9. Lynn ihite Jnr. (196bJ pp. 66 n.4
6?.
ran prttigtoric md :mce
Some understanding of essential elements
invlved in the pivot*ng of a front axle af a vehicle may be
seen to have existed in prehistoric tines. The fundamental - true
rotary motion, defined by Childe as the ab lity of an instrument
to turn n the sa me d r ction indef nitely - was achieved at
least by th ■ fourth milIonium w;th the spindle »nd potter's
wheel and the technically mora sophisticated idea of vertical
1
pivoting by the Graeco-Roman period. Moreover, since some
of the "ronse *-ge late European wheeled cinerary \jj\ urns were
raised to allow for unrestricted ■ assage of the wheels, it is
remotely possible that one of the essential preconditions for
articulation was comprehended and let. One c uld theref re
maintain a knowledge of first principles in antiquity.
Thi3 argument can only be accepted, however,
if it can be proved that such principles were in fact perceived
as abstract conceptions, divorced fro the object in which they
were initially util sed. This alone would account for their
application to transport technology and the successful solution
to he problem of transferring a wooden pivot, rotating
s oothly in a f'xed socket, to that area of a veh cle most
subjected to 'rregular movement and the greatest of stresses and
strains. However, since such ev dence cannot be forthcoming,
1.7ere Gordon Childe (Rotary lotion'' Singer et al, 1 pp.IB'7-216
R..T. Forbes 'Che Seal,Culinary and Cosmetic Arts' Singer et all
pp.290-3t ,?ood and Drink}Tarly 'Volution of Disintegrating
Techniques', Sing r et al 11 pp.106-121, a. ..Oaruana 'An
Ancient Greek Building in Malta' American Journal of
archaeology 1" (1383) p 450-4,fig.L8
I ppi9-lis 2.R.Forrer, (1932)/(G.Kossack, Studleren gur Symbolgut der
\ Prnenfelder und i ial is tat tze" t lit teleurqpas fiierl in 1954)
J.Jones Spoke-wheeled vehicles in Prehistoric "uro.oe,
North of the Alps to circa 700 B.C. '.A. dissertation, "dinbur&h
1970 (unpublished).
articulation in antiquity can be proved or disproved only by
a consideration >f actual veh cle re nalns or their representation.
In the past, prehistorians have suggested that
the wagons depicted on the petrogl/phs of Scandinavia, .3pa in and
North Italy (clOO V700 B.C.) may have been articulated
since they ao ear to have been constructed by joining two
3
triangular carts. If this union was effected along the front
axle by means of an open bolt, this would easily allow foreaxle
articulation. However, it has been argued that the only
practical method of constructing such a vehicle was to pin the
fra es toge her, thus rendering the forecarriage immoveable
in relat on to the rear. ^ n any case mor hology alone is not
evidence of a pivoted front axle. None of the preconditions
previously outlined are present in the earliest wagon
representations# Furhteroore, the excava id evidence offered
for the third and secondmillenlum 9.0. wagons from the hoar
"aot and Transcaucasia show rigid front axles. There has been
a cla tm for a third millenium swivelling axle from Lolinsky
A
barr w 4, grave 7, In the Kalmyk A.S.3.R. The photographic
evidence upon which it Is based |49j is not entirely satisfactory,
however, and the excavators themselves at the time seemed to be
unaware of the unusual nature of their claim# It would be not only
3. G.Berg (1935) .99 pi XXs-"11, pi. XV, i. Anati, Camonica
Valley (London 19>4) T.G. I.Powell 'Southwestern Pen'nsular
Chariot Stelae' To Lllusrrate the -lonumens.Ossayo on
Archaeology r se ted to Stuart Piggott (Lend n 1977).
A.G.Haudicourt and i.J.B.^elamarre (1955)
4. J.G.-Jenkins, (1961) d.5
5# I.L'ttauer and -T. i.Crouwel (1973) po.L02-126, (19 4)op,20-37
Piggott (1963) pp.266-313,p .297-99'
6. 3.Piggott ibid p.300, I.V.Sinits n and E.'irdinev - ew
Archaeological 'ixcarations in the territory of the Kalmyk of
AS3R (Fllsta 1962-3) pp.31-3^
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'unique and anomalous' - no claia has been ut forward
for the re raining Caucasian evidence - but distinctly useless
sine© the wagon itself belongs to that class of vehicle whose
forecarrlage rests directly upon its chassis. Skidding, o'••up¬
turning or indeed disintegration would be bound to occur with
the presence of some mechanical device to aid turning without
the relevant prerequis te of allowing space for lateral movement
of the wheels, n th s case, the possibility of articulation aay
be discarded.
"he argument is controversial when one turns to
a consideration of Celtic wagons, there is general, if soaewhat
vague agreement that Hie vehicles of the North uropean Iron Age
had a pivoted front axle. On exaa'n'ng surviving e Ldence,
however, it would be reasonable, if unpopular, to comment that
as a has s for the various interpretations so far built uoon it,
it is far from c nvincing.
The discussion centres upon the wagon remains
from dell, ix, Ohnenheia and Dejbjerg end the validity of their
reconstruction. These vehicles are recognisably Celtic because
of their technical and decorative detail and snce as they stand,
as Chllde has po nted out, in '.he tradition of the Hallstatt
hearses, whatever conclusion is reached upon t.eir articulation
7. Stuart Piggott (1963) p,300, I should like to thank rofessor
"iggotfc for access to the Russ an mat' r al and for his opinion
on the validity o:' the material.
3. •' lliam R st 'Das G abhdgelfeld von Bell im Hun rflck' Conner
'ahrbuch C :LV111(1943) po 133-190,Forrer (1932),Rene -Toffroy.Les
ienulfcures a Char du Premier Ago du Far en France 8Opoidum de
fix fPvrls 195> Rene Joffroy.Tresor de lx (Paris 1954),
Ole 'llndt-JensenJF reign nfluences in Denmark's .ron Ages
The Vehicles'eta Archaeologia f1949-50)
apolt s equally to that whole oxtens! fe group of continental
9
'urooean burials.
As already indicated, the fact that the
Celtic wagons were the 'correct shape' may h- laid aside. The
Y-shaped -mdercarriage construction, as distinct ro ; th • "double
triangle" ca -not be considered a characteristic Iron Age
feature and not, therefore, related exclusively t,o the
Introduction of sot® form of articulation. Moreover, the
possibility of uming a wagon with an unjointed central bear),
perch or bunghaum, connecting the axletrees, such as existed
on the Celtic wagons, is limited. ^
3'nee the cent a 1 >urt of a prehistoric wagon
has never survived Intact nor any actual pivoting Enoch nlsm such
as a kingpin, there is no direct evidence for articulation, fhe
viability of the pivoting of Celtic wagons, therefore,do vends
entirely on how far the ev'dence for rais'ng the sides of the
wagons above the wheels is acceptable. Of course wood h s a
very low survival rate under normal c nditions and it would be
unreas nabla to demand complete recovery. Honever, it s
surely reasonable to expect a reconstruction to honour the
Indications of surviving evidence rather than being a work done
largely by imagination.
Hast has cons rueted the 'ell wagon wl h a
swi elling -xle. jf>0aj He felt that he had managed eine
einleuchien^e und stablie Rekqnstruktion der Jrehvorrichtung
but as Ch'lde has pointed out, had to postulate a lot of woodwork
undocumented In the original excavation roport, to raise the body
clear of the wheels. Toffroy, like Rest, estimates that his
reconstruction of th - raoains fro:ft the tumulus of ix |jjlJ has
produced a wagon certaine dans lu proportion de 90'. claiming
9. Ch lie (1951) pp.177-193.
10.Gosta Berg (1935) p. 15%
11.Rest (194*) p.147, Childe (1951) o.190-7.
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that seals des points do dotal I d'une mnortance secondaire
peuvent laisser subs ster aueiguas doutes ."'" One of these
data : Is, unfortunately is the reconstruction of the fore-
carriage w th a pivoted front axle, the body being given
sufficient elevation to allow wheel clearance as ar as the
crossbar. He fu-oher cla us a completely objective reconstruction
on the grounds that it was undertaken by an outsider unfamiliar
w fch th ; controversy o er Celtic vehicle construction. There
are, howeer, a nufflb r of objections to the rix reconstruction.
Firstly, tiie stones f irming the tumulus ad fallen into -he
burial chamber and d slodged a number of objects from their
13
ortg'nal position. Plotting the material in situ, therefore
does not gi e a probability rating of ninety per cent. 52
Secondly, so l"t le wo d survived as to make a y kind of
reconstruction doubtful and such as Toffroy claims impossible.
Any recons ruction of surviving bits and pieces by adding
connections of materials which have ner;shed must remain
problemab cal.^ Thirdly, the use of a specialist in another"
15
f'eLd in no way guarantees objectivity. There is a very real
danger that a outsider might assume that a wagon should have a
bog'8 as a ma ter of cours , especially if not informed otherwise.
The light, delicate nature of the Vix remains, the indications
that it was held together by wooden pTns, the complete absence of
harness ng gear seems to rule out arsh practical handling. As
VLgneron has pointed out Ge petit chariot funeral re. fait pour
transporter cere ionieusement ,un cadavre sur quelaues d zaines de
metres, n'ayait certa'nament res a effectuer ces vlrages qui
y 1.6 *
necesaitent la moblllte du tra n-avant. *her • is no acceptable
1?. Joffroy (1953) p.105
13. Joffro (1954) p.40
14. Albert 0.height n (1974) p.15-30
15. Rene Joffroy L'feoademie d.a Inscriptions et Belleo-Let res:
Coiptes 'tendu la seance du 2b Avril 1957
16. Paul Vigneron}(1963) tfll.
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evidence to the contrary.
?he most promising hypothesis is that interpreted
by Klindt-Jensan Tor the Dej.bjerg ..agon, jjjfj He stresses, correctly
that not only is a method of raising the body abo'e the chassis
a precondition of the axle being able to turn a all, but also
that the construetio of the wagon body was 3uch that the presence
of a pivoted front axle without some form of suspension would
quickly result in the destruction of the wagon Ltself. He
posiuJLat s that the sides were sus.»e ded by leather straps
from iron rods rising fr >n the axle a? His argument s suo orted
by wear marks on ' he u •;> *r, slightly pro ruding nailheads of the
18
body. f suspension by straps was applied the perch would
be the only rigid part of the agon and there would thus bo no
static body to hinder the turn.
The chronology of suspension will be dealt with
later. However, it is enough to say here that suspension in
fourwheelsd veh cles either by chains or Leather, existed a', a
very early date in urope and not, as histor'ans once assumed,
introduced as art of the veh cle which is com ionly called a
19
coach, originating in Hungary or Germany.
Gi en that t ere is early, though not in fact,
prehistoric, evidence for suspension, however, much one night
agree with Klindt—Tensen on the potentiality of his theory, as
he himself points out, ' t is difficult to visualise this part
(of the reconstruct" n) with as little evidence a ailable'. This
is n fact the very heart of the ma tter - available evidence.
There exists accord ng to Tlindt—Te sen, one complete set of rods
and one complete set of sid s. However, th > rods do not reach
abo a the s'des and a e, therefore in no position to suspend them.
His explanation that the var'ous pieces l»f' d fr a the p;at bog
in 18tl and 1183 belong d to two veh'clos and that what d:d not
"60."
18. (1949-50) fig. 63. /
19. ••••. Bridges Adams Tm llsh Plea ure Carr a (1337. reprint
Bath 1971), arjor e lice Boyer if1959) pp.359-60.
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survive was one se of sides a little low r, one set of rods
a little higher, than the material used >n the reconstruction
is certainly plausible, the more so since there Ls slight
discrepancy in the sias of the survving crossmeabers. However,
decomposition in tha a3t is normally more arbitrary, the
acc dent 01" discovery a little less selective# Clearly the
wear aarks do exist and their position may be connected with
he placing of the iron rods, t is Impossible to imagine
how the correlation,which Klindt-Je sen sees existing on the
present surviving material, would be affooted by the introduction
of a completely new set of body olanks. In the absence of at
least a few of the rods of the proper size to al.ow suspension or
for that matter, pieces of the sides of the other vehicle, another
ax lariat ion must be sought for the rubbing, pe haps one might
consider the resence of a tilt.
Robert Forrer's reconstruction of the Ohnenhein
hearse with rigid axles has been called sc rcely tenable by
Klindt—Jensen. jj>Obj It s not beyond tho bounds of possibility
that all this striving to produce Celtic pivoted axles is
s mply a result of the fact that people cannot believe that
th^se wagons w ;ul? be capable of functioning.without one.
Joffroy alone, is willing to concede that erhaps les eoerons des
■aanchons d'une prehension fac le ont du const!tuer I'annarell a
_
^ ..
toumer le char. bince no direct, unequivocal excavated
evidence for a pivoted front axle exists or is shown clearly on
early representations, manhandling is the only answer: such as
Forrer has suggested may be interpreted from the figures on the
urn ffom 3opron Burgstall and Berg has postulated as being the
purpose beh nd the pro.j -ct'ng end3 of the central bearas of the
Ohnanheim and Bell wagons, a feature shared by the Dejbjerf wagon
20. Joffroy (1958) p 110; W. Schmid Per Kultwagen von Strettweg
(Leipzig 1934). To many researchers the omission of detailed
discussion of the Wagon from Strettweg might seem curious. In
my view the method of its excavation and its reconstruction make
it unreliable. I therefore prefer to discuss the controversial
reconstructions of evidence from Vix, Bell, Ohnenheim and Dejbjerg.
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and those depleted by the bronze Age oetroglyphs. It is the
method envisaged by Vigneron for turning the 'Ax wagon and
Chapotat for the Vase wagon from La Cote-Saint-Andre. 1 is
the method of turning which has survived Into this century in
the C-rojec district of Poland and in Sweden for the wicker
01
•Tulwagn. wh ch also exists in Germany and Southern Russia.
The manhandling of Celtic hearses would
have been comparatively e-sy. Without wishing to return to
old notions of ritual cult wagons, excluding the interpretation
that these wagons-for-the-dead were simply extensions of those
used :n everyday life, it must e e-sphaslsed that the real need
for a pivoted front axLe may be seen in the heav ly loaded
baggage wagons of the overlard transport of the historic period,
where a heavy demand for goods resulted in increased pressure to
be on the right spot at the right time and availability of
profits wh;ch could be diverted into lm roveraent of transportation.
Situ&t ons where space is limited, spills crucial and time lost
measured in terns of money lost, these are the c nditions under
which articulation is important and the stimulus for its Invention
great. Tor tho prehistoric period, however adm rable the logic
of Klindt—Tensen'3 interpretation or the imagination expended on
the reconstructions, it is more nossible to agr e with Gordon
Chide that here is no more posltivq evidence for pivoting 1%
European Iron Ap;e wagons than in the Sumorian hearseg.
This is not to deny that the Celts were superb carriage builders
and wheelwrights. In any case so much evidence exists to the
contrary fr n both archaeological and literary sources, H waver,
't is unreasonable to expect the a to be ccgnisant with all
aspects of transport t chnology. It is much easier bo see
Celtic wagons as hearses, stamding in the rad'tion of the
Neolithic and bronze Age wagons, being a logical extension of
that basic nrotot ne. It is indeed fortunate that this is what .he
evidence n 'act ind ca e3.
21. Ferrer (193?) Berg (1935) pp.158-9, Vigneron (1963) p.115
G.Chapofcat, fLe Char Processlonel de la CoJs-Ga' t-Andre^,
Gdllia X" (1962) pp.33-7 ,-Tenkins (1961) p.5
27. (1951) p.197 Ke also records diss Geton Wilt lams' account
of ■ wagon n Turkey wh'ch could be manoeuvred without difficulty
albeit slowly, despite absence of any oiveting for the front axle pl'7.
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THE ROMAN EVIDENCE.
• It is well established that the Romans Anew
and used the pivoted front axle.' 'According to all the sources
he pivoted front axle was an Invention of Rome'. 'Based on
the available evidence it would appear difficult to credit the
Romans with a pivoting front axle'.'The problem then would not
be to invent the pivoting axle but to det rains if it survived (that
la from the prehistoric through the Classical to the medieval
period)1. These c nflicting statemen is sum up the three
basic questions to be considered here} did the Romans know
about articulation} did they invent it; did it survive
cont'nuously into the early medieval period?
in the report of the Smithsonian Institution
for 1934, Albert chateller Rose insisted that further research
p
on Roman vehicles was no longer necessary. The reason for
this pronouncement was the rediscovery of the work of Johann
Christian Ginzrot, the laster coachbuilder, the man responsible
for that 'work of technological history quite extraordinary for
3
the time it was written'. Die Wagen uni Tahrwefcke dor Greiciivn
und Rdier und anderer alien Vbiker t3 his major contribution to
transport technology, which most scholars have treated with
misplaced confidence a3 the standard authority. Only Das N ettes,
apparently, mistrusted the soundness of Ginzrot's scholarship.
'he existence of a Roman p'lvoted front axle
is due almost entirely to Ginzrot's drawings. Theso were
1. I'larjorie Mice Boyer (i960) p.123, H.Kreisel.Prunkwagen und
-chlitten (Leipzig 1927) p.5, Albert Leighton (1977) p.344
Leigh ton Transport and Commonicatio&__ln Early JledLeval
"
..rope A.D. 5(30-1100 (London 1972) p.93
?. ' ia Appla in the days when all roads led to Ro se' the
Smithsonian Re ort (Washington 1934), Leighton 00 cit (1977)
p.343,
3. Joseph Leddham Science and Cjv;ilsatl>n in China IV part 11
(Cambridge Ifl&Sljp.75
36. Leighton (1977) p 342, (1972) p 71, Johann Christian Ginzrot Die
Wagen und Fahrwerke der Griechen und Rttmer und anderer alten VBlker
(Munich 1817). "" ™ ~~
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sup orted by a list of wagon components drawn from Roman authors,
the main authority being Julius Pollux of Naucratls, G nzrot's
drawings, gloasaria and his use o. sources has been successfully
discredited by Leighton, ^ though indeed he stands condemned
by words which c le from his own mouth when he describes a
figure which zeigfc die Bauart eines solchen Wagens. wle Ich m r
ihn -orstelle, denn ich have n rgends jaine Abb^1dungt die hierau" ~ * "
c"
mssend wars, auf alten lonumenten gefunden, Ginsrot's front
axle based a3 it is on mis transaction and imagination contnues
to be used in technological histor'es and reference worAs. in
spite of the Srn thsonian report, therefore, the three basic
questions remain to be answered.
There Is no basis for expecting c ntinuity
between the Roman period and the prehistoric In terms of a
swivelling axle. Having removed the crutch of Celtic articulation,^
the classical evidence may now be judged entirely on its own
merits. In reconsidering th's evidence, several proble-s should
be acknowledged. Firstly, there is n literary confirmation of the
presence of articulation. Here of course the emphasis is
generally upon what is potentially Interest ng to the reader and
by this measure the battle chariot succeeds where the freight
wagon fails. Secondly, there is no firm archaeological evidence.
The claim for a Hung rIan late Ro an kingpin discovered in 1331,
even If positive identification were possible, with ut the sup ort
of scientific excavation techniques or careful stratigraphlcal
analysis, cannot be regarded as proof of any k'nd. Thirdly,
s nee the documentary evidence is fragmentary, more reliance
must be placed upon representative evidence, n this case, while
he quality of original or its photographic repro ^ucti n my be
pour, there is greater danger n expecting high standards of
accuracy in the drawings of these originals. Though more readily
ibid PP.34T-34-3 and ibid pp 113-121,Julius Poll x of Naucratis
Dnomast con edited by Rudoluhus Gualtherus i'tg-r-nus (fasle 154-1)
National l ibrary of Scotia d 'anuscrlp Gray 930-
5. Leighton (1977) p.34-2.
Hugo lotefindt 'Die irf ndung des Drehscherrdsan vierrfldrigen
■•Jagen'G schichtsblattor fitr G :chn' k und Industrie VI(1919)
pp.30-41.
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available, these published dr wings frequently exaggerate
features to a point where it Is sometimes difficult to
recognise the same relief and cases do exist where the
restoration or amalgamation, of several fragments of different
reliefs into one whole has taken place without due acknowledgeaent.
Finally, the interpretations of many of the technological
histor'ans of last century, influenced as they were by Glnzrot,
••mast be used with greet caution because hey have linked
literary nomenclature to graph c representation without any
evidence and because, n a way strangely reminiscent of the
led eval historical consciousness, they happil ■ transpose their
concepts of agon specifications to the Roman period. The
representations of the vehicles may be considered under three
head'ngs, decided by utility; namely baggage agons, triumph
wagons and travelling wagons. It s the f rst of the preconditions -
small front wheels or long axles which is most likely to be
identified in this way.
The graphic representations show two kinds
of baggage wagon; the ordinary square box-shaped wagon and wha
loosely might be ermed the boat-shaped wagon. This latter, of
course, shows 'mmedia e possibilities of articulation. Though
both kin-Is a pear elsewhere, hey do occur toge her and in
profusion on the col.am of Aurellus In Rome (110 A.D.) it
would therefore sees useful to use this as a basis for the
discussion. In one representation baggage wagon are being used to
7
carry off v'ctory spoils. One of the -wagons with the curious
The wheels
the wheels
boat-shaped chassis is drawn by an oxen pair.[l3»14
re solid, showing square axle ends, ind"eating tha
revol ed with the axle which would, in the Roman period be
3
technically archaic. What is interesting, however, is that tha
7. eron (196?) pi.37a,
3. H. Lorlmer,' The Countr Cart ;n Ancien;. Greece' Journal of
Hellenic Studies XXill (190.) pp.132-51, Mrs. ^A. Llttauer and
T.Crouwel 'The Origin and Difi^sion of the Crossbar Wheel'
Antiquity LI no. 202(July 1977) pp.95-105, A.T. Lucas,
'Pr h storie Block Wheels from Do garymore, Co.Roscom on and
ilTahoe Bast, Co.Hi Ida re' rT. t—P.I. Cll (1972) Stuart Piggott
(1963) pp.263-271,
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front wheel is arguably smaller than the rear. ?his is also
true of vehicles of similar lorrhology from the column [15J
but drawn by horse oairs and with spoked wheals revolving on
9
the axles and independent of thera. However, in total, there
are only three wagons out of many which do show a s ailer
front wheel, from the Aurel an column itself and from Trajan's
c lumn which depots similar scenes or from the fao is mosaic
groups from Sicily and Ostia which show baggage wagons. ^ J
isolating these three Aurelian wagons, how fa can they be
taken as true ev dance of articulation? In all three cases, the
•-.olid undercarriage is shown resting directly upon the axles
which would efi'ectively block later 1 wheel movement. Had the
undercarriage bean constructed differently, the boa -shape
would have given sufficient waisting to allow articulation.
Baggage wagons for transporting wine may also
be treated as a distinct group. H re the barrels are often
seabed on a simple platform with no possibility of pivoting,
however, the wine wagon from ompei (o79 4.D.) has frequently
eon brought forward as proof of a pivoted front axle since the
space between the rear and front truncated o/ra;aids of the
undercarr ago has been interpreted as an opening to allow wheel
movement. However, the front wheels would have been too high to
avoid the chassis. >tor over, the general accurac of the drawing
i3 In question. As Leight n has pointed out, not only re the
wheels not connected to each other and the body, but also the
9. Solomon Reinach, Renebo Ire de_pe;n ,ures_grecques et roma nes
(arts 1909) I p.3?7 f g.134 and *1 p.306 fig 4 ,
10.Lehmen-IIartleben Tra "rwissdule (Berlin/Leioz ig 1936)pi.21,
Vlgneron (1963) o.l60a and b, Des Noettos L'Attelage fig.73
Singer et al 11 p.493 Toynbee Death and Burial In th Roman
W6rld (L ndon 1971)George Jennls n ^1937J
11.A,C.Leighton (1972) p.78.
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angle of the yoke would ap ear to depict movement on both
planess a particularly u likely sophistication. A siillar but
squatter uore practical version of the sa e type of vehicle
12
from the Santandar plate shows equal wheels the famous ,gel1 i:
wagon oil the western pedestal of the monument, though for
freight and not simply a wine carrier, also has wheels of equal
p
size at the front and rear. At Langres a large barrel is
mounted on a frame but from the representation it is impossible
to ell if there is a bogie. ^ Similarly at Neumagen a special
purpose vehicle with a large barrel laid lengthwise on the
platform of a four wheeled wagon, cannot be used to determine
the presence of articulation si nee the relief is effaced at
15
the crucial place. there is no sign of a pivoted front axle on
the eliefs of freight or h ;avy duty farm wagons, whatever the
type, for the Roman period,** he presence of a bogie on this type
of veivele would, it seems, depend on a number of factors, the
most important being necessary ra e of progress, terra n and
availability of manpower to assist turning, fhe vasL (majority
of heavy duty vehicles depicted on Roman rel'efs are army baggage
agons which would, one imagines, follow relatively slow orogress
over t rrain suitable for the army andwith no lack of mantsower
17
to manoeuvre the wagons ut of difficulties.
12. Belli do "sculsuras Romans,s de Espana 7 Portugal (Madrid 194-9)
P. 34-5 o. 493.
13. Reinaeh (1909)1 p. 16
14. ues ioects L'Attelaga fig. 35.
15. heighten (1972) p. 80,
16. see also the hunting wagon from Orbe in Switzerland in foynboe
(1973) fig. 73,
17. Many soldiers ace always depicted around the wagons from
the urellan and Trajankcolumns.
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One place where one would imagine articulation
be used if it were possible, would be on wagons for long
distance passenger transport. Not only would the travellers want
as much comfort as possible but they certainly would not relish
being physically upset every time the wagon had to turn a tight
corner. There are several possible representations of articulation.
The most promising candidate is the 'closed carruca' from Pannonia
[7] where the front wheel sec .is to be sailer than the rear.
However, as with the others there is no mechanism to stop the
wheels from crash ng into the body sides and the body shape
would be no aid to turning. When other similar reliefs are
examined, for example the infant's sarcophagus [llj from Rome,
the Langres [l6] quadriga, the KLagenfurt [5&J vehicle or the
famous Valson omnibus £9] it is clear that the greater percentage
of these vehicles clearly hare wheels of equal size. In
connection with travelling wagons, one should also consider the
model of a carruca dormitor:a jJ>J published by De Aze ado. 2^
Here the front wheel is small enough to pass beneath the wagon
in a full lock. It is, however, difficult to find out upon what
evidence this recons ruction is based. As far as I am aware,
there is no material or representative evidence to support this
reconst miction, loroover, a wsgonwright would not care to build
a vehicle w th an axle so close bo the ground for obvious
reasons. The Cornish wains of last century were fully locking but
13. lichelangelo Cagiano De Aze edo 't Tra^sporti e II PraffLco'
"ivi.lta liomana I (1938) pp.10-14. Cnns true ted for the
exhibition of 1933,
19. Reinach (1903) 111 p.269, isperandieu Reliefs IV p.232,
Wilhela Ireue (1965) P~"obe mdRoubier (l9ol) pi.203 o.73
20. (1933) p. 13
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the wheels were still large enough to allow the axle to
clear the ground when .he wagon went in o ru s of up to two
feet deep. ^
The last category ls triumph wagons. These
were simply constructed but highly decorated platforms equipped
w th a seat or couch. A great many of these a ppear i.n i) onysian
reliefs - a popular theme - and were copied by the artists of the
Petrarch manuscripts of the sixteenth century. The arch of
C nstantine has a quadriga of th s type on its eastern face,
which a pears to have a front wheel s alter than the rear.
3 ailarly the s rcophagus from Rome depicting a Dionysian
triumph seems to have a mail front wheel. In both these cases,
however, the forecarriage rests directly upon the axles, as is the
common feature of other -eh cles of this class. (OL{J
. one of the Roman representations,has relief
or mosaic from Britain to North Africa, show unequivocal
proof of pivoting. Two or ac most three wagons in each of these
categories can be produced which arguably show one o the
preconditions of p voting. H wever, in no case are the wheels
ree to carry through the necessary movement. How far th wheels
may be judged to be s aller in front is at no time the question
at ssue. The problem Ls n every case the style o the under¬
carriage. However, in com ng to this decision I a i pa nfully
aware of the fact that other nethods of aiding turning would not
appear on a two-di isnsional representation, for example waist Log
and long axles, in cert in parts of hgland, especially Surrey
and the west Country, no attempt is made to al or the shape of
the vehicles but the lock of th se straight-sided wagons is
increased when the axle is lengt aned and an appreciable gap
created between body and wheels. Here, ho- ever, chains control
21. Tho as llennell Change tgj the Farm (London 19%) p» 28.
PP. Reinach (1936) U p. 255,p7J>.l, see also p. 255 Toynbee (1973
fig. 11,
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the am"/tint of rotation pre snting the wheel3 fro i turning too
far , the body being projected by a locking clete in cane of
failure. " With this in mind it is n w possible to reconsider
d cumentary evidence of pivoting* 'Vo texts are useful* the
Phecdos an Code and Diocletian's Edict on axiraum Prices* In
the case of the latter fragments of a n w text from .he
excavations at Aohrodisias helps fill the gaps of idle
defective Latin and partially defecti e Greek copies. This new
infer ation is especially useful for adding to section twenty
six which is a list of wagon components and prices. Professor
K.D. White suggests that one of th se parts, columella, being
the diminutive of columen, the axle of a m 11, in the context
p/
of the document is a pivoted front axle. He further suggests
that the Romans used long axles hence the lack of graph c
evidence and generalises that a pivot would e essential in
Roman times because without it a wagon would not be able to move
around town. This last idea is not altogether clear s nee it
w > Id be possible by .iudicio s use of the town plan to cut many
of the corners. However, the documentary evidence is clearly
the only promising indication of Roman pivot ng. One or two
questions remain to be answered, however. Oolumella itself
p«
is used six times in Bo ks XX and XXI of Cato's De Agri Cultura
to tea:; the pivot of a mill. However, in the Aphrodisiac Edict
it aooears in a section devoted to wooden articles, the author
23. John Vince disco ortng Ca _ts jand W gons (Ayl sbury 1970 and 1974.)
?4-. Professor K.D.White personal coramuni cation to Professor Stuart
Ptgott, K.T. rim and Joyce Reynolds The Aphrodisias Copy of
Diocletian's Edict on Maximum Prices in Journal of Roman
Studies LX111 (1973) pp 99-111. " ~~
25. W.D. Hoppor and H^B.Ash, Onto and Varro:De Re Rustica (Carnb.
toss. 1934)
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clearly specifying when so .no thing is bound in iron. It has
been suggested to me taa . a wo .den pivot for a wagon is possible
provided that it ,as of a close grained wood such as oak or ash.
However, because of the irregularity of tho strains, a wagon pivot
26
should, where er oossible, be made of iron. Hard woods have been
used for the pins of po ters' wheels until recently in India and
27 23
China and perhaps on the Wolds wagons of Eastern Yorkshire,
However, there is no mention of a w oden bol In Hartley and
Ingilby when they describe in detail the construction of the
29
undercarriage of the Wolds wagons. n fact they clearly Imply
that iron was used. Cato's columella of course was of iron.
Neither the Latin nor the Greek texts can answer this question
since tho Greek has lines twenty to thirty in a fragmentary state
only, while the Latin is completely defecti e. While the price
would see i high for a wo den pivot, this comes exclusively from
the Greek and since the line is completely m ssing, there is no
way of knowing whether line twenty six in the Greek corresponded
exactly to line twenty s .x in Aphrodisias,
The main question raised of e urse is how
feasible longer axles would have been. A reas liable approximation
in an ideal situation without any other kind of a id would be
from five to eight inches on either side. However, since the
mathematics depends upon road conditions, surface friction, speed
angle of turn, how f?r the skid is controlled, tho action of the
b ck wheels as they follow the front, it seems impossible to
recreate mathematically what actually happens when a wagon turns
in this way. Moreover, while fi e inches seems quite reasonable,
26. Bertram Frank Curator of the ftydale Folk Museum, Hutton-le-Hole
personal communication.
27. Childe n Singer et al pp. 57-216,
23. Ian M. Stead, personal communication,
29. Hartley and Ingleby (1972) pp.106-110,
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the Theodosian Code in 364. and again Ln 368 A.D. ordered a
c mplete standardisetl n of ehicle3, nob only proscribing a
norm for porterage weights ad draught team size, but also
regulating wagon beds. These rules were enforced on the carriage
30
builders themselves. In England, last century, the wheelwright
George Sturt talks of standard sation of axle length (though
they d d vary from east to west) to within one inch t al ow
■?1
then to fit comfortably into ruts in the road surface.
[ is easy to imagine the sane rule apolying in the fourth century
for the sane reasons. Long axles, then, seem improbable. There
is no excavated evidence to support hem. Without them, ho evidence
from Aphrodlsias is inconclusive.
'loving to the fourth century A,D.,there is
a Roman wagon, reconstructed fj*om ma erial excavated at
SiSkovci in the Kyvstendil region of Bulgaria (ancient Thrace).
The reconstructor Ivan Venedikov does not e phasi.se the presence
of a pivoted 'rent axle, but his wagon suspended transversely
by straps fixed to four bronze sockets, by its very nature,
32
forces consideration of articulation. Again details of
suspension are bo be avoided but four points may be made in
this context. Firstly, as with Klindt-Jensen, Venedikov's theory
is resarkably plausible. However, Voned kov himself harboured
doubts as to th soundness of his r ;c ns ruction and it was only
33
in 1966-67 that Geraan archaeologists accepted his th ;ory..-Secondly,
since 1967, the taxonomy of the bronze poles has been enlarged to
nelude tyoes which wouli not fit Venekikov's construction.
30. Pharr (1952) p. i61.
31. George Sturt the Wheelwrights Shop (Cambridge 1923).
32. (I960).
33. Lynn Shite Jnr.'The Or gins of the Coach' Proceedings of
the American hilosoohical. Society 0X1/ (1970) pp 4.23-4-31
p.4-23.
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Thirdly, of th nineteen wagons in his corpus, only five may be
suspended but all share the saae foreaxle construction. Thus
the large bolt which features so predominantly in the photographs
3L
cannot be claimed to be a pivot. Fourthly, not only is the
35
whole reconstruction mechanically unsound but any lateral
swaying (which would after all be the unavoidable result
considering the object of the construction) would bring the
body into collision with the bronze poles. When the suspension
is removed what 's left is a fairly standard vehicle, of late
Ronan type, with four large equally s'zed wheels, the close
spacing be ween the pairs indicating absence of articulation.
How then m y the three original questions be
answered. Remembering that previous authors had Gtnzrot in mind,
or the fact that prehistoric wagons pivoted or simply could not
imagine a wagon without one, the evidence makes it difficult to
accredit the Romans with the Invention of a pivoted front axle.
Ignoring flights of fancy indulged in by the reconstruetors,
since the idea of prehistoric pivoting will ro longer hold water,
continuity such as Gille believed :n and 3oyer and Leighton
speculated about, is not possible. It is to the documentary
evidence that historians and technologists should look for Roman
articulation. At the moraen s'nee that evidence is not in
existence, it is surely more sensible to look forward to a medieval
pivoted front axle.
34. (1930) pi. 1 and 11.
35. A.C, Leighton (1972) p.122,
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THE MEDX ffiAL EVIDENCE.
' llus rations do not with certa nty prove
evidence for the pivoted axle before the end and expense accounts
not -efore the middle o the fourteenth century*. This statement
corrects the views of Des Noettes and other technologists who
believed the first undoubted representat on of a turning train
2
appeared on a war mach"no in a German manuscript of 1480.
That this manuscript shows a pivot is beyond doubt, though
ehlcles with rigid axles continue in Europe until the seventeenth
century and later. ^ H wever, there is clear proof of a medieval
invention of a pivoted front axle In the early fourteenth centuiy
and by implication even earlier.
•Gille in 1956 published a seal, plainly
depicting a pivoted front axle dating from 1396 and he conjectured
that this was the period of its indention* J* This '3 Irs. Boyer's
representative evidence for trie la e fourteenth century. Her
confidence n the seal of Francesco of Carrara is n'splaeed.No
part of the -eoresentatl n may be said to depict an articalated
foreaxle. iirroring the Bronae Age rock carv'ngs, It Is a flat
view of a wagon as seen from above and no definite pivoting
5
aechan s a is present.
The most exciting claim for an early pivot
co as from Lynn Jhlte.0 He points to a miniature [55J from the
Trier Arocalypse (A.D.300) as being the f rst example of an early
rigid horsecoliar but points out in passing that the front wheel
1. darjoria Nice Boyer (i960) p.135,
2. Singer at al 11 fig. 502,
3. Forrer (1932) p. 91 fig. 35.
4. (I960) o. 123.
5. Gille (1963) fig. 3 p.170-
6. Lynn White (1962) pp 66 footnote 4, fig 3; M.R. James, The Apocalypse
in Art (London 1931) p 21; A. Goldschmidt, Die Deutsche Buchmalerei
I Florence 1928) p 51; H. Swarenski, Monuments of Romanesque Art
(London 1954) p 57; Trier City Library Ms 31 fol 58 r. The isolation
of this illustration, over four centuries earlier than any other
we have, is not an historical or social isolation. There is ample
evidence for road development in Frankish times (see above p 201)
in association with royal, religious and cult, and later imperial
policies and developments, and capitulary discussion of Carolingian
military movement is not irrelevant here. It is reasonable, therefore,
in the light or present knowledge to retain the Trier evidence in
this present discussion, isolated though it may at first sight appear.
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is smaller than th rear. A great deal of controversy surrounds
this representation. It is criticised for inaccuracy. By
ledieval standards, however, it is as good 33 any evidence yet
pub forward. It lias s all front wheels with lateral snace for
wheel movement. Clearly it is unwise to build a whole heory of
medieval oi oting on ne illustration, however,
Sur eys of western iliumi.na ..ed manuscripts in
the maior public collections has produced fairly similar re3ult$
with no great surprises. However, it does gia a corpus of
information upon which to base interpretation. Sua arising
therefore the findings, from the British Library and the Bodleian
Library - since their catalogues are readily accessible but do
not have a subject division and therefore prove to be the least
suitable to the study of medieval transport - sixteen out of a
total of one hundred and seventy seven vehicles, eighty of them
wagons, fr m the British Library manuscripts and ten out o.' a
total of one hundred and thirty eh'cles, forty five of them
wagons, from the Bodleia collection, have bogies. Of he whole
British Library collection (wita the exception of those at
7
binding, Summer 1976) five far a wagons se en passenger wagons
3 9
with tilts, two passenger box wagons and two army baggage
wagons ^ have ivoted front axles. They are all Flemish or
7. British Library Bgerton 114-7 fol.16 (flemish Late XVth.C)
Additi nal ass.13*52 fol.3(Flenish IthC.),Yates fhomoson B 3
(11) 30 (94' fol.? (Florence 1502), Additional 13 2 .09? fol.2%
(Fie iish XVth C.)
3, British Library liar ley IS 5256 fol 22^French Vlth 0.)^ Royal IS
17F1 (Flemish XVth C.)Royal "IS 2AXV11 fol.80(XVthC. Flemish),
Royal 3M.16 111 fol. 11 (Flemish XVth C.lBumey MS 257 fol.59
(XVth C.FleiishJ, Royal MS 1 3GV.fol. 176(French XVthO.jHarley Ms
43 4 fol,16,188French XVth C.).
9. ritish Lib ary Additional "IS 18350 (*ranch XVthC.)31oane MS
3933 fol.7b,12,18,25b (Flem sh XlVth C.).
10. British Library Royal IS 15F1 (Flemish XVthC,)Harley MS 2 3
fol.136,44,(French XVth C.).
French. All, save one are identified by snail front wheels.
British Library Sloane U. 39 53 Is identified because of the
visibility of the sway bar, an arched piece of wood which slid
across the perch to facilitate turning, ritish Library Burney
257 i.s actually shown on the turn. Clearly from this v dence the
fitting of a bogie is not dependen on whether bo wagon lias
a central draught ?ole, or shafts, is drawn by oxen or horse-pair,
or whethe traces are used. British Library Sloane 3933 shows
all of th se variations, the wagons in each case being of
identical undercarriage construction. The earliest bogie is
Flemish from a fourteenth century manuscript. The predominance of
Fie ish and French wagons is indlcati a of the scale of production
of these manuscripts and the choice of subject for illumination
rather than an exclusivity in the fitting of pivots. Of the lodleian
collection, four ai-e baggage wagons, ^ four are passenger box
IP
wagons, two passenger 'It wagons. die earliest is French from
a late thirteenth century manuscr pt.
Large numbers of manuscripts from the fourteenth
century onwards continue to show onnivoted wagons. This is
particularly true of groups of manuscripts depicting stories from
the bible with a wagon theme, for example the Fle mish group of
Joseph stories, the French and Inglish Elijahs, tee "hexago al"
wagons of the rench and Aero manuscripts. Yet there is a
sufficient number of examples of bogies to show that wagons had
11. Bodle an Library f3 Bodley ?6A fol,102,33v (Fie iI sh XlVthC.)
13.Douce 13 fol.6 v (X 1th C. French)., *3 Canon Ltal.196
fol.30 (Italian XVlth C.).
1?. Bodleian Library '3 Douce 4# follBv orth French Xlllt C.)^
IS Douce 135 fol50,(F ench XVIthC.), J'3 Canon Use.230 fol.l/+v
32v,A2,4-3,(Italian XVth C.)1S Canon Ital.85 fol.l( talian
XVth C.) *S odley 971 ( lVth C. ronch);
B Rawl. 2 fol.43,47 (Flemish 1529).
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such a fitment by the fourteenth century. There Is no criteria
for judging the miniatures objectively. Artistic convention,
deliberate archaism, unawareness of technical difference between
the cart ad the wagon, all cause problems in interpretation.
The basic problem is perhaps summed up in one manuscript, British
Library add.18150, where some folios have wagons which pivot,
others do not.' Unfortunately for the history of the wagon,
artists d'd not much concern themselves with realism until the
fifteenth century and before that period the representations of
12
the undercarriage of vehicles is almost lacsing'. While
arguments continue to surround the validity of the miniatures, it
is textual ev dence which must be sought to provide definite proof.
ledleva1 expense accounts have pro ed to
be very helpful in the ma ber of fixing a date for the introduction
of pivoting. The accounts of the Duchess of Burgundy for the year
1384.-5 mentions cor'lions (pivots) and a great bolt of iron. ^
Unfortunately there is nothing of this k nd in the 'iiglish
doc isnts. The wardrobe accounts do not provide an ite aised
breakdown of transport costs for the departments of the Household
The manor a 1 documen s ha e up to now provided no d scription of
the components of the undercarriage. However, in 1294. and 13?3
two swivel were bought with other equipment for carts ad wagons
15
and charged on the accounts of the Winchester manor of Cliffe in
13.darjorie N'ce Boyer (I960) p.129-3>
14-. ibid. p.131
15. Transcripts of some of the Winehest r lanorial documents made
by A. Drew, npublished, in the hands of the Tedieval Latin
Dictionary c a a ttee. I am grateful to !r. R. ;. La ha a for
access to this meter al and for use of the slips of the
d'ctionary while work is still in rogress. Henceforth
references w 11 appear as Drew.
35.
16
Kent. Together they cost one penny. The Hnglish Dictionary (Dialect)
gives swivel as being ' that which allows to swing or
turn around freely, something fixed in another body to turn round
in it, a ring or link that turns round on a pin or neck. From
the Anglo-Saxon Swlfan. to turn round, to move quickly*. The
swivel are not snecified as being bought in a pair, hey are
not whin letrees. These are commonly billets, courbs. drauts.
horstres. sweiltres. sweynetres and swyngletres. and they cost
about one and a half pence to three pence. The price indicates
that the swivel is of iron, smaller than a clout (about 2d) but
larger than an iron lynch pin ((d). This wo Id s en to mean a
fairly heavy bolt. It could be the hinge of a dung cart, where
the whole body was lifted up to allow emptying. However, th;s
has no sense of quick movement which the derivati m of swivel
would seem to imply. This is nost probably the word for the
kingpin of a pivoted front axle.
17
The only fourwheeled wagon to survive is the
Oseberg wagon which has been given a date in the tenth century.
i"he next extant vehicle is the coach built for the lector of
13
Saxony in 1534., Stripned of its ceremonial finery, the Oseberg
wagon like t oss on the reconstructed Oseberg tapestry, is
purport -d to represent, an everyday working vehicle. As reconstructed
it has no pi ofced: front axle. There is no doubt tha t it has been
badly constructed, the shafts for example a~e too narrow for a
19
draught animal. However, there is no basis for reconstructing
it with a p vot. 'The question of the existence of the pivoted
front axle In the diddle Ages cannot unfortuna ely be se tied by
20
the one surviving vehicle*. " it can, fortunately,be solved
by one surviving piece of naterlal incorporating both textual and
16. .fright (1904) '< "of.fv swivel, see also Skeat,r.n . ••iymqLogical
Dictionary of the Hngllsh Languaq (1379-3 ,r,),3osworth and
ToHer,. n Anglo-Oa on Dictionary (1393).
17. P.G.Foote and D.l.fllson The Viking Achievement (London 1970)
fig.36. See also fig.37 and pl,13>
13. George Thru )p -he History of Coaches (London 1377) p.36.
19. Leighton (1972) p.32-3.
20. ar iorie Nice Ho fer (I960) p.130.
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representative evidence.
It can be said with safety that by the year
1335 the invention of /ehicles with a pivoted front axle had been
accepted, hile forming an effecti e terminus post quam, the
circumstances of its introduction, the other manuscript evidence
and the linguistic evidence fro English and French documents
combine to allow conjecture that it was known before this ti ie.
Chapters XI and Xll of Guido da Vignevano's Texaurin Regis...
nrovid-'S the so lutlo to the problea of manoeuvring a wooden
fighting car from nside, in a way not far removed from the
horseless carriages of last century and copied by all military
are diffcult but the text show: that the 'eh cle is propelled
by the draught oole which has been swung round to fora a tiller.
A self-propelled vehicle could only be mo ed by a mechanism
involving an articulated foreaxle. The question is of course,
was it an essential condition or an obvious consequence? If
Guido did not n-ent the bogie then it was in common use.
Guido has been judged as being no genius but someone who p t
the faailiar to good use. The casual undetailed d scriptions
of the aeans of propulsion seem to indicate that the problem of
steering would never ha e occurred to hin if he had not already
been aware that n turning corners the front axle inclined at
an angle.
Therefore the origin of the pi loted front
axle lies between 900 A.D. and 1335. There is no sign of outside
technicians like Robert alturo. Guido's drawings
PI. A. Rupert Hall (1961) op 17-01
rr
influence in its conception. Lynn white has put forward a
Bible History of 1250 as a source of representation for wagons
22
with bogies. r However, none of the wagons pivot. Polio twenty
one merely shows the draught pole b nealh the undercarriage.
One the cont ary, such a detailed and careful manuscript on
technical points, particularly harness, whic. shows wagons
w thout arttculati n, would seen to point to a date later than
1250 for the indention of the pivoted, front axle, in western
Curope. iiowever, it may safely be considered part of the
wagonwright's repertoire of skills by the beginning of the
fourteenth century.
'here is one final consideration to be made on
23
medieval pivoted axles. At the X"th nternational Congress -for
the H:story of Science and Technology, Professor lakkai put
forward the idea tha , articulation was linked to the presence
of a whippletree which indica ed in his erms a liason between
the crossbar and the front axle. Th s he sees in the Hungarian
coaches of the fifteenth century and he denies the existence
2i
of a bogie before this ti se. " Leighton takes this one step
further, with it (the whipole) power is a.lied tangenttally
•aaklng it possible .to turn_a fourwheeled agon whether or not
it has a pivoting front axle, A wagon can turn whether it
has a pivoted front axle or not. it is a matter of the ease with
wh'ch this can be do^e. A whippletree alone could not perform the
function of a bogie. As has been seen, the n roduction of a
pivoted axle is far earlier than the la e fif eenth century.
22. Cockerell,James and ffoulkes A Book of Old "estament
iniatu ves (1927) Whlte(l962) p.66 See date of D uce •S
ISy p.29 footnote 2.
23. L.Makkai L'Apport de L* durope Orientals A L1 'volution
des doyens De Transport - Cheval - dtrier - Char
p- er read Fdinburgh(August 1977 unpublished),
24.. Leighton (197-4) p.21.
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There is no need to look for an east rn origin and as shall be
seen later the whi'plebree was acquired to solve definite
problems in harnessing, 'he fact that more efficient draught
oower facilitated turning is purely a coincidence.
How then does a medieval pi ot affect our
view of the lnrenti e spirit of the m ddle ages.?
This is a judgement which can only be made when other
technical impro ements i.n transport are set alongside the bogie.
The use of vehicles is by and large dictabed by ter ain and
availability of water transeort. However, the increase in the
use of vehicles in western Europe in the fourteenth century is
25
clear. As an example the only passenger rehiclas in Bapaune
in the thirteenth century were invalid cars. Later in the
century there were so many chars'in Paris that the king forbade
their use by the Parisian bourgeois e. This is, as one has
cone to expect, a far cry from the old fashioned view of medieval
regression. Among the new ideas, that of a medieval pivoted
axle no longer seems strange.
25. darjorie Nice Boyer (i960) p.l34--5.
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CHAPTER TWO ; SUSP "TiSJ.ON.
A suspension system, primarily of leaf and coil
springs and hydraulic dampers, is designed to protect the body
of a vehicle from road surface shocks. However, metal
springs were not used until the la e sixteenth century. **
Thus the modern system with its cushioni g springs has simply
retained the old nomenclature. In the past the vehicle body
was hung on straps, ropes or chains extending transversely
or longitudinally from ooles rising from the axletree beds.
Two things should be noted in connection with the suspension.
Firstly, as far as the pictorial record is concerned, it is
as one would expect,related exclusl ely to four wheeled
vehicles. Secondly, where it is successfully performing its
function, life is much more comfortable for those in the body
of the vehicle. Suspension therefore comes to be associated
with long dlsta ce passenger carriag s.
'Aux XVII e et XVllle sieeles l'avant-traln
toumant avec roues passant sous la caisse, les ressorts de
suspension, les bandages frettes a chaud sur les roues sont
p
connus et aopliques prlncipalement aux voitures de luxe...'
'Travelling oarriag s with brie body suspended on straps did
3
not appear until the sixteenth century'. It is only in the
later fiddle Ages that suspended carriages come into widespread
use'. ^ The numb r of people travelling in carriages notably
i creased in the fifteenth century and this at the ex en3e of
rid in; n horseback., a fact which sugg sts that suspe ssion
» 5
was more and more used. These are four conflicting sta ,ements
which sum up the basic quest i n s to be asked about suspension:
I7~Lynn~h~te~"jnr. (1970)~~Gay an7 Stein (1928)' l,"~n.336. :. :."vioiiie-
?. Des Noettes (1931) 1 p.127-8 le-Due p.6?
3. S.M.Jope in Sing ;r et al,ll p.54.7
4-. Albert Leigh ton (1977) p.346
5. (1959) p. 3%
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the date at which suspension mey be considered as an integral
part or a /ehlcle: whether it is possible to isola a an area
of origins whether rs. Royer's state'tent is accura e.
There is no definite evidence of suspension
in prehistory. Plausibility is no substitute for positive
evidence. Klindt-Jensen's hypothesis therefore must be laid
aside until material has been found to support it. '
There is no evidence for Roman suspension.
Lynn »hi e Jnr. and Albert Leighton have successful y shown
that irenadiko"'s 'very stimulating proposal tha suspended
carriages first appeared in Roman 'ehicl s of the third to the
7
f ourth century cannot be accepted'. Further, it light be
useful to point out that suspension, as envisaged by Venedikov
is present not only on five of he wagons from his excavation,
3
but also on fifteen of the cliariots. It is possible to
maintain that suspension on an ancient chariot would be
unnecessary, built as it was for speed or battle, and where
the driver, normally the only seated me bor, would sit to the
fr nt to take advantage of the natural suppleness of the draught-
pole. Before d is .missing Roman suspension altogether, ho ever,
it would be worthwh•le to bear in mind that olaus:ram.used
later to denote the constellation of the Great Bear or Charles'
wain wh ch suggests that it must have been a fourwheoled wagon
;n Roman tines, comes from tha Indo-Burooean root oleu meaning
9
to sway or float. interesting enough the Swedish "ariarun
Rerun Vocabula published in 1533 transla as the Latin pilentum.
derived fron an unidentified Celtic source and used to denote
67719X^501:
7. (1970) n.431 (197?) pp.121-3.
3. (I960) pp. 24-4-9.
9. Stuart pIggott, 7--man ehicles{unpublished draft
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the carriage of the Roman matrons, as a susTrended wagon,
a sparwagn hengiande wagn. ^ However, as the evidence stands,
it is more reasonable to agree with Leighton that 'even the
Romans who were able to write shorthand while tra elling in
chariots seemed not to ave c nceived the idea of suspending
carriages'. ^
Clearly suspension may be regarded as a
medieval in enti n. It is the general opinion that suspension
was introduced to west rn Europe as part of the Hungarian coach
IP
or kosci in the sixteenth century. Howerer, there is
evidence of suspended vehicles i the tenth century from the
documentary sources and in the eleventh century from the
ilLuminations.
Documentary evidence suggests that the western
Slavs were fan liar with suspended vehicles n the tenth century.
The Spanish Jew, Ibrahim ibn Jacqu b described the brocade covered
haudaj suspended by chains which was the royal vehicle of the
13
Bulgarians in c965 A.D. " This is supported by the geographer
41 Bekir who, quoting the tenth century writer 41 fusadi,
describes the Ting of Serbia's fourwhoeled wagon with its body
suspended by chains fron four posts. ^
The earli ;st evidence from western I5urof>e is the
ehicle shown on the miniatures of British Library Cotton
Claudius B1V. Here the bod/ of the ehlcle resenbios a hammock
and is slung between two poles rising fro the axle trees, it has
been suggested that those m niatur-s are flat representations
of fourwheeled apons ra■her than two wheeled carts.
10. Gosta Berg (1935)" p 172.
11. (1979) p 86,
1?. Oskar Gromod a und Rudolf duller, 'Tiber agen und Wagenbau'
T-ch.nl kgeschlchte X;111 (1934) pp 70-78,
13. Georg Jacob Arabische Berichte yon Gesandten an Germnische
Furstenhflfe (Berlin'Teipaig 19?7)p 18.
14. Albert Leighton (19 "4) P 97.
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The argument rests on the fact that some of the folios
depict four people riding n the hammock and that this would
be Impossible in a cart of this nature. Whether a wagon or a
cart, it is 'one of the earliest medieval attempts to mitigate
15
the shocks f the road f r a passenger by means of suspension.'
Phe manuscript is assigned to a period 'ron the ninth to the
twelfth century. However, a da e n the first half of the
16
eleventh century is favoured. It is clear therefore, that
suspension existed by the welftn century in the wesv. What is
less acceptable Is Lynn White's hynothes s that this vehicle
orig na ed in the country of origin of the hamnock, namely
India, and that t was clearly the up>er class vehicle of the
Anglo Saxons, it the ^resent moment there is no way that the
Cotton vehicle can be regarded as anything other than an
interesting curiosity. K similar representation appears in
the aa n collections of Great Britain nor in the published
facsimil s of important western manuscripts of this period
whch are readily available. There ca- be little doubt that
such a vehicle existed.Howe er, it is surel • more possible to
envisage it as an unusual and no doubt impressive 'Imported
model', a smaller version of the sialic vehicles of the tenth
century.
Parallels to the C tbon vehicle have not boon
found. However, e idence for suspended veh cles in the
fourteenth century is found n docunen wary and representational
sources. The Weltchronik of Rudolph von ms c134.0 shows a wago i
w th a wicker body hanging from leather scraps, while the
Broslau manuscript of roissart el470 shows the funeral carriage
of Richard 11, the body hanging by chains. Such evidence is
supported by -Irs. Boyer's work on the ho sehold records of
Burgundy and Orleans. By the beginning of he fifteenth century
15. British Library Cott n Claudius B1V, see oarticnlarly i'ols.
71v and 72v,Leigh .on (1972) d 121ff (1974)p 27 Lunn White (1970)
P.431,
16. .R. .or, Catalogue of Manuscripts containing Anglo Saxon
(Oxford 1957) n 173.
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a chariot branlant, a sha kin chariot, or a curre a ciiaennes_ _
was the last word m high fashion for a great Lad/ in Franca.
The queen of iigl n I on the othar hand, hud to Take do with a
curru-3 or a bastenia. ^
There is, 'harefore,definite evidence that a
suspens on sysfce 1 was e sployed in western Euro oe fro a the late
f urtoenth century, though the principle was probably known
n the ens from the tenth century.However, it would be fair
to say that it is not common until the sixteenth century.
Representations of carriag es without straps or chains are
far nore numerous, As far as the French accounts are concerned^,
they frequently specify that th se nobl: personnages own only
one small chariot braniant. that these are particularly luxurious
and S'.bject to frequent repe r, Moreover, these vehicles in
general were either built in Central Europe or 'according
to Hungarian fashion'. Many were given as gifts. Cn 14.57 ding
Lad' slaus of Hungary presented the French queen w t!i a 'chariot
braniant 'ort sumpteux enriche'.From 1477-9 ing Rene of Sici ly
employed Ger an and Hungarian craftsmen, in 14.79, Louis XI
purchased a chariot built to Hungarian specifications. The Duke
19
de derri's chariot was built in Germany. it s easy, therefose
to see the origin of the suspended vehicle in Hungary. Even at
th 3 early da e the Hungarian earrage was su arced ing all other
vehicles. In the next century the vehicle from Koscs became so
popular that the tern coach cane to mean any carriage other than
a working cart.
It may also be possible to see an eastern
duropean or gin in the illuminations. In 'ranee there is no
evidence of suspension by leather s rap3, only by chains.
According to the Arab geographers thd Slavs were using chains
17. (1959) pp 359-3%, Rheinau MS XV.
18. L CG.
19. iarjorie Nice Boysr (1959) >p 3>4-3(
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in the tenth century. However,by the fourteenth century, the
Hungarian carriage had longitudinal suspension by leather straps,
supersed rig that in use 5n .''ranee in which chains were stretched
transversely beneath the chassis. This difference is clearly
shown in th two manuscripts already discussed, the daltchrontk
and the Froisaart, the latter displaying snore characteristics of
the working ..agon, ne may interpret this evidence as indicating
that the newer, more sophisticated developments had not yet
reached France.
Finally to recall Mrs.Boyer's stateme nt, how
accurate Is it to .say that because there was a notable Increase
in the number of people travelling in carriages, advances in
construction, orimarily suspension, nust be tak ng place. It
cannot be denied that technological developments in wheeled
vehicl -3 were being applied n the la or diddle Ages. However,
Irs. Boyer's thes-s neglects one important facet of travelling
in a vehicle. Alb rt Leighton mentions this but goos no further,
when he insists that 'a society that regarded the saddle of a
horse as a more honourable place than th seat of a wagon de oted
lit le effort to ways of making wagon travel more comfor able
20
uch as the suspension of carriages'. " Until the later :ddle
Ages it was considers unmanly to rale In a veh ale. This was
the prerogative of the sick, the aged, the crim rial and of
women. By the end of the fourteenth century, the stigma of
setting i. a coach appears not to to e b ien cons dered very great.
Certainly nothing ex'sts of the disgrace so clearly expressed in
f Pi
the 'Chevalier de la Charette by Chretien de Proyes. Public
opinion asfethe propriety of travelling by co ch should not be
ignored when considering the increase :n passeng :rs using the
roads in the ft ft enth century,
20TT1972T p 121T"
21. David -T. Shirt, (1973) pp 2 '9-303o
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Suspension nay thus be considered a product
of nedieva1 technology. Its adoption was one of the first
fundamental chang is in carriage design, and displays not only
the skills of the medieval wagonwrighi, particularly in
eastern and cent al Europe, but also the viability of
transporting passengers overland and for long distances
without demanding that they go beyond the bounds of
human endurance.
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CB/iPT'-ft THIUSE : ■•iBDISVAl. dP./ttt PmRPD >K t) KUNKuf1 CO ,.
Having discussed the Introduction of two of
the most important and detectable technological developments In
wheeled vehicles, it is now tine to c nsider the kind of vehicle
actually In constant use in the m'ddle ages. Its co ;.<onent parts
and the cost of purchasing, running and reoa ring such a
vehicle, it might also be useful to decide who owned carts or
wagons in medieval hgland and in what numbors.
The vehicle in nost frequent use in England in
the alddle ages, be it a cart or wagon, was that used for
agricultural work >n 1 the most fundamental institute n of medieval
society', the! manor. ^ The greatest owner of vehicles was the
king, not only in his role as a great manorial lord but also as
the head of a large, itinerant household. The great estates
also owned large fleets of working vehicles. 'abides used for
trade will be d scussed in section four. This is not the place
to consider market stimulation and economic trends as affected
?
by the d s ribution of raw ma rials and manufactured goods.
Vehicles used for personal tra el are peripheral.
The discussion of manorial transport is only
oossibLe because of the large number of survl ing manorial
accounts drawn up >n the name of the bailiff or reeve, foraing
1. Edward P. Chene/, Ifoglish Manorial Documents (Philadelphia
1*96) p. l, 7
2. See for example '.Berrlll International Trade and conomlc
Growth' conoraic History Re-lew Xll (I960) pp 351-9.
'4. Post n Medieval 'rade and Finance (Cambridge 19 3),
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an 'unrivalled field for the nicking up of unconsidered trifles
3
which elude us in all the more likely sources of information'
One of the unconsidered trifles is the itemised breakdown of
manorial ex end ture. ntended only for private record, composed
largely to a standardised formula, ^ these accounts are to a
unique degree uninfluen ed by outside e ants and reflect
nodlfications n agrarian policy as well as accounting technique.
Of the three classes of account produced; the raid terra account;
the end of term account drawn up for the reeve; the c unbar roll
5
drawn up for and bearing the narks of, the auditors; it is the
second with which we are concern ;d. Composed by the accountant or
coram bans, it shows the lord the exact financial oos v tion ex" sting
be .ween coraputans and lord, he foraer being held responsible for
any losses or ests e mismanagement, ho doubt this hazard was
outweighed by the orestige or like Chaucer's reeve, finane a1
6
gains 'xpenditure on carts and wagons may an)ear under three
marginal headingst custus carucae, that s lumped together with
ourchases for the manor ploughs; custus carectis, custus carectis
et plaustrorun and occas onally custuo longae carectae; necessaria
or minutiae, that is lists of small items which had to be bought
during the year.
Certain ooints should first be made. Though
representations were used to Humiliate the general range of
medieval eh clea in chapter one, section nj, here the evidence
3. Studies .in /janorial History by Ada Levett H.M.Can.H.Coate,
and L.3. Su her land eds.) (Oxford 1933) p.4-3
4-. "ianuscripts wh ch have been cons dared as models are for example
Cambridge University MS8 Dd Vll 6,Se I I,PRO U163 ?4/34,Wards
Iveries,Deeds and vidence 197/5,British Library MS Add.419Ql
See also J.J.Drew, "anorial*"Accounts of St.Swithink Priory''
'nglish Historical Review LX11( 194-7) pp ?0-4.1.begal and %norial
orraulaties (Oxford 1933/ed, by J, P Gilson.
5. A ;counter Roll does net often exi st but see the Pittington
accounts,Bodleian Library, Bodley M3,8.Litt.d.50t
6. The Canterbury Tales: The Reeves '""ale.
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is exclusively documentary and pertaining to those particular
counties where a group of accoun s still exists. Furthermore it
may be possible to decide whether prices vary from county to
county, Secondly, this chapter will deal exclusively with
expenditure on the com> nent parts of vehicles. The n9dieval lord
had a heavy bill for harness wheelwrighting and farriery on his
estates. These costs are discussed in the relevant section,
Thirdl/, the prices given are in Star ling. Thus tho libra is
worth 180 old pence, the solidus 12, the denarius being the oM
penny (d) and ob the farthing, T'e sonal names are given as they
appear in the manuscripts or as they ha e been transcribed by
editors, to attempt has been made to disco or the villages named
in tha records but of course the counties have been carefully
l ' s ed. Thirdly, where errors occur in medieval mathematics the /
reoain, unless they are to be found in the addition. The accounts
are not imrely shopping lists but complicated renders of
expenditure over a year. To check each roll carefully for
arithmetical mistakes would not help to illuminate ancient
transportation. This study is by no means exhausti e. Vast boxes
of manorial documents are housed in every local repository. An
exhausti e study of the rolls of one area would be a lifetime's
work and is certainly not possible in a general survey of this
kind.Fourthly, how far all or some of the prices were affected
by econom c conditions following the Black Death will be dealt
w;th when all medieval prices including harnessing and wheel¬
wright ing have been considered,
*ihat were the numbers of carts and wagons used
on the great estates, therefore? The instruments or inventories cf
the equipment, stock and grain yields renalning at the end of the
year show that on average three carts or caretta is the norn
for aanors in Cambridgeshire, Kent, Hampshire, Oxfordshire,
Berkshire, Gloucestershire and Buckinghamshire, Further to the
north and east, ho ever, in Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire,
fi e or more carts are kept on each manor.
On a very few nanors there is no mention of vehicles but, as in
Radstowe, Northamptonshire, the stock count with its lists of
carthoru s indicates the presence of carts, iost manors ha^e a
ariety of rehiclss, though here the difficulty of sorting out
nomenclature is complicated. The common type are carecta, biga and
quadriga (which are more likely to be two and four horse carts
than carts and wagons, although that assumes that the medieval
c mputans was not as confused as we are by veh'cle nomenclature'),
plaustrum, tuaberell. lonpa carecta and olaustra. Normally a manor
has both an ron shod and an unbound carecta.
Fhe estates of Crowland Abbey have an unbroken
sequence of inventor es from the 1250's. 1253 is an exceptional
year because twelve of the manors have instruments and this
allows an intore ting comparison. tost a^e In Northampton or
7
Lincolnshire. They appear as follows;
Dowdike, Lines. 1 biga ferrata, lysine, 11 quadriga etllrote.
Whaplode,Lines. 1 caretta ferrata,ll,j non ferrate et 1
plaus trum.
Wellingborough,Northants. illj biga ferrate.
Adding -on, Nor than ts, 1 caretta ferrata.
Simingt n,Northants. 1 biga ferrata cum toto apparatu.
dorborne,Northants. Vj bige ferrata.
Langtoft, L'ncs, V caretta ferrate.
Boston, Lines. 1 biga fe"rrata et 1 quadriga.
Bowthorpe, Lines. no carts and no carthorses,
Radstowe, : orthants. no carts, Ij carthorses.
7. Frances M. Page.vieilingborough ianorial Accounts,1253-1323
Northants .Record Society Vlll Ci93pfCrowland Abbey estates in
the Hundred of Haiofordshoe), The Estates of Crowland Abbey
(Cambridge 1934).
8. PRO, SC 6 949/3.
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Three Crowland estates in Caibridgeshire also have inventories
for 1°53. They appear as follows;
Drayton, Cambs. 11j caret e non ferrate.
Oaklngton, Cambs. llj caretba unde quondam 1 ferrata.
Gottanham, Cambs, 11 j carette unde quondam 1 ferrata.
There is no proof, however, that those vehicles
were in go d c ndition. be Inventory for Croyland, for example,
lists in 'ts instruments for 1267-3, 1 broken cart, 1 weak cart
bound in iron of a third-et alia ferrata debilia can ferura
tertie carecte cum attila triun carectarun.
Expenses for maintain g the carts in go d
repair were h gh but must be seen in context. At Qakingham in
1322, 6/10 was s ent on the carta but the whole expenditure for
the year was £24.10/7. Got enham n 13 '2 shows 16/10 for
. g
veh cl s as compared to £23.5/5. Worcester Priory found itself
with a tran3oort bill for 19/10 in 1351 as compared to ,he £1.15/8
for maintaining the ploughs and a to al expenditure of £100.3/1
Fitzherbert tells us a little about the
composition of a medieval vehicle. 'This wayne is made of dyuers
peces, that wyll haue a greate rcparation... The bodye of the
wayne of oke, the staues, the nether rathes, the ouer rathes,
the crosse soraer, the keys and the pikstaues.. .Also a carte made
of asshe bycause it is lyghte and lyke stuf e to it as is t a
wayne... and a carte-ladder behinde, whan he shalL carye eybher
c rne or kyddes, or suche other. And in many countreys theyr
waynes haue carteladders bothe behynde and before'. ^ The
manorial accounts supplement this information which is after all
gi en in 1534. Evidence from these rolls will now be considered.
9. Page, (1934)
10. S.G. Hamilton, The Compotus Rolls of Worcester Priory, Worcester
Historical Society (1910); J. Wilson and C. Gordon, Early Coropotus
Rolls of the Priory of Worcester (Oxford 1908) Roll c293.
11. W.W. Skeat (ed), Fitzherbert, The Book of Husbandry 1534, English
Dialect Society Series D Miscellaneous (London 1882).
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in three groups; eh clos bought as a whole and vehicle bodies
which were bought as separate items; spare parts for the vehicle,
(considered in alphbetical order) items connected w'th vehicle
expendi ture which can: ot be readily identified,
GROUP ONE:
BIGA.




lilton, Essex 1277 14
Alton Barnes, Essex 14-15
Daventry, Northants 1434
15
In para mentis bi :ae fractae lOd,
Una b5.ga fracta emendanda et
reparanda 10/ld,
In 111 clutis enptis cum clavis
ad bigas 5d. In 111 axis ponendis
in bigis 7M.
Una biga empt, 7 -d.
Una bi.ga empt, 23/l0d,
CAR ETTA






Una caretta ferrata et alia
caretta debil's feratura.
Due caret e,una ferro ligata et alia
s'ne ferro cum to to apparatu ad easdem
Et aliis custibus careetarua 7/6d
Una caretta debis ferro 1 gata 2/4.
12. Hubert Hall Tfyo Winchester Pipe Roll of 120 HWinchester 1903)
13. I.W.Farr, Accounts and Sur eys of the Wiltshire Lands of Adam
de Stratton (Devices 1959T
14. Drew , .
15. i'horold Rogers, A History of Agriculture and Prices LVfOxforH IRR7)p4J7
16. Page (1934). ~ ~ V y
17. J.R.L. Highf eld, The Pearly Rolls of -lerton Col Lege,Oxford



















RWLWL; a short/long cart
c 1311/1243
Blean, Kent 1294 ?3
Una careeta ferrata l6/-d.
Una earecta errata 5/-d.
De lj carectis ferrtis 3/-d.
Una carecta ferrata e:apt.lO/-d.
Una caretta ferrata et ferreum
franga alterlus, una non ferrata
et alia ad fimum.
Una caretta ferrata et alia carotta
debllis feratura,lj debiles ad firaum
Una carect. fer. llg.,una carect.
pro autump., una carect ad fimos.
llj pars datum eaptls ad carettas
fimales 6d.
8 lutum Dgidio Smyth pro div rsis
e lendandls in carecta fimall ibidem 2/4d.
24
Curtene, dua quaru ifuna cum rotis
ferratls.
Una carecta cum rot's nudi3





Holcomfee, Regis,Devon 1335-6 In uno plaustro et uno car ipot bis
axiand 4d.
CARRUM (KARRUH)




In llj rot.ad j parvum carrum 2/-d.
In clat.e ipt.pro barbon car.20d.
19. Highfield (I963)pcc
20. Farr (1959) _
21. Page (1934)


























R RiWL ; a short cart c 1286
In uno corpore earcacte ad easdem
faclendo 6d.
In uno corpore noue carette 2/-d.
In corpe un.carett de novo fac.2/-d.
In duobu3 corooribus pro fimis
de meremlo domlni faciend cum
enendatlone tumbrel1.pro fimis 20d.
In uno novo corpore carectino Sd»
In uno novo corpore plaustr.6d.
In uno coroore pi ustr.fac. de
rieremio domini 15d.
In factura unius waynbody 6d.






cortorum quam aliarum oarectarum
ll/2|d.
In reparand,curta fynorum 6d.
Una caretillo pro potto fimare
de novo faciend 4-d,
26. Drew
27. Page (1934)
28. L.F.Salzman.Ministers Accounts of the Manor of Petworth.Sussex












RMLWLj a wagon c 333
Akerlng one, Lanes.1295














In uno pari rota run pro le
d nkepot enpto 3/-d.
In uno corpore caretario et uno
dongiepot.
De uno veteri plaustro vendi o 4d.
In custu plaustrorum cun uno plaustro
de novo facto l/lOd.
Ln uno plaustr~o vest tend de novo 2d.
In egging dlct.plaustr.
In un.rot.plaustr. cum vellis nov.
Ryngard 5d.
Unura plaustrum fimale cum una rota
nude et alia ligata.
Una carecta longa, dua plaustra
longa, unde uno totaliter deblle
et s i.ne rotis et aliud cum rotis
ferro - ligato.
Dua plaus tra longa.
RMLWL; ll.tl.er or basket c 14-62
39 /




RMLWLj turabr 1, a dung cart 1279
.D.D.; ^ a farm cart, esp cially for manure, Yorks.,Ches.,Liric .,
Warw., Worc3., Shrops.
35. Drew
36. P.Lyons Two C mpoti of the Lancashire and Cheshire tlanqrs of













£n elav.eapt ad bunberell.. fimorum
emend. Id.
Tumbrell, f'ac.ad taschan.
n factura uno tunbrell 3d.
n bordis e iptis pro tunb rellis 6,id.
una ca recta pro f ims cua duo
tumbrell. et uno ali dougland.
l.n uno corpora caroctario cum uno
tumbrello ad idem e pt POd.
GROUP TWO
B RHUDU 4
RMLWLj bareh de,a cart co^er 1172
Beverley 1300 ^ n una bahuda longa
/ 5
? 1332 ' !-n una care ta cinta cum una
longa barhuda sibi.
BPDDIN
RMLWLj bed, lower framework of a cart, 1276
46Wiltshire 1276
Ionkton, Kent 1276
» " l?98 Uf
£n reparacione duorun beddorun
karrcrura de novo et lignum
scapulerdum.. in novo ad carectan
faclendo et axendo.
£n c >urtebeddes novo faeiend'is
in duo courtebeddos veteribus
repa rand is cua bo^d et clavis 4/-d.
41. Hamlton (1913)
42. Wright Oxford Dialect Diction ry.Oxford 1904) Henceforth
O.D.i). j Drew.
^43 • urw
44. PRO 0101 93/11
45. British Library Add.MS 33006 fo1.1b;Wardrobe account of
Robert de Tong, reasurer of the Household of Eleanor,
sster of Edward 111 on her jo rney to Nimwegen to be













RML L} a board 1167
Gllffe, Kent 1295
3R0DDUM.
R'tL.'l; a bradna i1, 1276
In 11j quintalis ferr' emptis pro
di rersLs ferra aentls ad v came s,
pro annulis for eis,bolt's,clip ds.
Pro un bolt. ie for p.la char 22d.
[n XIj bord. emptis ad curtenas
e n inden t s 4d. n ds Husse.n ad idea




C iffe, Kent 1294
52
In clutis cum brodd.ad idem 9d.
In XI da clutneyl cum brodd ad
iden 11 'd. CO "brod 4 d.
In XXIV clut s ad carectas cum
brodd ad idem 22d.
Booking, Essex 1311.
CARET Th TIM
R ILa'L ; a cartbody 1294
O.D.D.;cart;1, cartel, a cartload.
53
Hereford 1289 j caretilli ad longan caractan
CLATA.
R'CrfLj hurdle bo ncr ase the loading capacity of the cart 1330.
*>L
Ropley, Han s 1399 *n clat. empt aro carbon car.20d.
CLOUT
RMLWLj an iron paten to mend or protect wo -d, 1 32
O.D.D. ; patch
Sturt, clete, a patch of Iron tor mar.dL g broke timber
55
48. PRO SC6
49. " E 101 375/16
5 !. Drew
51. :'he ODD quotes the scots rhyme'There's a nail and these1 s a brod
and there's a horse well shod.'cl370
52. Drew
53. T. ebb, Camden Society A roll of household expenses of Richardde Swinfield
54. Drew (London nd.)































RMLWL ; car' shaft 1311
Booking, Sussex 1311
56. Drew
57. Bodleian Library DD ueens
Roll 753
53. ibid. Roll 253
59. Drew
60. Bodleian MS B.Litt d.50




In Vlll cluti3 ptis cum clavis
ad bigas 5d.
In XV clut.aine clavia eiot 5d,
in XIj clut.enpt cu.clavis l6d. In
C clav. p.clut.enpt.2d.
In XXIV clutis pro plauatris et
oarectls 2/-d,
In XXX clutls enptis pro carribus et
■ro carectis ?/6d. Pro clut. Id.
In XIj cartcloutes emp.cu.clavis 2/6d,
n Vllj cartcloutis omp.l4d. In clav
ad idem 3d.
In XllljcLittis cum CC clavls 17d.




In courbis et jugis bourn ferrandis 3d
In ll,i iugis bourn et j corb ringlando6d»
In forro sro ^nterLus elongand 6d.
College Deeds and Evidence Box XL111
103.
GROPES
R tt. vL;iron clamp. 1373








'LWLr extension to_ increase
3iIkstead 1303^
L lMQN





Bythorn, Ha s. 1324
5CALA.





In vetora care ta groeanda 4d.
in groap s pro carecta de nth rton
3/-d.
In 3 pari gros.V cum clav is lid.
'ro clouts, griepneyl 4d.
d, 1305.
ij hurtel.'s pro carecta emptls 3d.
In Cj llm nibus emptis 6d.
n j par 1'raon ad caret fca Id.
Ln limto oiusdea earect...3d.
j par lymon 6d.
n j seala contra autumnum 2d.
In p gwithies et virgis emptis




63. PRO SC 1070/5
69. Drew




RTLWL; tumbrell or ducking: stool 1273
Alton Priors 1373
SPIKING.




j coroore cua aha ael
in C spiking 3d.
Spiking nail 9d.
CC s yking 13d.
3T0CKUS
RILWL; wooden upright of a cart 1276
Stone, Kent 1277
T210






Oe ,i soocco 15/-d.
In 11j temonibus eaptis 10gd.
In j teaonen 3d.
76
Alexander .eckha i, 1190; 'robur quod usualiter trabera vel
temonem dice aus' .
Cllffe, Kent 1282 77
TRiDBRND




R 1LWL; a cart shaft 1374
Silkstead, 1375 ^
In lllj trabss 12d,
In ve , caret.f i rat.emend.cum
Ij tradbend et Ij lurlegg fac.de
ferro onini 2d.
In j no -a tradbend e pt ad emend,
j carect. for rat 2d.
In stipe dio fabri faciento circulas





75. Bodleian 33 D> ueens College Box LX111 roll 253
76. Wright A Volume of VocabularL s Alexander teckhan de Utena-



















O.D.D. scrlle ; brushwood
Wellingborough, Hants 1323
clbp el''13


















j par thillis L3d.
j baster eapfc 3gd.
in terci carecta pro blado in
autumpno cariando e iendanda cum
11j bend pedal, ad idea fac'andi.s 22d.
Ln enendatione veteris caracte
cum fotbend 12d.
Et in 1,1 gong.de cartsakis 3d.
n uno cartekypo 2d.
in Ij paribus cartescriles 2d.
In i.j eleppel s ad carect 3d.
n llj cleppeles ad biga 4d.
In cluspes 9d.
Laclottes enpt pro vet.carect
n uno rerecord ad longa a caretan 12d
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There are certain points which may now be
made. Firstly carts and wagons could be bought, in two ways,
36
complete or in oi cas to be put together on the ,manor. " Wheels
of course were com ,only bought separately, except in the case of
a brand new cart. Chassis bought separatelp cost around sixpence
in the 1270s, rose to around eight pence by the beginning of the
fifteenth century but c Id cost as much as three shillings.
°arts ourchased as complete were bought in two ways, bound or
unbourid. Unlike the prehistoric ehicle, the medieval cart had
a great deal of ironwork not just stroked -wheels. The cart
could be bought complete or the ironwork purchased separately.
A shod cart cost nything up to thirty shillings but not less
than about eight. Phey are by far the most common, of the two
kinds. In a list of carts purveyed for idward's campaign (from
Northsmptonsh re), only one of thirty five was unshod. On
the lerton College -nanors in Suffolk, to choose an exa nple at
random, toe ratio of shod to unshod carts Is seven to two in
88
1277. ' k cart, furthermore, could be made from timber from the
mypr - he lord's timber - and from old Iron from the manor which
was actually preferred because it wan stronger. Secondly, there
is no evidence from prices ifchai .he carecta longa. the ^lanstrum
1 ngum or for that matt r toe olaustrum itself had four or two
wheels. It is ltkoly, hove mr, from the 'founds mere e: try for
1287, that the carrum had four wheels. irdly, there is evidence
for a complete overhauling of rehicles on toe manor before
liar est ti me c >n m a tumor'o.
The main conclusion to arise fro . a glance
at group two Ls hat the medieval cart was a v ry patched up affair.
The greatest expenditure 's that on iron patches and nails.
36. horold Rogers IV p 4JLT-W-W-
•7. PRO E 101 98/39
83, Highfield (1963) }>toff.
112.
The clout is lor usually used for the wheels but it can mean
any kind of wooden or Iron plate used for mending. The exact
meaning of courba remains unknown. Drew suggested that t was
perhaps a wagon bed. However, this Is unlikely since it occurs
exclusively with harness and in particular with yokes and ox
bows. Finally in group two, although shafts a d draught poles
would seen more cl sely allied to the harness, they are none¬
theless an integral part of the /eh cle construction, giving
it as distinctive a f rm as th shape of the body itself.
Shafts were certainly letachable, fho 1as Parker of Starston
in Norfolk in 1312. was sent to prison when he co.aaitt .d
fratricide, by hitting his brother with a cart shaft. His
39 •
claim of self defence w s unsuccessful. Shafts were, like
90
the prehistoric draught poles tipped with iron. A piece
of iron went around the shafts of the cart and around a
nroiacting piece of cart body to ore ent tipping, fhis is the
91snubberg.
it might be interesting at this point
to consider prices given in compensat:on by the lawcourts for
cases nvolving death by cart or wagon. It must be renemb red,
however, that these re legal 'alues which it is possible to
naintain, bear little relat'on to actual prices.
In 12'9 the Berksh re Fyre awarded up to
4/6d. in a case of death. In 1°/i9, the tfiltsh re yre awarded
o er 30/-d. for plaus tra with three oxer; >r more, 5 to 14/-d. for
92
carts with two horses and no more than 3/-d. for carts alone.
The Shropshire 'yre in 1256 awarded as deodans 10/-d. and 27/6d.
for carri cum bobus 14/-d. for a carecte cua duobus equls and
. ~ 93 "
5/-d. as the precium carecte.
39. i.H'iaawal L,Cr:i 'iejn_yi .t '\ngiia Jn the Fourteenth Century,
Norfolk Record Society XLIV;the Norfolk Gaol Delivery Roils
1307-16(1976)
90. Sir Cyril Fox (1931) op 135-199
91. O.D.D.
92. C.A.F, feekings (1961)
93. Bodleian NS B.Litt.d.617-8
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The Eyre of Kent In 1313 awarded as much as 33/4-d. ^ while
the Durham Register in 1363 records l,i caract.ferro ligato
rucio 26/3d. U plaustra deb'lia orecio 6/3d. and IE i or
/ 95
equis trahentbus 2/lld. Clearly it was not onl dangerous
to be a pedestrian or a reckless driver, it was expensive to
own a cart if found at law.
Apart from major expenses, the cart owner
often had several petty expenses. Cleaning the ditches and making
roadside hedges, for example, cost the %rl of Lincoln at least
q/
£17 in every year, and this was only for his northern estate.
Tolls had to be paid to drive in the meadows, to enter wo ds
97
and to cross stubble fields. Finally a small bub essential
Item was lubrication, Leigh ton ma r-tains that'the Romans were
probably more familiar with lubrication than the early medieval
peoples'. Here he is thinking of Pliny's reference to pigfat
wh ch was used as axlegrease and a disputed mosaic from Lyons
where a figure is seen about to throw water on the circus brack.
Clearly what the figure is doing has little to do with lubrication
and a gr at dual to do w:th laying the dust between races. The
The emphasis which has recently been placed on the account of time
Prussian king's journey where peasants lined the route with
buckets of wat r to cool the wheels is almost carta nly misdirected
93
at least as far as can be shown by the English r cords.
Oil, and grease, unct and saoo are found in almost every manorial
account. Though amounts were ne/er specified, 1yd. to 13/6d.was
spent in the thirteenth century on keeping the axles welloiled.
In Sussex in 1232 grease was 3d. a pound but this kind of
information is unusual. The s urce of the lubrican s are unknown,
but on the Merton College states in the lP90's they were just
100
as well acquainted with pigfat as Pliny had been.
94. Selden Society XX1V~(T9095 ~
95. Bodleian MS B.Litt.d.50
96. Lyons (1934)
97. Bodleian MB Top Oxon c207 , Farr (1959)
93. Lelghdion (I974)p 123,Gromodka und !ul er (1934)p 73.
99. Salzman (1955)
100.H1 jrhfield (1963) Pliny N.H.XXV111, • •'■••VII, HI.
1U.
Since the purchase of some Corn of lubri.cati.onis a major
part of any account, it is not possible to accept Leigtaton's
premise that the oiling of vehicle co tponen .s was unusual in
the fiddle Ages.
Though these costs a'ght see i adequate
in themselves,tho greatest'of the expenses was the wage bill.
The King's household was of course extremely large but in it
the cart rs enjoyei a position of confortable mediocrity above
the general servants and beneath the upper levels of household
society, the milites, clarici.servientes hosoicii reg"s and
the scutiferi regis. The cart rs were all directly responsible
to a gardein des charettes named in 1279 as John de Gillingham.
They were entitled to th?ir wages of about 3/-d. per year, a
yearly clothing allowance of a t nlc and super-tunic (disttactions
in rank being shown not by the quantity but quality of be
garments) and 2 pairs of shoes. ^ ^ This clothing was nol livery.
The experiment of Henry 111 in this direction does not seen to
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h ve been repeated. " The king also was obliged to give the
carters small grants for retire ie t, sickne s and burial, in
return they were expected to mend the carts, do extra stable
work and as far as the manorial carters were concerned, to work
103
in the fields. Carters' wages differed little from the
king's household to the manors. They were among the most numerous
regular servants,or fa :.ull. on the estates. Grain allowances
were more common than gifts of clothes and shoes. The basic
difference was that carting serv ces, remnants of the pra-Conquest
labour services, were hardly ever commuted a d that complicated
though the study of customary labo r is, tenants preferred to
continue to perform carrying services and harvest w rk.
lbl.PRO !3 351/17, r. 381/11, M.Hill The Ing's Messengers (London
1930)
102.H.Johnson, '/•. Year in the L fe of Henry 111' Church uarterly
Revi at XCV no.CXI? p 323
103. Edinburgh University Library MS Phot.1225,the Lathes Journal of
John de Boys Servians ad carucas ae carettas. (Norwich 14.23).
Thus the manorial accounts demonstrate
the kind" of vehicles in regular use in melieval England,
how they werebought,their component parts, or at least as many
as can bo ;dentif;ed, and the kinds of expenses the medieval
consuier might be expected to meet. He would also ha q to buy
harness, wheels and draught animals. He would have to pay for
the repair of the carts ad the care of the horses or oxen.
Owning a vehicle in the thirteenth century therefore, would
appear to be an expensive business. However, it should not
be exaggerated. Vehicles were owned in large numbers by
medie al landowners. Moreover, when the tenants performed
their carting services they provided their own vah cles. Old
notions cf the absence of land transport In the fiddle ges
are really no longer viable when all the evidence has boen
considered.
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3FST.0H 2 I B I WHEElwIRIGH'riNG T CK.juU:3.
The strength of the wheel Is th single
lost Important element n any veh cle. All imentions are,
therefore, introduced to ake Lt stronger, lighter and swift r.
Section C will try to outline impro'amenta in wheelvarlghting
techniques by discussing the thr :e asic wheel types - block,
crossbar a id s oked - in terms of their chronology, c mstruct tonal
d fferences and relationsh p to one another, to function and to
axle type. It will also exa ine the constituent parts of a
wheel, in particular the hub, spokes,felloes and tyre3, to try
to reach some c nclusion as to their development and costs in the
medieval period.
CHAPTER ONE: BLOCK WHEALS
A block,disc or solid wheal, unlike its
hypothetical ancestor, the roll r, w s constructed not of a
circular section of trunk lopped off a tree of the requisite
size, bub constructed of one or three planks, cut longitudinally
to take advantage of the strength of the grain, tn the case of
the tripartite d sc, these wore held together by ext rnal
visible burs,internal dowels or inserted slee s. ^ A pair of
openings is a standard feature on the surviving wheels from
western Europe, though their function is unknown, Lucas'
3Uggo3ion that 'he holes allowed the passage of a locking polo is,
at the moment, "the most a tractive hypothesis.
•Jheeis, actual survivals and models, are the
raost frequently available evidence for ancient vehicles,
^presentations of block wheels exist in the hear Fast by the
fourth millenium B.C.. At a nominal date of ?, 50-2,600 B.C.,
there are vehicle burials in which both wagons and carts w'th
1. .G.Chllde, (19511 op 1 '6-7 A.T. Lucas 'A Block Wheel Car from
Co.Tipoerary, ,TRdAI LXIX11 pp 13 -44» *■- Block Wheel Car from
Slievenaaon, Co.i'ipp.vaiy' JRSAl LX'Xlll p 100, S.Piggott 'A
Tripartite Disk 'Wheel from Blair Drum.mond,Pe -thshire' P.S.A.3.
XC p 238-41 i.A.Littauer and J*0rouwal 'The Origin and
diffusion of the crossbal wheel' Antiquity LI (l977)pp 95-105.
tripartite disc wheels are present. In the 2nd milleniuo B.C.
in Transcaucasia, Georgia, and the Kalmyk stepoe, tripartite
2
disc wheeled vehicles were buried, while block wheels dating
fro a the second nillenlum to as late as the first century B.C.
3
from Turope have been fo nd. Block wheels, furth rraore, were
in use last century in Anatolia, So th Russia, Ch na, India,
Ireland, Sardinia, Scotland, Sweden, Spain, Portugal, Thessaly
and Wales. ^
•The disc wheel undoubtedly shared the
fate of so many culture elements by being dis laced at a
coaiparati ely late date by innovations fro.i th =• so th, n th s
5
case i was the spoked wheel'. This was Gosta Be g's answer
to the problem of why the block wheel fell out of use.
Howe er, it has long been known that the disc wheel survived
until recent times in a few areas. The problem thus became the
disappearance of bloc., wheels from the Roman period to the
seventeenth century. The answer is, of course, that the hiatus
does not exist. Documentary evidence which implies and
represe tational evidence which confirms, block wheels in the
medieval period may be pat forward suggesting continuity from
prehistoric times.
Primlti e vehcles with block wheels
have the wheels fixed on a r volving axle. A wheel revolving
w th tiie axle and not on the axle is usually wedged into place
and mortised, 0n an independently revolving wheel, the
introduction of a na e to keep it in place, reduced the frictio
and noise that went with the revolving axle. This is primarily
?r~V.G7~Childe "(1951) "pp"l36-7 ~~s7"iggott 119637 pp~263-70~~
3. H. dotof: ndt,'Die Fntstehung des Wi-gen3 und des Wagenrades'
'fannus X op 1-63, J.D.Van der Waals 'Neolithic Disx Wheels in
the Netherlands' idataeohlstoria X pp 103-46(1964)Bona (i960) np33-ll,
4. Suffern and Hemp Primiti a Carts Antlqn tv 111 (1929) pp 34-Off,
Littauer and Crouwel (19T7) op 95-105
5. Berg (1935) p 115.
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the case bee use the nave bein relati ely closed can be o led.
A few passages from Roman literary sources, therefore indicate
disc wheeled vehicles. Both Ovid and Vergil talk of stridentia
plaustra and Varro says 'Quos ad vecturas item instltuendem ut
out
inan'a primura duennt plaustra e si possis per^vicura o pidum
creber crepitus ac •arietas rerun consuetud ne celerr'ma ad
utilitatera adducit'. Vergil furthermore uses the word
t mpanum to describe wheels -
•Navigiis pinos, domibus cedrumque cupre3sosque
Hinc radios trivare rot is, hinc tympana plaustris'
- which would Imply solid discs. Moreover Pliny says that
one of the few things which terrifies a lion is the noise of
wheels turning, even on an e ipty chariot rotarum orbes
7
circumacti currusque ... map-is terrent' .
Representational evidence confirms the
use of block wheels In Roman times. A sarcophagus fro i Rome
shows a'"wine cart dr wn by a bullock. This 'eh cle along with
carts from the arch of Jeptimivy Severus an? mrelius^ , column,
end theca,79A.D. representation of the far I eh 1cle from Pompeii,
continues to show disc wheels made of nailed planks (fi e on one
8
wheel, s;x on the other). ' It m'ght be useful to note that in-
all cases where block wheeled carts are represented they are
drawn by oxen. This is indicative of the level of sophistication
of solid wheeled vehicles.
It is generally believed that there a^-s no
representations of sold wheels in the medieval period.
6. Littauer and Crouwel (1977) op 95-105
7. Ovid Tristia 111 : , Vergil Georgics 11.i 443-AAA* Varro.Reruffl
Rusticarum 1 :XX Vergil ibid 11 *M3-6.Pliny.H.N.V111:X1X
3. Solomon Reinach,(1909) 111 p.293 ibid I p.26 .Vigneron (1963)
11 pi 57a and. 57b,Singer et al 11 fig.583
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"'his is no longer acceptable, f'he fifteenth century Hours of
9
King -fenuel of Portugal shows disc wheel hay carts still at work.
The Dutch Hours o* Catherine of Cleves, c 144-0 jj59/ illustrates a
baby carriage wit solid wheels. ^ Bri -ish Library Add.2494-5,
fol. 19?, a fifteenth century Italian manuscript shows a block
wheeled engine jj60J. Bodleian manuscript Bodley 264-, foL.32r
(Flemish, fourteenth century) has a m rginal joisting horse
on disc wheels, while British Library Egerton 1594-, fol. 2v, a
fourteenth century Frenchmanuscript shows sheoher I'e-hut-o. -
wheels, the wheels being solid.jjSlJ Moreover the earl est known
medieval representati n of solid wheels ye. e countered is folio
1 "v of Bodleian Bodley 6L4, an early twelfth century illuminated
manuscript. Thus illuminated manuscripts clearly show the sural al
of solid wheels for a 'ariety of purposes throughout the medieval
period and :n a number of countries in western urope.
With the exception of the wagon fro i
seberg In estfold, there is no exca -ated evidence of wheels
which can deflnl ely be ass'gned to the medieval eriod. The
information from the illuminated manuscripts can be supplemented
y a numb r of references in manorial accounts wb ch imply
bloc wheels. Among the costs of bound and unbound or nude wheels,
are found save al pairs of what the documents call slain or
simple wheels, which are a go -d deal cheaper than th others.
?he Alton 3 rnes bailiff in 14.0? bought a pair of these rote
planat for a dung cart for 8/-d. He bought another pa r in 14-0 5,
14-1?, 14-13 for up to 7/ld. He als > bought a pair at Takely for
6/-d. These are fairly expensive - nor sally a pair of wheels
9. Ferd nand Galfaano.Q Carro de Hois am Portugal. Lisbon 1973,pis.
120,121. I should like to thank Professor iggott for access
to this publication.! believe it s not generally a ailable in
this country. ,
10.The Hours of Catherine of Cleves.F csirn le ed.J.PlumaercUSA 1936)
pi.9? I am grateful to trs.P.Ca npbell, Dept.of Fine rt,Edinburgh,
for bringing this miniature to my a t ntlon.
11.Fo te and Wilson (1970) pp 238-262
12.?horold Rogers 1 pp 4-17-4?!
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would cost from /-d. to 13/-d. However, rot, plan, recorded in
the 139? Rooley account (Hampsh' re and in the 1404 account wore
bought for 3/4-d.psr pa r. Simple wheels are also very inexpensive
The 1?94 accoun for ill ton, Fssex, says 'in 1 nova carecta empta
cum 1 pari rotaru/i slmpliclum 4./?' while the eccount for Clifton,
Kent in 1?95 records 'In 1 pari rotarun simolicium em ;to ad
13
carect. Id. There are furthermore, numerou s entries of wheels
which are simply called rota but are noticeably less expensive.
Drew noted that wheel prices occurring in the early Winchester
Rolls included many at 2fd to 5d. Thus the mat -rials and the
lab ur costs were never more than a carpenter's wages for one day
It seems incredible that any wheelwright could, in this short
time, c t out the curved fello is with the necos ry precision,
cleave the spokes, chin out the hubs, raor ise the smokes into
the hub and felloes and fit these various pieces together.
However, th's would be more in keeping with the construct!on of a
s'mole d-'C. Finally, hough rare, there are references to
creak'ng wheels in medieval records. ^ Thus it is no longer
possible to deny the exist-nee of solid wheels n the middle ages
Fi ally, before leaving the most primitive
wheel form, it might be useful to discuss axle type. To quo ,e
irs. L'ttauer ' t tnay be taken as axiomatic that a round axle
end indicates a wheel revolving oil the axle and a rectangular
15
axle end, a wheel that revol es w i tit the axle} The former
g' res better speed and more effi lent turning because it
reduces the skid on he outside wheels. It needs, furthermore, a
nave or hub, the central block of the wheel, (cylindrical
and chipped out or turned from seasoned elm), which revolves
on the axle arm and into which spokes are set. A further piece
13. Drew
14. The Wardrobe Accounts of Henry, !?arl of Derby 1390-92 ~
1.30/16, 139/30.
15. Littauer and Crouwel (1977) p 97.
is cat toi the elm na,re to insert the 1 Inch p'n. Thus an axle
tenoned to the wheels is more primitive and would logically
precede a fxed axle in a typological series. The first point
to be made about axl 3, therefore is that while this order is
adhered to n the Near Sast and Europe, ^ inlreland the order
17
a pears bo be reversed. Lucas' study has shown that the fixed
.xle is characteristic of the preh sfcoric period and a revolving
one in use in recent centuries. However, it is possible that
both types existed simultaneously, and although there is little
evidence, it s not implausible that the revolving axle was In
continuous use in Ir land from earliest times. The second oint
is hat ' t has been stated categorically that the presence of li.nch
pins presu • >oses a fixed axle. Whil this is clearly the case on
anc'ent illustrations, it nay be useful to point out that o carts
still in use in Iran and Turkey today ha e revolving axles and
linch pins.
Axles change little fron the Iron Age in
both guage and construction. ^ As far as medieval wheels are
concerned, it is price with which we must be concerned, in the
manorial documents, bearing in mini that this ' s a ra dora
selection, they are represented thus;
AX 13.
R -TL L ; an axle 1231
19
Croyland 1276 pro axatione caretarum de torburn
et longe care . e et ferura quorun 'am
equorum 6d.
20
Worcester 1276 In Ion: a careta axanda per vices
cum qulnqae axis ad idem emptis 2/2d.
16. ibid
17. Lucas JR3AL LXXX111
13. S.Piggott, Ancient urone ('id burgh 19*65) *A Wheel of iron Age















In llj axis 4d
In 111j axis e iptis et in onendis
lOd.
In axibus ad carectas e iptis 9d.
in lllj axis a ptis 6d. In eisdea
iraponend s 4d.
In llj axlbus e sptis 6d. In
axati ne carefcarum 6d.
n llj car-ctis axa-dis 6d.
In axellis longe earecte ididen
ad iij vices 2/-d.
Cn rotis boxand's 6d.




Alden .am, Herts. 1376
Pro axibus clutis clavis et hernesio
emptia ad caretagium.busee °9/l0d.
In Ij aribus roiarum 5d. In clutis
enptis ad easdem.
In 3 clutis farrets enptis pro
axibus dictarun rotarum 3d.
CIRCULU3
RMLWL ; 1324 hoop, for cartwheel
Rads .owe, Northants 1264-
1265 25
In lj circul s ad modiola emend ad
carectas non ferrates ent.2d.
In circuits ferreis circa modiola
supponand' s, 2;'d.
FRETTA
RMLWL : ret,hoop fitted to the hub of a wheel c 1302
In carett.frettis emend ll/-d.Cokhan, Berks 1237





j carta axand at frettand 6d.
In frettyng rotarum 4d.
In XVj frett 3d.




24. James M.Wilson and Cosmo Gord ,, :v-rly oo rotas Roll3 o ' the
'riory of Worcester,Worcester Historica l Soc:ety (Oxford 1903)
25. Drew
26. PRO SC6 747/15




V rn a a Dean, -ants 1361 lj frettes 3d.
Wellingborough,Northa nts j rari frott s 2d.
1361
Qakington,Carabs• 1361 " in fret a eapfcis 3d,
HURTFR
R EL.'JL ; hurtardus,iron plale to protect the axle, 1222,
XVj car -eclouts, lj lynpenr
Ij haxanallljs, Cj hurbour 23d.
31
Durham Abbey 1330 " n nis
LINCA
R 4LWL ; linchpin 1296
32
'ershore, Wilts. 134-5 " In Ij par lynces enpt.4d.
R pley, an s 1382 In Ij hurt r et lincea ferr ad carect lOd
MODIUS
R ILWL ; hub 1267
Hubs are ne'er bough- separately, shtrios relate to hoops or
bands bound round the hubs to or ient them from splitting.
KA r13.
R'dLWL : -
Pershore, Wilts. 1306 Ij naves apponend de novo in tj rotis 3d
STRACITS.
R4LWL ; Iron la o on the uler rim of a wheel 1267
lQrnehome,Sus ex 1232 tn strak.imp nend et reparend 15d.
Hokyton,Cambs,13'::'0 In LX s -raknail 15d.
33
?ordnn, Oxon 1332 In L straknal p.vot. cart.firmand ep.12 d.
29. Drew
30. Page (1934) , N




Thus medieval heels ere heavily protected.
Axle boxes were fit ed for about 6d., costing about lg- to 2d.
throughout the period. They were pro acted from wear by clouts
(Id.) and hurters (3d.). They were also protected on the outer rim
Iron plates. Hubs are never found separately bub there is
one instance of a na e - if indeed this is how the word may be
interpr ted since it does not appear in the RMLwIL as such. Hubs
were bound by hoops, circulis (2§d.) and fretbs (pd to 4-d.) to
prevent splitting un ier the pressures of wheel movement. By the
1330s linch pins were made of iron. Thus medieval wheels would
be a considerable weight, would have a large numb r of iron
fitments and with th tire added, would plainly constitute an
extremely exnensive item.
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CHAPT T? fdO : CR03SBAR WHBRLS.
A crosabar wheel is constructed ofnthick
stave which holds the nave and crosses the dlaaet r of the wheel
and bars on either s'de, crossing the central piece at right
angles and mortised into the felloes, ornallytwo sets of
crossbars are present to revent wheel collapse. It has been
described as a ;>ans pipe - the syrinx of ancient Greek charlotry.
Its weak point s that when it s submitted to irrorular pressure
it t ;nds to come apart n all directions whereas a smoked wheel
will come off entire, its greatest strength is that it is
relatively simnle to ake.
Because of the way it breaks up,there are
no material survivors of these wheels except for one example from
iercurago in ; taly, * i/nich has been considered to be an intermediate
form between th8 disc wheel a d the f illy developed crossbar,
lias Lorimer was the firs to isolate the crossbar as a d'stinct
type, to deri-a it from i rcurago and to show it in common use.
2 3
in fourth century Greece. Chough Childe rejected her th sis,
Mrs. L'ttauer's reeen paper h s i»ade it possible to 'reinstate Miss
Lorimer's technological, if not her eographical conc^usi ns and at the
4ame time accord the crossbar wheel a more enerable position in the
history of draught than before* • ohe traces all surviving
representations of the crossbar in the ear ast and southern
Murooo frothe second millenium to the third century B.C. ^
The crossbar wheel then appea s to van sh from representtional art.
5 6 7
Recent surv vals in Portugal, Spain and England indicate that there
1. S.Piggott (1963) pp 2-63-270, pp 302-303
2. H.Loruner (1903) op 135-4-4
3. V.G.Childe (1951' p.187-193
4. Littcuer and Crouwel (1977) pp 95-105
5. Galhano (1973)
6. Richard w. Bullleft,(1975) p 193
7. M.H.P no, Microcosm (London 1306) 1 an grateful to rofessor
Piggott for access to this work.
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may bo continuity. As Irs. Lit urner has no inted out 1 The humble
veil cle to hich the cross bar wheel must ha e been relegated as
the spoked wheel was taken over by the finer and faster ones was
g
not of interest to Near "astern art'. The sa ne way be said for
other periods. However, there is a medieval representation from
the Hours of fenuel of Portugal which shows crossbars -n use on
farm carts.
Furthermore '-Irs. Llttauer suggests that the
crossbar was ntroduced to Mex co from Spain dur ng the Conquest
since there is no earlier evidence of wheels on th American
continent. She further suggests that since there is no further
documentation of it from northern Urope (aft r the Bronze Age)
and since, when it is found in Britain, it is only in the late
eighteenth century, it say ha e been brought back by soldiers
g
return! g fro n the Peninsular far. This is a v ry interesting
idea, the more s since the Duke of <ioiling ton is reputed to have
complained about the noise of the Spanish bullock carts which
wore so bad that the '3cratch:ng of a knife on a pewter plate
is like the sweet sound of a flute beside them'. However, this
could easily ap ly just as well to a block wheeled cart, foreover
it s at least remotely possible that manor a1 records in hgland
indicate the survival of crossbar wheels in the medieval period.
These may be the rot. ^capuland. whI cii appear n th : rolls of manors
in Kent, Tssex and Hampshire, i'hey appear thus j
8. Lit'auer and Crouwel (1977) p lol
9. ibid p 103
10.Grace 3tret ton '3 me Aspects of ledieval ravel' ITiH -> 111
(1924.) PP 77098, 1 "he Tra elling Household in the d ddle Ages*
Tournal of the British Archaeological Association XL (1935) opis~/o3
p 88 ff.~ " " ~ r J
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ROTA -iCAHJLAND
R'4LWL j - scaoello to scapplo or dress timber or stone.
11
ioundsraero, Hants 1297 in j p r de bridde et j par
grossarum rotarum scapuland 6d, In
spokls pro eisdem 3/3d.
" " 1293 In j par de bridde et j par grossarum
rotarun scaouland can 3poki3 ad
eandem de nerem dom ni acapuland et
fac °2d.
Therefore, rot.scanuland. ha</o spokes out are larger and cheaper
than normal s oked wheels. There is no positive evidence, but it
is int resting to speculate that these are crossbar wheels.
In conclusion, while there exi.3ts enough
evidence to suggest the or'g'n and diffusion of the crossbar wheel
in prehistory, there Ls at the moment, no source which can be
used to trace its subsequent history. However, it would be fair to
say that recent examples and the one representation of crossbars which
we ha,Te (though it Is of c urse da gerous to base a case on one
piece of evlde ce) indicates hat it survi.vod through ut the
medieval period in western Europe and into last century without
interruption.
11. Drew
12. Galhano (1973) pi 120, pi.121.
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CHAPTER THREE : 3POKED WHEELS
A spoked wheel is constructed by fitting
radials into the na^e and felloes. First the circumference of the
nave is marked into equal parts, depending on the numb r of s okes.
The mortises are wedge shaoed, the side ? being radial to the axis
of the hub, of equal size and set alternately slightly to the
front and back. The spokes themselves are driven nto these
mortises, their outer ends shouldered and fitted into the felloes.
The advantage of the s oked wheel i3 that it is strong and Light.
The spoked wheel appeared first on light,
swift chariots on the Near East, in the second aillenium. The
war chariot was used in Egypt and lycenae by ahout the sixteenth
century B.C. However, it is also known i Europe, in South Russia,
in th second millenium B.C., the Danube Bas'-n by cl,000 B.C. and
northern Europe by he ninth century 3.0. There is little
point 'n listing examples of large numbers of representations and
actual finds of spoked wheels wh ch are catalogued elsewhere in
books which are readily available,'5 Howe er, several points
might usefully be nude. Firstly, the idea of a KassLte origin
for spoked wheels has not yet been superseded. ^ Secondly the
number of spokes vary in ancient wheels from thirty four at
'-azyryk in Sib r a to the f ur spokes of lycenean Crete, but
number is not indicative of technical competence, ihe s x smoked
wheel appeared as early as the four and this lat:,er continued until
5
at least as late as the ninth century A.D. Thirdly, apart fro a
variation in the number of sookes, there are only two major changes
in sooked wheeled ehicles, which nay be seen as technological
1. George Sturf (19?3) Thomas Hennell The Countryman at Work
(London 194?)
2. Childe (1951) pp 137-193
3. See Piggott (1965) bibliography
/+. ibid, p 92
5. Singer et al 11 fig. 507
1?9.
developments namely the introduction of a single piece felloe
and of fitting an iron tire hot. The e innovations will be
discussed later. It is enough to say hero that both these
improvements did not survive into the m ddle ages and that the
•iQdieval spoked wheel differed lLttle from its prehistoric
pr decessors.
Little can be said therefore of the spoked
wheel In the niddle ages except that it was tired with strakes,
that a six or eight spoked wheel is the .most constant eature
of everv vehicle renrese. tation fro a the eleventh century
onwards and that, while Chaucer tells us that 'Twelf spokes hath
a cartwheel comunly*, which suggests that the modem system of
having two spokes per felloe was coming into use, miniatures from
western Europe continue to show chicles with me spoke per felloa
It might be noted in passing that the Oseberg veh clo was
(>
reconstructed wit: twelve spokes and a six p'ece felloe. Such
reconstructions have always looked to modern carriages and the
validity of these resul s must be in doubt.
Finally, the prices of medieval wheels,
the ways in wh ch they could be bought and variations in those
with tires and those w thout, will be d-^alt with at the end of
the discuss on of felloes and tires.
6. Foote and W'Ison (1970) p 25 >
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CHARTH FOUR : F -L -PES
The felloes are the pieces of bent wood
wh ch go to make up the rin of a wheel. The manufacture of
felloes in the past is very hard to discuss, because survival,
except under certain ideal conditions, is very rare. Jade
entirely of wood and unbound, felloes rarely survive and are
seldom clearly depicted on representtions. They are, however,
crucial to the running of the wheels and their stability.
Kossaok in 1971 discussed the surviving
felloes from the prehistoric period, and argued, using
1
technical details, for an origin in the Near bast, lore
important, however, he discussed the introduction of a wheel
with a single piece bent felloe and a nail-less tire in the La
Tene period (7th century) in central and northern Furooe. Here
the felloe was bent by steaming, by moist heat of some «d.nd or
by the mechan'cal means on unseas ned wood, that Is green wood.
What is important her; Is that the normal multi-piece felloe
c ntinues to exist alongside the technically more sophisticated
single piece felloe and in fact supersedes it. There is no
evidence, documentary or representational, for the survival of
the a ngle piece felloe in the mddle ages, and it -as never re-
Introduced.
1. Gr. Kossack, 'The Construction of the Felloe in Iron Age
Spoked Wheels', 3rowa, Board,nan and Paul . (ed.)
The European Coamunl ,y in.later Pre-hlatorv Studies in
Ipnpur of.P,C.'lavkes (London 1971) pn 14.3-163
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CHAPT H FIVE : TIRES.
w.G. Hoskins, ! writing for the Countryman
in 1950 claimed that the practice of putting tires on wheels did
not originate until the thirteenth century. However, the idea of
covering the running surface of the wheel is known possibly from
the third nillenium B.C. in the Near Phot and the idea of nail-
studded tires i3 clearly common by the eighth century B.C. ;heels
from early Iron Age contexts in centra- Europe show that the nails
securing the tires though countersunk into them, still constituted
2
the actual running surface.
The major technological achievement in
tiring was the introduction of a nail-less iron hoop tiro, fitted
hot wh oh, whan it contracted would lock tightly all the wooden
parr,3 of the wheel, giving It greater strength, ""his type of tire
is found from the fifth century B.C. in north rn and central
Europe. J However, nailed-on t res do survive into the medieval
period while hoop mires had to be re-invented in the modern period.
Evidence of wheel type, constr ctlon and
costs appear frequently in the account rolls of the thirteenth
and fourteenth century •'hgland. They are grouped y th the
expenditure on carts and wagons and wlth harness form a very
major part of it. Such evidence appears thus?
BRYDDfS.
RMLWL s-
[oundsmere, Hants 1297 ^ In j oar de bridde et j par
grossarum rotarui cum spokis ad
eandem de nerem domini 22d.
1298 In j par de brldd et j par
grossarum rotarum cum s okis
pro eisdem 2d.
1. W.G.Hosklns Carts and Wagons, The Countryman XL1 (I950)p 339
2. Curtis, (1975)
3 Kossack (1971)I.M.Stead La Tens Burials of Eastern Yorkshire (York



















In j par de brldd et j par
rross.rot, de ueraa doaini fac.
?/-d.
n j pari de brydd empto 3/ld.
In J pari de brydd eipto 4 -d.
In j pari rota run de brydd 3/4d.
n j p-ri de bridd s empto ad
ligandum 3/-d.
In j pari de bryddes enpto 10/lOd,
In j pari de bryddes empto 7/-d.
In j pari de briddes 3/-d,
In j pari bryddes 7/~d.
In j pari de biyddes 3/3d.
In 1,1 eantis et Lj radils in
etere rota Imoonendi.s lid.
n Ij quarton crmtuun pro dlctls
rotls enptls lOd.
In colpaclone X 1 pass.cantorum,
XX 2/ pass, radiorum ad rotas
plaustrorun et earecta run
colpeclone IXxX (9 seore)iugu:n
e axi n XL gang Is ploustiitls,
IX moldbradelutis 2/3d. In
tribus pass, cantorun, Ilj pass,
radiorum otto axibus Xlj.iugls
XXV arc ibus colpandls et missis
apud Beaurep. I9d.
of wheel, felloe c 1200
5. Thorold Rogers IV p 427
6. ibid pp 417-4-25
7. Drew
3. Bodleian 11. B.Li It. d.50
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DOUFLLA
RMLirfL ; sta e, dowel connecting the felloes of wheel 1300.




En rep.rot.plaustr. viz le strakes
at doules 6d.














Ln Vj circuits ferr.p.llj felyes
rot. fratt.cumlig 3d. In velyes
inde scapuland 19d.
In Ij velg et l.llj sook.apoon.
super vet. carect 9d.
In j par rota run novarum fac
cum feleghes rena-ant In manorio
anno praced./una cum a -nclone.
Cn lj velyes apponand super
carect 4d.
In duobu3trot:s carrum emendandls
cum Ij felles 3d.
R4L.mL ; iron clamps for mending a wheal 1273
Orew ; felloe clamps.
14Pershore, d ;rc ;. 1350
■111ton, 3ssex 1274
In Xlj groppis cum gropnail ad
idem empt. ?/4d.
In ferro ad gripp, faciend 3d.
9. Drew
10.Bodleian M '.DD ueens Col ege,Box XLl,Roll 131
11.Bodleian 13 J) means College ox XLlll,Roll 237
12.Drew




RMLWL ; binding, bond 720, 1202.
Heckley,Hani s 1299 ^
Moundsmere 13P4
16
In ligatur,eazdem (carta) cu.
ppo.vet.ferr.groppis,clav.et
elongand str,l3d.
In stip.fabri pro j vet.rot.
cup. vet. llgatura ligand et
etla i pro VIIj. minute bend
ferr.fac.ad ligand predlcbas
rotas subter vet.?r strakls in
locis ubi necesse fuerit 5d.







In fe -r.erupt ad idea (carect)10/ld.
In j novo ferro empto ad idem 7/ d.
In j no -o ferramento cum clavis
et gr pes ?/-d.
in j ferramento ad ioo : cum oruni
att lo 7/-d. In posit", ne eiusdem
fenramenti 6d,
In j pari, rotarura empto ad
lipandum cum una nova ligatura
groo .gross Is cla -is et toto
alio apoaratu erupt .40/-d.
RADIUS.
RMLWL ; furrow, ray 1240
)rew ; a spoke
Chilbolton 1346
nought n 1232
In j par rota rum ; • , radlis Impon-
end s
In lj oantus et lj radi.ls in
voter - rota imponend s lid.
ROTA.
RMLWL ; a wheel cl297 Primarily an unbound wheel
A.
Chartha i, Kent 1270
Milton, Fmsax 1273
In Ij paribus rotaru.u ad curtenam
2/lld.
in 1,1 paribus rotarum ad c arectis
3/6d.













Vernham Deans, Hants. 1361
ROTA FFIR.RA ;,A
20
In j nova carecta cum rotis empta
3/6d.
In j pari rota run eapto ad
fer-andum 3/-d.
Ln ,i pari rota rum ad ferrandum
2/2d,
J pr.rot.carb.ad ferraad. 3d.
In j >ari rotarum ad raerom domini
fac. 20d,
In j pari rotarura ad marera domiai
pro plaustr.fac. 13d.
In j pari, rota rum fel Land ad
raerem dorai.nl 13d.












In .! .v,rl rotarun Terr .ad oarect.
2/lOd.
In : mere robarum novarum empto
ad curmctam l4/-d.
Dr-i j rot Is care ta run emptis 2/6d.
to ferro et clavis et ligatur■s
cum stipend lo fabri ad easdem
rotLa 1 Lgandas 20/-d.
Ln ij paribus rotarura ad
'"orrandum 5/-d.
it in uno pari rotamm enpto ad
caretui 2/ld. ft in ligatura
cum ferro empto ad idem 18/-d.
In custibus care bbam cum j p. ri
rotarum 13/5d.
In j pec: ferr ad fore andum
ro arum cum opere 7d.
I.j par rotarum li.gand 60/-d.
18. Bodleian MS i'op S rrey d.4
19. ^alzman (1955)
20. Drew
21. Ham It >n (1910)
2 . Drew
23. T.enal a- d Manorial Formularies p 32
24. Page (1934)





in j pari rotarun in aodem
ferrando da vebereri lerro
doai ni 'Id.





RMLiifL ; untired wheel 1297
23
2/ d.
In ,j par.brIdd et i par gross.rot.
da mare a doa'ni fac 2/-d.
In I j veter.par grossaruca rotarum





S -een, 1356 30
ROTA2 AD OARBETAS FIMALES.





. Iton Barnes 1402
ROTA PARVPLUM.
RMLWL ; -




In I,i paribus rots run hudarun pro
carectis 3/4d.
In j p.rot.nudas de neramio dmi.
fa«, except.spokeo e.np.p.a.o. 2/6d.
ally for the dung cart.
Cjpart l¥ota^u.n ad earettas fimales
2/-d.
In j par.rot.plan.aipt.pro fimum
exbrahend 3/4d.
In j pari rot.plan.pro carecte
f .nale 3/-d.
Ij rote parvule pro j cha ryeto
ferro ligate
ROTA PLANA see abo ;e
ROTA SGAFPLAND see page |z«
ROTA S IMPLEX see page |2-i
26. Drew 31. Page ('(is A)
27. PRO SC6 1131/2 32. Drew
28. Drew 33. Choroid Rogers IV pH-n.
29* Abid. 34* Surtees Society (1393)
30. "R0 3C6 750/26
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RMLWL j iron pla te on uter rl a
Chilbolton 1267
Littleton 1272






K iLWL S "~
O.D.D. t **•
Guyto !, Gxon 1437 ^
Hickling 1520
In j pari bridd et j pari
grossarum ro arum cun spokis
pro elsdem 2d. tn s okis pro
eisde i e pt lid.
In lj velg.et lllj spok,,,9d.
In j quar^een de spolcis emptis
ad d:ctas rotas 8d,
of wheel 1267
In ferro empto ad dictas
strakas perfic endas et elavis
ad idem faciend s 4£d«
In fe ramento inponendo et Ij
straeh imponendls 6d.
In XIV lbs forr.eapt pro j nova
strak inde fac. 7d.
Cn 11 j no .tradbend de ;j veteri
straka de Mlsefeld fac et in
eadem rota cum aisden a :end 2d.
In stip.fabri pro j strak
elongand et oro novls tradbend
cum Xlj gross elavv'e ferr.
doiaini 3d,
In Vllj strakis 4d.
XXVj lachettes ferr, arapt cum
clavis pro les strakes perus
rotarum carecte affirm una cum
stip.fab. 3/-d»
j par.sloddes 13/4d.
j par flode 8/5d.
35. Drew
36. Choroid Rogers IV op 413
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There are several points which can be made
about the ev dence of account rolls as to the nature and
construction of medieval wheels.
3U\
The word br.vdde is unknown both to the
RMLand to the 'T..D.D. Clearly it is used in place of rota but
apart fron the fact that it is spoked, there are no ' nilcations
as to the features which distinguish it from other rota. Unles3
made with manor timber, 't cost nor ally about 3/d., the average
cost of an iron bound wheel at the aate date. It does not seen
to be bought iron bound but the Uanniogton entry for 1368
Indicates the brvdde was to be bound later, the iron work being
bought separately, s nee there is no mention of U in the account.
It was clearly a f'nely worked, rather expensive u .tired wheel.
Whether it changed its naae when bound is a matter for speculation.
The classical latin term canthus, meaning
felloe, is rarely used by the thirteenth century. The common
word n the accounts is velga or felea or a related fori and the
average price whether for a ca thus. feiea or velgs. is about 2d.
The appearance of dowels which joined each felloe indica es that
the medieval wheel had a composite felloe, constructed very much
in the manner of the wheels from the British Library Cotton
37
Tiberius B v eh'cle (11th century) from England, for example,
folio 3* it also comrares closely to the curtain felloes of the
3<>
Han heavy duty eh cles from the first century B.C. 'furthermore,
the Hai'ringdon 1299 entry links the term scaouland specifically
with a felloe. Thus while it was argued in chapter two that
rot, scapuland may possibly represent crossbar wheels, it is
also possible that it is descriptive f the 'pared', flower-
shaped wheel often depicted in western European illuminated
manuscripts, for exa .pie, the De Berry Hours, British Museum
Royal G V1U 99 folio 297, Royal IE IX folio 87 Add.15268 folio 58
and in the six ,eenth century woodcuts such as those reproduced in
1rKorolfi Kd^erS~VF~pl\l"-(i lj " ' — — 1 - - —— -- ■ I ■ -
37. J nger et al'll fig.495
38. G.D. Lu, R.A. oalaman, J.Needham 'The Wheelwrights Art in
Ancient China llj'Scenes n the Workshop1 Physis 1,111(1959)
39. Les Crandcs -'eures de Jean Due de Berry (London 1971)
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Deidrich's Deutsche Loben der Bergartenhlt in Blldern ^
notably figure 150, cut in 1502.
Strakes were iron plates, cut to fit the
rii of the wheel. Fixed from the centre of one wo den felloe to
the centre of its neighbour, a set of strakes replaced the hooped
tLre in the middle ages. Bach 3trake covered the junction of two
felloes, were fitted hot and placed alternately so that the
pressure was applied equally to each side, forcing the
constituent parts of th wheel to tighten. Strokes had about
ton nails, five on each side, but these were not punched in any
regular pattern. Sturt describes a stroke nail as being as 'long
as a sardine with a b' g th ck head*. ^ J tow In 153' while
describln? a wheel said that 'divers great alls of iron were
there fotind 3uch as are used In the wheels >f shod carts, being
each of them as big as a man's finger* and a quarter of a yard
long, the heads are two !nches' • These are the kind of nails
depicted n the miniatures of the Luttrell Psalter, British
Museum Add 4-2130. Oddiy enough Drew claimed that the Luttrell
nails were triangular. Clearly, however, the - are rectangular-
headed nails which is quite normal. British Museum Add 15277,
illuminated in 1400 in Italy, shows these strakenalls rery
clearly. Obviously it was then which caused shod carts to be
j 2
banned from a number of raedie al towns, for exauole, Beverley,
43
Bristol and Bury St.. fdmunds because they were
churning up the streets. When entries in the accounts furthermore
refer to carts in toto aoparatu or cum toto at llo. the exact
composition of parts is unknown. An enry for Worcester Priory
for 1376 shows the number of fitt ngs which could be bought
for one vehicle. 1 ten fabro de Hallowe pro grosso clavorum
gros3orum et cropnayl cum ligaeione } paris rotarum carecte 9/-d.
In grosais clavis eaptis pro dictts rolls ligand•s cum strakes...
12/6d. In grospio..,3/-d. In .11j clutis.,.20d. Thorold Rogers ^
40. Deidrich {"Geneva 1908) ,
41. . turt (1923) Stow, Survey f h .ndo; 11593) Morley(ed)p 1>4
Crofts(1967) pp 135;05.
42. Selden Society (1838)
43. Crofts(1967) p 18
44. Hamilton (1910)
45« 17 p 417-427
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gives a further ndication of this for the fifteenth century.
Limtura. however, would not seen to mean ironwork in general.
It vrould seen to 1 >e rather, the complete set of strakes and nails
which went to make up the surrogate tyre. This seems the best
interpretation of consecutive entries in the acco mt for the manor
of Cnilbolbon, 1267, which rends 'In nova ligature ad dictas
rotas ligandas cum toto abilio. In ferro e mto ad die has strakas
perfia"endas ot clavis ad idem faclend's 4.V^6Fhis would also
account for the fact that although strakos for repairing wheels
are frequently recorded, new strakss are hardly ever bought.
Finally, strakos are mentioned in the rolls as being olonaand.
The oraetice of selling overshort strakos an ears to have been
common as an inquisition was set up in London Ln 1300 to set a
fixed, standard size f r both strakes and gropes.
Wheels are nearly always bough ; in pairs
and separately from the vehicle for which they were intended. This
is probably indicative of the fact that two craftsmen were
involved , the c rpe ter and the saith. £t is Interesting that,
a3 f r as the English manorial records are concerned, it is the
former who sues to the vehicle chassis, the latter to all the
ironwork Including the wheels. Though the word wryaht is known
/ 7
fr a early glossaries, wheelwrighting as a distinct occupation
would seem to be relatively la o. Only in 1345 is there a mention
of a wheelwright. This comes from Worcester Priory accounts
/'J
wh'ch has an entry in stioendio ,i robarii. ' The RTL.-iL has a
a late for thd appearance of the word rotarius In 1167, but it
is possible to ma main that the title wheelwright was used rarely
/g
In the medie/al period. Miss Sandars saw the prehistoric
wheelwright as being sedentary and working dsn close contact with
the s uth. As far as the manor clerks were concerned, until the
46. Drew .
47. r.Vright 4 Volume o| ocabuLar es (Liverpool 1857/
48. Hamilton (1910}
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fourteenth century, they '..ere virtually indistinguishable.
"here is little point in duplicating
the vast tables of prices and decennial averages of wheel
50
expenses of Thorold Rogers. It nay perhaps be more useful
to indicate a few general poin s which arise from he evidence
of the records rather than produce a catalogue of facts which can
be found elsewhere# Firstly, wheels could clearly be bought in
two ways, unbound or bound. If they wore bought unbound to be
bound later, they were generally mora expensive and, therefore,
probably of bettor quality than wheels v/h'ch were intended to be
left unbound. Bound wheels cost on average lV-d. to £1 while
naked wheels. eo; t around 7/ d. There are cheaper wheels costing
around l/-d. to 2/-d. Though prices do rise at the end of the
middle ages, it is not a very najor rise and would easily be
accomodated into the expenditure on vehicles. Secondly, these
prices nay be further subdivided into those ado with manorial
timber and iron and those wide without. In the case of the latter
of e urse, the cost of the materials were included in the cost of
the fin shed product and th s could make a difference of, as far
as timber was concerned, 2/6d. and as far as the Iran was
concerned, about 18/-d, Sturt^indicat s that a-en 'n the last
century old Lr n was preferred because It was strong©r, so this
is not -terely a tactic of the manorial reeve to save money.
Thirdly, a large number of wheels 'were bought or repaired contra
antump.before the heavy demands of bar 9t time.Fourthly, wheels
for the dung cart are of'.en cheaper than other forms. Apart
from r.ba simplex and planat.. other unknown types are listed
wh ch may be simply dialect wheel names such as slodges or flodes
52
from 'orthern ungland or the sehozear fr a Oxfordshire "but these
have so far not b.e . listed in any of the easily accessible
dialect dictionaries. A difference in name, howe/er, surely
50. 'horold Rogers 11 o 521 ff.
51. Sturt (1923)
52. ii.Hohne The Manor and Manorial Records, reprint (USA 1971)
p 52,
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indicates a difference in form or function. Fifthly, in contrast
to the -ota gross, which possibly indicates a heavy duty wheel,
the rota rarvulam from Durham, though this is the only example
yet encountered, pariiaps might be inte -preted as a light, or
even a possible spindle wheel. If it were a 3pindle wheel, this
entry would Tprovj.de evidence of t: is form fifty years before
the introduction of the Flemish spindle wagon into southorn
53 54
Britain. Finally,Choroid Rogers shows that there were certain
towns, such as Lullington, where wheels could be bought more
cheaply than anywhere else. Thorold Rogers also shows from
subsequent accounts that when a reeve bought ..heels 'on the cheap',
he could expect frequent repair: . Thus even the medieval consumer
co Id expect quality only if ho was prepared to pay for it.
Finally types of wo d used for component
narts are not mentioned in the records, hile the close
concordance of the prehistoric period with the nineteenth century
In cho'ce of woods (ash ad elm for felloes; oak for the 3pokes;
elm, oak or ash for the hubs;alder for wheel planks; ash, birch,
55
yew 'or dowels) would see m to indicate continuity, there is
no evidence to fill thi.3 gap, except for ns sixteenth century
reference quoted by the O.R.D. that French white ash was oreferred
'.and +ke
for -'siloes ,L reference fro a Durham ace unt rolls for ashvood for|\ c.e
felloes, axle trees ad 'naffs' or hubs. Though subject to
availability, the spec:al qualities of certain wood types rema n
unghanglng. Oak for example is preferred amongst all the dnglish
h rdwoods for spokes, which because it can be cleft instead of
57
sawn and a sawn spok;, which would be crossgrained, would 3nap.
53. TankIns (1961) pp 3-11
54. Thorold Rogers 11 p 521 ff
55. Professor Pigvott's information for which I am grateful
56. orth Yorkshire Local History Society Survey;Private
communication,loca l secretary R bin Hoodq Bay, ..Yorkshire,
.July, 1976. Durham Rolls Furtees Socle by(i?3S) 13 th - 16th century
57. Sturt (1923)
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While there Is no medieval evidence to support the conclusion
that the saae woods cont nued to be chosen for their specific
qualities, it is logical to assume thnt they were.
UA.
CHAP g R SIX : D13H1HG.
George Sturt in ?he Wheelwrights Shoo described a
dished wheel as a •Japanese umbrella turned inside out,a flattish
limpet1• A dished wheel 13 eo structed by tapering the 3pokes and
altering the knock at the spoke hole.It was done so that not only
could a broader body or load be taken without increasing the width
of track but al3o because it mde the spoked wheel strong enough to
stand up to the constant downward and central pressures of normal
move-riant.1 On wheels without a dish the iron nave bands gave soma
prot ction but the dished wheel was mechanically more sound. Hie
question is of course whether a Ch nose origin for dishing and its
transmissio to western Europe in the sixteenth century is accept-
Professor Leedham* 3 work on Chinese technology is
well known. 11 is study has proved beyond doubt that tie dished wheel
2
was I' use in China by the second century B.C.if not earlier.
What historians have found le b acceptable is his thesis that this
knowledge was transmitted to the west in the sixteenth century,heir
arguments are based on the fact that dishing as a process could
easily have happened by accident.When tiring hot,unless the hub Is
held down,the pressure of th tire,as it contracts,will push the
sookes 'nto the hub with such force that it will rise above the
level of the wheel,turning It into a shallow cone.i eedhaa*3 critic®
have found it strange that something which could be so easily mused
by carelessness,or miscalculation s oull have to be transmitted from
the east.However,thos^ favouring toe 'accident teory'have overlooked
the fact that such pressures are only possible with the fitting of a
hooped tire and that the medieval smiths were f'tting strakes where
the pressures are far less.Thus accidental invention of the dished
tire would have had to have waited until the modem period.However,
dished wheels are clearly shown after 1500.One woodcut in particular
by Joss A man,1563,shows the wheelwright making a dished wheel and
drilling out tabs,, 2. _ ,
1. Sturt (1923) v./mor 'ngl Lsh Country Crafts (London 1946)
2. leedhan and Lu (1959)
3. Singer ot al 11 fig.505.
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Since dishi- g therefore had to be done properly, it i3 less
probable that the practice was an Independent innovation.
How far an eastern origin is acceptable
depends on the fact that there were no records of a dished
wheel in we.-tern Europe before the sixteenth century. It is
possible that miniatures iron the Berry Hours show dished
wheels especially since the Illuminators, the LiabourgS, were
experimenting with the new techniques oL* perspective and
shadow. ^ tt is also possible that British Library Royal 19 C
Vlll, folio 39, a fifteenth century Rlenish manuscript, shows
dishing. These are uncertain, however, and would only serve to
rnsh back Keedham's date a little. There were two periods
of Chinese contact with the west - the late twelfth a d the
fourteenth century. No miniature lias so far been found to
demonstrate dishing at either of these two periods. However,
since China appears to be the only area which had a firm
knowledge of dish ng many centuries before 1509 A.D., since
urope ap eared to be ignorant of the technique until 1500 and
since cultural contact with China in the middle ages and the
transmissi n of other technological devel patents can be clearly
5
demonstrated, there seems little point in questioning
Needham's thes s without def nite proof to the contrary.
4* bes Granles Heures (1971)
5. Needha.a Science and Civilisation in China (Cambridge 19^5) 17.
U6.
qyfrtw mm
SgCTXGK t A : B^TOL, j (R',TJGHT-.
Any vehicle is only as efficient as its
working parts.However, unless there is also a strong, efficient
draught beast, suitably harnessed, that vehicle, however perfect,
is not going to go anywhere. Therefore, section 0 will try to
outline the raa'n achievements in draught and tract on, comparing
the prehistoric, Roman and medieval periods in terms of practical
knowledge and ability in this oarticular sphere. It will also try
to suggest tnat, in con trass to veh cie construction where
hlstor'ans were prepared to ignore the achievements of the medieval
craftsiicn, studies in the history of early traction, arbicularly
those of Des Koettea, became so dominated by the highly emotive
oolc y£ human slavery that later technologists refused to accept
the rem se that a society based on slavery would be capable of
experimenting with ways to improve animal draught.
S'CTfON : BRE dDIdG m D DRAUGH" .
"he evolution of the successful draught
animal is dependent on the recognition of three techniques}
domestication, castration and select! e breeding. This section
will consider tne achievement of efficient draught and whether
the distinction which has bee ;ade between the prehistoric and
medieval periods in terms of bovid and equid traction is valid.
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CH iPT'R ONE : PR H1STOREC DRAUGHT.
It s possible to maintain that two of the
three preconditions necessary for successful draught had been
ach eved by he prehistoric period, na lely domestication and
and castration.
he domestication of cattle was achieved
by the f fth allien'urn n eastern Europe. The domestication of
equids was achieved by the third m llenium B.C. In the near East
1
and southern Russia. However, it is the onager, the snail
Asiatic wild ass which is the first squid to be depicted as a
p
draught animal. The horse is exclusively associated with
the smoked wheeled vehicle.
Castration is an essential preliminary to
successful draught, here are tw purposes for castrating the male
animal, firstly to control it - vital in the case of bovid
t action - and secondly as a preliminary bo select! e breed ng
of certain sel cted individual aninals in a herd. It is only the
former with which we are concerned for the early period.
Select!;e breeding was not fully achie ed until the Roman period.
Good osteological evidence for o an castration in the fifth
3
•nil lent urn B.C. in the Linear ottery culture of central "urope.
Equid castration is a much later da 'olnpaen• but ..as clearly a
sophisticated process by ihe first century B.C. Unlike equid
draught bovid draught would have b en impossible without
castration. In the case of an ox it is not blood which is
impor ant but e.masculation.
Certainly here is no positive evidence
for selective breed ng in prehistory. However, it has been thought
likely that 'in Central Asia, where horsekeeping is rooted most
deeply side by side with a high standard of horsekeepi.ng,the
rudinentar/ f rns of horsebreeding got developed as early as the
iron Age. ^ This is speculation, howov r.
1. Piggott - private coraiunicatLon
2. see Fhe Royal Standard of Ur, Curtis (1975)
3. 3. PLggott (1963) pp 2 6—313
4. S.E&kMnyi,*Mecklenburg Collection,part 1 Dal on iron Age
Horses of Central -uid Eastern Burope'American School of
Prehistoric Research B lie tin XXV(Ca rob. lass. 1963)
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The primary question is how far the •
prehistoric and mad'oval periods may be distinguished by a
characteristic draught for i, it has been suggested that the centrd.
draught pole and oxen draught is indicative of prehistory, while
onafts and equid traction characterises the a ddle ages. Carta:rly
shafts are not seen in prehistoric Europe.However, shafts are just
as coa son in the late Roman period end oxen traction continues to
be just as popular for pulling heavy ehicles in the medieval
period. Both bovids and equids are represented in the prehistoric
oeriod. The distinction therefore is not clear. A far better
association ut one which is val:d for all periods is that of the
horse with the spoked wheel,
CHAPT R TWO : R-'rtAK DRAUGHT
The most important achievement was the
introducti on of selective breading. Though stimulat 'd i Roman
times by the des're to produce the ultinate circus animal, it was
nevertheless to have an important effect on later stock. The
ma=n difference between ancient and modern ideas is of c urse that
to uv3 a Clydesdale is a Clydesdale Irrespective of" where it was
bred, but to fchd ancients a Thessalian horse was born and bred in
Thessaly.
The Romans have always had a ra her
bad reputation or allowing random breeding. Although allowing
brood aares to sate w th wild s ock is a practice appro ed of by
some societies as a means of toughening the strain, in the case of
the Romans it was probably a literary myth - mares put in foal by
the nd - rather than a reality. Ln cont ast, Columella describes
the care with which ma tings wer supervised on the stud far is or
equariae. According to Columella, there were three classes of equld
noble stock or generosa atorias: breeding miles (prices for their
offspring were so h gh that they were equated with the noble stock;
5
common stock, the vulgar ■» " However, there is no ndication as
to the extent to which horses were employed in transport. Probably
the stocky ponies of the north, those described by Caesar, those
found in Celtic graves for example at ftrras in Yorkshire or
7
Llyn Cerrig Bach i.n Anglesey or at the aewstead Roman cavalry
3
fort in Scotland, were favoured for draught, That the heavier
horse was a aliable for draught by the second century A.D. is
indicated by the representation from ChSlon-sur-Saone. ^ How
widely this was used for traction, if indeed it was used at all,
is unknown.
lore important for Roman draught was
the extensile breeding of mules, rigmating in Asia iinor, the
offspring of." an ass and a mare, it is called by Hall a 'cultural
invention', unlikely to have been created without the meddling
assistance of man. According to Varro, three regions bred the
est mules, Apulia, Peloponnesus and Rente. ^ The mule was
f voured because of its resistance to heat and disease, its
longevity, Its ability to digest coarser food, <ts steadiness
and intelligence, Claudian's poea suras up all the qualities
which the Romans liked in the mule, which caused them to use'
them fir all ehicle transport on the road.
5. Columella, ;.)e e Runt' ca. 3 vols H.B.Ash, 13.3. i'orst ;r
T.Heffner (eds) fCanb. ass. 1955) book VI
6. Inn Stead (1965)
7. Fox (1931) PP 135-199
3. J.K. Anderson,Ancient Greek Horsemanship (Berkeley/Los
Angeles 1961)
9. lax H'laheimor, he evolution of the Domestic H »rse.Antiquity
IX (1935) DD 133-1AO
10. A Leighton, *The Mule as a Cultural Invention, Technology and
Culture VIII (1967) pp 45-52.
11. Varro, De Re Rust ca, W.D.H oper and H.B. --sh (U mbs, lass.
1934-)
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•Ads Lee morigeras Thodani torrentes alumnas
Inperio nexas i perio vagas
Dissona quam varios flectant ad murmura cursus
Et cerbas adeant voce regent! vias
Uamvis quaeque slbi nullis diseurrat babenis
F.. pateat dnro libora dolla iugo
Ceu constricta tamen servit patiensque laborer
Barbaricos docili. eoncipit aure sono3.
Absentia longlnqua valent praecepta magistri
Frenorum vieem lingua virllis agit.
Haec procul angustat sparsas, spargitque coactas
Haec sistit rap das, h ec properare facit
Laeva jubet? laevo deducunt limite gressum.
•t Ita strepitum? dexteriora petunt
Nee vinctis famulae, nee libertafee feroces
Exutafce laqueis sub dlttone tamen
Gonsanauque pares, et fulvis pellibus hirtae
'sseda concordes multlsonora trahunt
Miraris, si voce feras pavaverit 'Orpheus, ,
'uiui propas pecudes GalIlea verba regant' •
Mules are the common traction aninal on all the representations
of private vehicles of the Roman period in Italy and Gaul,
Martial, for exa iple, complains of not being able to find a gap
in toe endless droves of mules pulling wagons loaded with marble
blocks -
•vlxque datur longa s mul rum rumperemandras
quaeque trahL multo marnora fane vides' • 13
According to Suetonius, Nero nov ,r travelled with less than a
thousand carriag s drawn by mules with silvered hipposandles,
'Nunquam minus mille carrucls fecisse iter traditur solels
mularum argent!s ' , ^ Mules were of course liable for
12. Claudian De 'fulabus Gail Lcis Epigram 1,
13. Martial, Epigrams V : 22,7,3.
14. Suetonius,Nero 30,3,
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requisition by the state for military transport. A text ffoia the
Abinnaaus archive dating to 34.'' A.D. lists na les o ' civilian owners
15
of beasts liable to requisition. Pules were clearly the favouren
draught animal of the Roman period.
Donkeys on the other hand, were despised.
Apuleius calls thorn ' .-xtremae sort Is quadri pes.. .dolendus ntque
16
m'serandus' . Ponnies- ianni werd, however, quite acceptable
for draught. 'Arid,for example talks of draught ponies. 'Parvaque
qua primum rapientibus esseda mannis ipsa per admissas concute
lora jubas' . ^
Oxen ere used for all heavy haulage.
**arro indicates that they could be bought already trained or to be
trained, and Columella recommends that the untrained ox should be
lg
yoked between two older oxen to be trail ed. One of the distinct
advantages of using oxen apart from cheapness was the foe n that
they were easier to train than horses, being by nature quiet,
gentle and plodding. In Sussex in the n neteenth century, when an
old pair retired, a young pair was trained by being placed a the
centre of the team wth an experienced pair before and behind,
19
the master ox of the team being placed on the off side.
Finally, there would appear: to ha e been
a noticeable redact' n in the number of geldings cut or beaten in
the toman period. However, tne Romans were well acquainted with
the techniques of castrat on particularly those of 'ago the
Carthaginian. Columella banes his ideas on castration and farriery
15. Be 1,4artin,Turner fan Berchem The Abinnaeus Archive (Oxford
19 '2; p 150 l
16. Toynbee (1973) p 3 85"
17. Ovid, A mores 11,XVI
IB. " Columella De Re Rustica
19. The Countryman Spring 1971 pp 133-4.
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on Mago# It is possible that tho Romans preferred not to geld
for two reasons. Firstly shallions have more fully developed neck
muscles and entire 3tallions may have had less trouble with
inefficient harnessing. Secondly, it may simply have been a matter
of pride lha t a horse used for the games should be difficult to
control, full of spirit as well as retaining the physical
character! 3tics of its sex.
Thus by the end of the Roman period,
the technique of breeding equids is fully d veloped. Mules are
used almost exclusively for vehicle transport, the ox for the
hauling of heavy wagons over long distances or for farm work.
CHAPTER THREE : TED! 7.V. DRAUGHT
'In the early middle ages the Roman
organisational genius was lost and because of rarity, expanse
and prestige, horses were seldom encountered pulling wagons. The
real technological revolution of the eleventh century was to put
2
horses to work' . Until the eleventh century horses were seldom
represented at work. The Gerona Tapestry and later the Hayeux
Tapestry are the first sources to show an equid doing normal
agrarian tasks. or-over, early written sources indicate that
while selective breeding continued it is unlikely that this was
for draught, he Carolingian capitularies for oxa upl® show that
Charleuiagns sa ntained a special herd and -that the foals were
separated until the time came i'or them to be aa led with a
3
selected sire or dam. Moreover in the thirteenth century in Curqo e,
the aim was to breed battle and saddle horses and not carthorses
or offers.
t 3
1. A. Burford, Heavy Transport in Classical antiquity
conomic History Review Xlll (l960-6l) op 1-13
2. Leigh ton (197/1) fzo"
3. xmunon .?■ Ger -ianiu His tor la, legum sec tic 11, I,Caoitularin
legutn Francorum. Capitularis de vi.llis, Xlll,XIV,XV.
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However, while It is possible to agree with Leighton on the
fast that horses were seldom used before e!05O for regular
draught work, it is perhaps less acceptable to maintain that
their introduct on revolutionised existing modes of transport#
While we must agree that the horse gradually took over from the
ox, it must not be forgotten that the didactic treatises on
estate management disapproved of the horse as being too exoensive
to feed. ^ To insist on a revolution underestimates the wide3pr ad
use of the ox for transport in Classical Antiquity, fho supremacy
of the horse was much more gradual than a revolution#
It is not possible to show breeding
centres n the m ddle ages because the local desmesne studs and
weekly sales in the area market are characteristic of the
breed ng of the period. These existed as early as the tenth century
K
and continued throughout the period. Carthorses could cost
anything from £1 to as much as £6 in the thirteenth century.
While reeves were encouraged as a ma tor of course to buy draught
mares to increase the stock, the accounts and osteological
evidence often confirmed by th stock lists of man rial accounts,
that certain aanors ware breeding horses on a scale larger than
would be necessary for their own need3. However, these local studs
are small compared to the great cattle breeding bates of northern
England, the vaccari s of Lancashire and Cheshire, in particular
those belonging to Henry de i,acy, Earl of Line •In. ^
Although they ./ere primarily for breading cows, they did also
reduce large numbers of bullocks which no doubt wera later
used for draught. few of these manors belonging to de Lacy
also bred horses on a larger scale than nor .til, out the real
numbers were in the cattle vaccarios.
Thus breeding for draught was not a
highly special sad centrally controlled process in medieval Hhglantl.
4. Dorothea Oschinsky, Walter of Henley and other trea isas on
estate -manage ion and accounting (Oxford 1971)
5. d7"Whitelock Angl laxon W f.ls(C mbrldge 1930)' 11,British
Librer-' dtowe Charter 36 William Fltzstephen.Chronicle of
London -tolls, tori-;s. 'he Grevfrlar3 Chronicle of London
'a iiden Society Lll! (London 1852)
6. Lyons (1934)
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However, local stockbreeding had developed enough, to raeet
t,ho needs of the desnesne and the surrounding area quite
adequately. The only Lmpro ements were to Coae in the modern
period with the introduction of the shire horse.
155.
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Any discussion of the technological
changes ;n wheeled vehicles woaid be incomplete without a similar
consideration of improvements in the mechanics of h arnessing,
that 3oec;al system of link work and levers by means of which,
1
the m tive force of an animal may be applied to traction. Three
demands are made on a harnessing system; efficient forward
movement; control; breeching and stopping. Fhis section will try
to consider the chronology of the introduction of a rational
harnessing system, the validity of the thesis which seas its
origin in the east and the general range of harness in the saddle
ages. It will also examine Dea Noes,tea' conclusion that the
ntroducbion of efficient harness did for the eleventh and
twelfth centuries what the steam engine did or the nineteenth,
the plaus ble solution to the problex of what he 3aw as the
2
sudden upswing of European vitality after the year 1000.
CH.'.P'rONP : AN01 ■' HARNESSING.
The common form of attachmen in
prehistoric and classical times for both bovid and equid draught
was the yoke, A yoke is a wooden bar designed to fit across the
necks of two animals, to which it i3 attached by a number of
leather thongs, or a TT-shaped wooden bow. There are a variety
of different f rns f yoke, Modern regional variation
1. Keedham and Lu (i960) p 12?
2. Des Noebtes L'Attelaga Vol.1
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3
is infinite and this may also ha e been the case in the past.
There are, however, two main classes of yoke; the bow, withers
or neck yoke and the ho d or horn yoke. The first is characterised
by vertical holes in the boa n through, which passes the bows
encircling the an lata Is* necks. The second i3 distinguished by the
horizontal perforations, swellings and indentations or the thongs
by which it is bound to the horns, he most noticeable difference,
wh lo in use, is the position of the head and neck, the latter
being ex ended.
"okes often survive, especially in ater-
logged sites, 'he yokes fro a Pstersfehn, dLdenburg and Vinelz,
Switzerland ha m been given Neolithic dates by Clara. ^ Although
5
depicted in ploughing scenes fro a Bronze Age petroglyphs,
the earliest reliable information coses from ron Age sites such as
6
iradenin in Czechoslovak a. The wentern seventh century B.C. La
Tene yokes In their f irm and c rvllinear character contrast with
c nte iporary angular yokes roa northern urope. A yoke now in
the National "useu -i of Antiquities in Edinburgh, found, at Dungannon
n N rthem Ireland, has b en compared with hose western Aironean
ty.es and it has been s g ested that such construction suggests
chariot and horse ra her than farm car. and oxen. However, though
many ha e used shape as a defining factor in this way, It is
impossible to distinguish an equine froti a bov'd yoke. Though
orimar ly functional pieces of equ'paent, shape would seen to be
7
guided as much by aesthetic as practical considerations.
The horn yoke has an almost continuous
history from prehistory to the present day. It survives in those
areas menti ned by th Classical authors, namely the Alpine
d stricts of Switzerland, Germany and North Italy, Scandinavia, the
s
Pyrenees, Sardinia, Algeria, Yugoslavia, Poland, Czechoslovakia.
3. Alexander Fen ton,:draught dxen in Britain .N rdoolsnv Vestn k
Ceskoslovennky 111-1 (1969). should like to thank the author
for a copy of his paper.
4-. Clark, (195? p 169,p 310
5. Haudricourt and Delamarre (1955)
6. S. Piggott (194-9) '
7. S.Piggott (134-9) 6
8. Fenton (1969)
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Hornschlltten or trainoau a comes have a long history i those
arna3. Pliny, for exa uple,described the hor yoke of the Alpine
cows - ' lurlnan lactis Alpints ouibus mini nam corporis nlurimum
laborIs capi" ®_E°.n ceirvice Linctis'. Gallo-Roaan reliefs show"*
io
head yoking* However, the Roman farmer, following the lead of
Columella, thought such attachment inefficient and barbarous.
•Kara illud quod in qui.sdam provine is usurpatur ut cornibus
inligetur iurum fere repudiaturn est ab omnibus qui praecepta
rusticis oonscrlpserunt neque laaonito plus enirn queunt pecudes
collo et, pecto re conarl quam cornibus atque hoc modo tota mole
corporis totoque ponder© mltuntur; at illo retractls et resupinis
captibus excruciantur' . ^ This belief continued into the middle
ages, no doubt due to the influence of the Roman agronomists.
Palladius, for exa iple.Qn Lusbandrie says -
The medas clensed tyme is now to make,
And beestea from nowe forth from he a to crie,
The resides faate and drie, on hem to wake
And breke hem up, but at the wendyng slake
The yoke, thyne oxen neckes forto cole; ^
But drawing by the horne is noo good ; scola' .
However, t would be a m stake to take this criticism as meaning
that nectt yoking superseded the horn yoke as a techn'cal Improve¬
ment. It would be just as much of an error to accept Lynn White's
statement that 'late Antiquity saw an advance with the invention
of the horns-yoke, the earliest specimen of which cor.es fr >m Crelatid
13
but is not exactly daisable', It would surely be mora reasonable
to see the horn yoke as a logic:;! oxte; sion of what raus be the
earliest form of harness; g, na iely direct attachment to the horns,
loreove , while there are very early yokes for head attach aent
97" pHny/fflVllltLXXi 179
10. ^perandieu,(907-38) IV pl.324-5, 11, p 282, 7 ol.4-032.
11. De Re Rustica. 11:11s 22-4-
12. 11:11,from a MS of cl420 fro i Colchester Cas le, nglish
text >oa ie ty (London ira -79)ed. Barton Lodge,
13. (1962) p 59 footnote 6.
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from north and west Britain, head yoking of cows was com ion
15
at an earlier date in dgypt and Assyria. However, there
exists no firm evidence as to the greater antiquity of either
form of yoke. It is indeed strange that Lynn White should
believe that the horn yoke would be a technological iaurovement
of later Antiquity, given all the disappro al that the Roman
agricultural writers shower on it. Here, he is transposing
modern technical judgements to the classical period. Strange
though. Columella, Cato, Varro and "Liny would have found it,
head yoking -n some instances is n fact favoured form of traction,
dodarn Savoyards, f r example, use both the withers and head yoke,
but specifically chose the latter for draught in hilly areas,where
in descent the centre of gravity of the vigor, load would be
too high for a neck yoke. It does not follow, therefore, either
now or in the past, t at the neck yoke is better because it allows
a stronger null. This is sia ly another case where Innovation
takes second place to practical considerations and environmental
experience.
The with rs yoke, of course,is the
comaon form of attachment for both bov ds and equids in Classical
times. There are two problems to consider, firstly how far we may
accept the statement 't at Antiquity harnessed horses in a
17
singularly inefficient way' secondly, if th a is the case,why
they to k no steps to improve their draught.
It is of course the fail re of the
Romans to adapt the withers yoke to the harnessing of equids
which has caused so much derogatory comment from historians of
technology. The b st description of classical yoking procedure
14. S. Piggott (1949)
15. ^es N et-es ..,'Attelagellf Ig.451. .1 pp 5?, 4?, 36,
16. Fenton (1969)
17. Lynn White (1962) p 59.
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comes from Homer. He says -
'They (the Trojans) took away from its peg tha
mule yoke made of boxwood
.nth its massive knob, well fitted with
guiding rings and brough forth
The yoke lashings (together with the yoke itself)
of nine cubits
And snugged it well into place upon the Sinoothed
polished wagon pole
At the foot of the bean, then slipped the ring
over the peg and lashed it
With three tum3 on eith ;r side to the knob and
afterwards
Fastened it all in order and secured it under
a hooked guord. ' 13
In contrast to th • thirteen and one half feet for the yoke straps
of Homer, Cato favours eighteen feet as wail as sixty feet of
leather cordage for the cart, twenty six feet for th s re ns and
fifteen feet for the line or traces - '...Funera in loreum in
plostrum pLX, lora retinacula longa PXXV1, sublung ia in plostruu
PX1U, funiculum PXV. ' 19
There can be little doubt that
efficient harnessing achie ad a rapid more practical form of
land transport. The question is, however, how and when the
ability to attach an equid to a vehicle in such a way that it may
make full use of its strength - a rational harnessing system -
was achieved.
The problem of efficiently harnessing
20
an equid was created by anatomical differences. An equid does
not have the bony projection of thoracic vertebrae which fori Wis
ox's raised cr st against which a yoke is placed. The pull of the
ox cones from the neck immediately in front of the withers, while
that of an equid is sustained most naturally from the shoulders.
Thus it is not .merely a case of ill fitment whan the yoke is
transferred to the horse but of incorrect design failing to
locate the point of traction.
13. The iliad XXIV. 269-275,Richard Lattimore (trans)(Chicago 1951)
19. De Re Rustics. LX111,
20. Heedham and Lu (i960)
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It is possible to contend the
orthodox view, namely that it was ignorance of the anatomical
differences which made ancient harness inefficient. On the
contrary, ancient technicians were very well aware of the bvious
difference between the neck of an ox and that of a horse. So well
aware that hey tried to compensa e for it by the use of a
throat and girth harness. In other words, to tho bow yoke was
added two flexible straps which ran from the yoke around the neck
and the girth of the horse, Phe nec strap operated to keep the
yoke forward, while the girth held it back.
The reatest criticism of this system
was that although tine oolnt of trction bee me the equid's chest
or neck, the pulling force is still transmitted to the vehicle
■l
through the yoke, resulting n upward pr ssure on the throat band,
21
Hasting, therefore 'audessus du garrot' ' the strap compressed
stemocephalic muscle and trachea. The horse could thu3 not put
his full body weight into his tractive effor > for fear of
suff-cat'ng hi aelf. Furthermore, pressure on the vagus nerve
d blood -essel -walls caused vascular disturbance and veuouo
22
congestion of the head, ' To relieve pressure on his windpipe
the horse would Instinctively rise onto his hind legs. One may
consi er, therefore how far a ,clent representa tions of the
chariot horse in this position was due less to spirit and more to
unbearable dlscoafort.
The throat/girth harness was a single,
clearly recognisable tyoe, which remained unchanged fro a its
initial appearance until the present, it w s in use in the Near
fast fr i the third milleniun B.C. In % pt from 1500 B C , the
common fo m in Greece and represented on Roman monuments,
it occurs on Etruscan, Persian and early Byzantine reliefs and
in western Europe, where its oldest appearance would seem to be on
21. Des Noetfces L'Attelage 1
22, E.A.Jope,Singer e al 11
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a fourteenth century Florentine sculpture. It Is still used
23
today in parts of the Middle East. Although in the case of
medieval representations, deliberate archaism cannot be ruled
out (gi en the nature of the medieval artistic consciousness,
however, th s is extremely unlikely), it is puzzling to see such
an obviously dangerous system surviving at a point in time when
better harness ng forma were available. The answer must be that
the chok'ng effect of the ancient harness may have been
exaggerated. Practical experiments in which SumerIan battle
cars were built from reproductions and tested in the field,
harnessed to donkeys, would seem to confirm this attitude,
However, care should be taken in accepting these kinds of
results without reservation, since such experiments cannot
reproduce ho actual conditions under wh'ch these vehicles
normally operated. The can help only to supplement the evidence.
The function of yoke saddles should
not be overlooked in th's context. The simple transference of the
yoke even with a throat and girth strap, would have been impossible
not only because .he bony withers of the horse is partic iarly
susceptible to chafing but also because the instinctive raising
and 1 wering head movements of a horse in motion, would
alternately loosen and tighten the s raps o- the throat and girth
harness, which should be kept taut if they are to exert equal
tension on the yoke and keep it In place, frs. Littauer has
2A
discussed the function of a numb r of Y-shaped wooden objects "
used by the ancients in harnessing. These have been identified
from prdhistoric Egypt, Syria and the Orient. Yoke saddles
intact and on position on the yoke were found in barrow 5 at
Paayryk n the Altai and have been given a fifth century 3.C.dale.
25
They are also found at an early date in China. Whether or not
they ha e an eastern origin, vh'ch seems likely, Mrs. Littauer is
23.Des Noettea L'Attolage,(l f i gs.17,24,25,33,58,68,72,64,65,39,116,
117,145,157, R. Bulllet (1975) fig. 86 ,
24* 'i.A.Littauer1 The Funeti n of Yoke Saddles in Ancient Harnessing
Antiquity XL11 (1963)
25. Needha in and Lu (i960)
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convinced that they wore not only narrowing de/tces to fit the
yoke to the s mller squid neck, but In position, forward of the
W'th rs, would divert much of the pressure from the region of tho
throat to the upper shoulder. This utilisation of the shoulders
Is the conception behind the design f the first unquestionably
efficient form of equine draught, the breast-strap harness.
Some Y-shaped Bronzes from Ireland have been identified by Dr.
Gather ne Johns as yoke saddles. "" However, these are too
slender and small to have been used in this way. Attachment at
the too of the Y to the yoke would have been difficult, there are
no signs of wear on the relatively soft bronze and unlike the
examples considered by Littauer, s >me of Dr. Johns1 yoK.e
saddles have loops or rings at the ends of the slender shaftsJ&5]
Richard Haworth considered a number of these bronzes but remains
27
uncertain as to their function. Although this cannot be
ascertained with any certa nty, so close s their assoc'at'on
w th bridle bids - there is a correlation between the length
across the end of the unturned Y a d bit size and often also
n decoration - that it would be more logical to consider this
as being indicati e of their function rather than to consider them
as yoke saddles bo which they morphologically bear little resem¬
blance.
Moreover, the draw rein aoparent on all
of the igyption and Assyrian reliefs, to keep the head rigid and
down by bit ore3sure, would not be possible if the harness strangled.
Lastly there lias been wide discussion
of standard rates of efficiency of ancient harnessing types. It has
been est'mated that a team of equids in ancient harness could pull
around 492 kilogrammes as opposed to a similar team in modern
26. 'Sour-shaped Bronzes of the Irish '-'ariy Iron Age' British
luseum Quart rly XXXV (1971) pp 57-6.1
27. 'The Horse Harness of the Irish barly Iron Age' Ulster
Journal of Archaeology XXXjV (1971) pp 27-49
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harness which could pull 19 *0 to 24.-50 kilogrammes. The
29
former is the highest lim t set by the Theodosian code.
it has, thus, been concluded that 'the net. effectiveness of
ancient draught animals in harness was not more than one third
30
of the modern expcctati n, ' an opinion which it is emphasised
is under, rather than overstated. Irrespective of the manner in
which it is expressed, it is surely questionable to assess rates
of efficiency for ancient transport upon what is considered the
best n modern standards. These conclusions were drawn from
nineteenth century tables of average work xoectancy, for
•ninet enth century draught work, in the conditions under which it
operated. Since the throat and girth harness is unlikely to have
been able to pull a modern vehicle even when empty, it is surely
absurd to use this as a basis from which to judge its performance
in the oast, it is moreover, futile to attempt to define a
standard rate of efficiency from the surviving sources. As
31
Burford has no i nted out, ancient authors were not concerned
with recording 3uch na tare and the Theodos an code in 433 A.D. is
he only source to record limits for weight and capacity. Any
judgements pronounces upon the efficiency of ancient transport, if
they are based on a comparison with at darn draught are unduly
critical and mist be cons dered unfair. H wev r, the dism isal
of heavy haulage in class cal antiquity because of the failure to
ach eve efficient equine harnessing, is far more important than a
simple oversight, on Oes Noettes behalf, of the praet'eal and
efficient use of oxen draught and a failure to recognise hat the
32
Romans actually practised tandem harnessing. It is the far more
important refusal of Des Noettss to accept that a society which had
laves could or would feel it necessary to make Lm rove ;ients in
animal draught.This idea has become generally accepted. However,
23. R.Forbes.Studies in Ancient Technology 11 (Leiden 1935) Singer
et al,ll,
29. Pharr (1952)
30. 4.P.Usher.A H; story of lechanlcal Invent!ons(C»a rib, toss.1954)
31. A.Burford (i960> pp 1-13 [Lynn White (l962fcpl56-7
32. Vigneron, (196 ?) p.l23ff,Des Noettes i.'Attelagelif g.4&
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Burford's study bf heavy transport has shown not only the wide
use of oxen draught but also the conspicuous absence of ran
power.The idea of classical society as unInventive and sla/e-
r'd-en has caused the neglect of the role of classical .echnicians
in the experimentation towards better harnessing techniques and
opened the way for an acceptance of the theory that the modern
33
harness was imported from the ea3t. " Th's will be discussed
later. H >wever, it roust be said at this point that slow development
in harnessing equids may be seen throughout the Roman period. It is
wrong to examine the past for indications of overpowering change.
Practical and environmental considerations are always prominent.
Transport in classical antiquity was not the minor issue which
Des Noettds presents. As M.I. Finley has pointed out, the idol of
3L
maximum productivity is but a very recent elevati n.
CHAPT R WO : THE INTRODUCTION OF A RAT 0 AL E - IK 3SENG SYSTEM.
The breast strap is the first efficient
form of equine harness. In this system the equid'3 shoulders are
surrounded by a trace, suspended from a strap from the withers, and
attached to the shafts by long traces. If the strap is too high it
w 11 cut the guilet just like the throat and girth harness. Too low
and it will interfere with shoulder movement. It is simply an
advanced form of throat and girth harness but the traces along the
s'des allow the horse to pull with its chest, on a horizontal
plane. Since there is no upward pressure as there was with the
yoke, the neck strap did not ride up and choke the animal. It is
the form of harness still used in the nineteenth century for
2
light draught work, .
33. Keedham and Lu (196oX
34-. M.I.Finley 'Technology in the Ancient World' Economic History
Review (1959-60) Xll p 120-5.The Ancient Economy ^Berkeley and
L03 Angeles L9?3)/Tochn cal Innovation and Economic Progress
in the Ancient World^, Economic History ev ew XV 111(1965) pp 2#-45
1. Bulllet (1975) pp 176-215 "
7. John Phil!paon, Harness as it has been.as It is and as it
should be. >J th remarks on traction and the use of the Cane
Cart by Ntashlrich.(London 1332)
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The most efficient equine harness is
the collar. This is a rigid cushioned frame - the cushion and the
frame being either separate or combined - which substitutes for the
spinous cervical and thoracic vertebrae of the ox. Pressing
dir ctly on the sternum muscles, the line of traction is Immediately
linked to the skeletal frame and the area of traction located far
away from the respiratory system. The shafts or traces are attached
to the collar at shoulder level and the animal pulls from this area,
the spot mechanically and anatom'cally most suited for tractive
effort. The collar is generally stuffed with rye straw and lined
with leather or felt. To the collar is attached the haaes, which
is a piece of metal, fitting the shape of the oval collar exactly
between the fore and after-wales, Lf "t doe3 not fit exactly into
th;s central ridge, bhe collar will press unduly and may gall the
3
horse. The collar is generally regarded as being superior to the
breast strap especially for heavy loads. However, in the last
century there was some question, particularly among the mounted
regiments, as to which syste was better on the grounds of
efficiency and humanity. ^
' Cast au debub du Xe siecle, sur les
peintures du manuscrit latin 3085 de la Nationals, probablement
d'orig'ne franca se, que l'attelage raoderne apparait pour lab
5
premiere fois' • ' hile Lefeb re des iioettes pointed to turee
Frankish miniatures of the early tenth century as the first
ind'cati;n of tha new horse-collar, there is a picture of it
earlier in the Trier npocalyase [55] which was illuminated in the
heart of the Frankish realm ab ut the year 100' . ^ ' The padded
7horse collar...did not come into being until the -fiddle Ages'...
andeffeotive .modern harness was in use in Roman imperial Times '
'Au point de vue geogra hi ue, il semble que le^p steppes qui
/ / ^ ^
3eparent la China des forets Siberiennes a ant ete la centre de
3
ces oerf ct onnements de l'attelage ' . 'We might thus be
3. iichael Grander, The H rse.an's Vade ledum( ondon 1971)
A. Philipson (118?)
5. es Noettes 'attelage p.l93
6. Lynn White (1962) p 61
7. Lionel Casson, ravel in the Ancient World (London 1974.)p 131
8. ilaudricourt and Delamarre (1955)
8b Bulliett (|975)pl98 l66#
confident that the modern harness was the product of a slow
development In he Occident, were it not for reports of
9
h'lological evidence,..implying a diffusion from Central Asia'.
'Is it possible that modem harnessing technique...actually
reached 'furope from the south as a final gift of Ro:nan ingenuity
inste d of from the east several centuries later? '
Clearly, therefore there are two fundamental questions to be
c;ns'dered, the date and area of origin of rational harness'ng.
Lt is generally accepted that the
bre ss rap originated in China and was transmitted to Ourope at
the time of the transmigration of the Steppe peoples in the sixth
century. Needha.a has put forward evidence for th's method in China
by the second century A.D. but also points to an intermediate form
from northern China in the fourth century B.C^Bulliet, however,
has produced evidence fro 1 Roman North Afica wh:eh indicates that
the breast strap as a harnes for a camel, the common draught
animal, was already of considerable antiquity. Several stone
reliefs have been studied which suggest that existing theories -
wh ch cannot account for this evidence, s'nee no significant
cent al Asian or oriental influence i.n third century .0. Roman
Trioolitania can be t>aced - are Incomplete, if not in essence,
incorrect. These reliefs depicted camels harnessed in precisely
the way that they are harnessed in Tunisia today, namely by breast
strap. ^
The horse collar, it is generally
believed was introduced into durope some time after the ninth century
and was un ersally adopted by the twelfth. Lynn white,ho.ever,
has put forward a miniature of cdOO A.D. as being the oldest
13
representation of the collar in Tirope. Though the illumination
is not particularly accurate, there are no other straps and the
9. Lynn Whi e (.1962) p 60-61
10. Bulliet (1975) p 19d, p.199
11. Needham and Lu (i960)
1?. Bulliet (19/5 op 194-197
13. (1962) p 61
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horses' necks are extended in a normal armor. Such a depict on
stands in contrast to ancient representations of throat and
girth harn .ss, for example the model from the Oxus ^ or the
15
Tutankh&mun frescoes, and may be regarded in all fairness as
a typical medieval represanation In the vein of British Library
Royal 1 C Vll folio 154-v (12th century), Bodleian Laud Misc. 752
folio 134-v (12th century), Corpus Christi 3 folio l6lv (1139),
16
the Winchester Bible in the Victoria and Albert Museum fol o 120v
or for that matter figures 14-0 - 144 in Des Noettes.
17
he Cambridge Econom c History
has put forward textual evidence for an eleventh century collar
13
but this has since been successfully discredited by Lynn hite.
Needhan however, produced evidence from the province of Northern
v.el for the sixth century and the ninth century which shows shafts
and two forns of collar harness, one having two components - collar
and yoke, one having three c mponents - shafts, a curved piece of
wood like the yoke or a carriage crossbar connecting the shafts
19
and the padded collar. It is the latter system which Needham
sees being t ans:x>rted to durope. Needham'a thesis was confirmed
by Haudricourt, who presented strong philological evidence based
upon the oriental origin of the word hames. Tracing this back thro gh
twenty languages, he isolated its orig n as a pack saddle of a 66/
20
Bactrian ca lei. The essence of he invention of the horse collar
therefore, was the invertlon of the horseshoe shaped, felt-padded,
wooden baggage rack of the nomads. This in ention, which according
to Needham could not possibly have been made in urope because of
its relationships to the camel and to that distinctively Mongolian
roduct, felt - was borrowed by the Slavs before the diaspora of
14.. Wilhelrn Treue(1566)67*
15. ibid p 99 y
16. T.S.R. Boase -frgliah „rt 1100-1260( xford 1953) pp 175-6
17. Para n, in Cqabridge bono ale His tor/' 1 quoting from N.E.Lee
Travel and Transport through the Ages. (Cambridge 1956)
18. Lynn White '(l962) p.61 "" " "" ~
19. Needhan and Lu (I960) (1965) IV,11.
20. Haudricourt,'Contribution a la Geographic ithnologi.e 1 (1943)
de la Voiture^
Revue de Geographic Hurta Ine eb d' Ethnologie_1 (1943)
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the sixth century A.D. and was introduced to the west by the
ninth century.
There is conclusive evidence that the
collar was known and U3ed n the east by the early centuries A.D.
Lynn White's scepticism that there was no unambiguous evidence
PI
for a Chinese collar earl or than 851 A.D. has since been
refuted by the evidence produced by Needham and Lu from Yukang
in Shansi province, conteaoorary with and conf raing the
'implicit evidence' of pre-ninth century A.D.collars from the
P2
frescoes of the thousand Buddha caves, Tunbuang in Kansu.
However, the question still remains as to whether transmission
from the east is the only an; war to the a pearance f modern
harness In the west. Whereas last century, it was cons dared
correct to emphasise thd creat vely transmissive role of the
Huns, It has become popular in recent years to stress a 'new
23
and intriguing 1 nk between the Roman and Ch nese civilisations'.
When th 3 a titude is c upled to the viewpoint of Des Noettes, the
result is that Roman portrayals of modern or transitional
harnessing forms are harshly judged in the interests of maintaining
a central Asian origin. Needha.n, for example, demands higher stand¬
ards of accuracy from Roman and medieval illustrations than he does
fir his oxm Chinese.ev'dance. If we are to believe in many of his
inferences, we must be prepared to accept the credibil ty of suae
of the western representations.
■Lt is therefore possible to maintain
that in the Roman period in western Tlurope, there was at least
experimentation with different forms of equid harness"ng and that
S'-rae of these experiments had achieved in some measure, efficient
harness"ng. Firstly, the intermediate Chinese evidence suggests
that the in ention of the shafted chariot was the limiting factor
and that traction from the sternal region was not achieved until
21# Lynn White (1962) p 61
22. Needham and Lu (1965) IV,11.
23. 'he Sunday Tines.-larch 6, 1977 p 13
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2j>
shafts became available. This may be extended to include any
vehicle which 13 attached along the sides, by traces for example,
rather than from above. Shafts are present in North Africa by the
25
th'rd century A.D, Shafts from Roman contexts in western Europe
are also known. A Roman raosaic fro a Qstia shows a mule harnessed
°6
between shafts. This second century representat on would appear
to show a collar sitting high on the neck though it must bo agreed
that the presence of a girth strap makes it possible that this is
a throat band rather than a proper collar. Two extant representa¬
tions of second century reaping machines show single animals
harnessed between shafts, though detail of the harness has not
27
survived. A Gallo-Roman representation from Trier, dating to
the fourth century shows a shafted chariot attached to what must
23
be taken as a rigid collar. A shafted chariot in depicted on
the third century A.D. sacrophagus of Cornelius Stat:us, Hera also
29
a rigid collar my be present. Traces are represented on a few
of the Roman bas reliefs for example at Ostia and there is
30
evidence for traction by traces in early iron Age rite in.
Moreover there are representations of collar-like objects fro a the
31
pagan lapidarium at Arias, and on Trajan's column. Shafts are
depicted on reliefs from letz and Arlon but here girth straps are
also present.From Arlon, there is another shafted dung cart but
the harness is not clearly visible, A remarkable harnessing
assemblage is also represented at Arlon Langres, while the Vaison
'omnibus' shows a variety of straps including a back pad or
32
harness saddle and breeching or a crupper, " These few examples
servo to show that the Romans were certainly experimenting wit!
new techniques with considerable success, There is, moreover, not
only evidence for fully developed breast strap harnessing for camels
24. KeedhaaO^lV, II.
25. Bulllet (1975) p.176-215
26. Gasson (1974.) p.l6l,Needham (1965) IV,11 fig 534- footnote g
p 317-3
27. Lunn .h te (1962) p 60, K.D.rfhite (1967)(1970)(1975).
23. Bulliet (1975) fig.99,Needhati IV 11 fig.553 Esperandieu I no.4034
29. Needham (l965jl" 11 fig 73,Tope in Singer at al flg.544,foynbee
(1973)
301 G.Calza and G.Beea vtl.Ostia (Rome I957)(4tbed.) fox (194-6)
31. F^obe and Roubler (1961)p 180,Vigneron (1963)11 pl.62b
32. ReLnach(l909) 11 P 95, ^perandieu V 4030,4033,1V p 232
P'obe and Roubier (1961) ol 203.
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and horses from Roman North Africa, there is also a representation
on a Roman lamp, dated between the first and third centuries A.D.,
of a single horse cart harnessed be won shafts which are attached
33
to a horse collar, " Needham has critised a number of these Roman
collars on the grounds that they are depicted as being placed too
high on the horse's neck. Though such a position would nor ally
indicate the occlusive throa strap, iieedhara has ignored the fact
that the animal's neck In vsvory case is extended normally as it
would be pulling a collar. The absence of girths in many of these
cases is significant. Though many of the reliefs have the collars
poorly situated so do accepted representations of modern harness
from medieval manuscripts. Surely it is time to rehabilitate
the Roman representations and accept them as depictions of collar
harness? Cf be Roman relief' are rejected, how can the collars
fro i the Bayeux and Gerona Tapestries, or from many of the western
Suropean manuscripts of the tenth to the twelfth centuries remain
35
a rceptable? .Evidence points to modern har easing in urope by
the fourth century A.D.
'We might thus be confident that the
modern harnes was th; product of a 3low development in the
ccident were it not for reports of philological evidence...that
English ' banes' and Ger nan Koramut are of Turkic origin implying
a d ffusion from central Asia. ^ Philological vrork completed by
Bulliet on harnessing terminology, however, suggests a Roman and
Tunisian origin for modern harness ng and that transmission was
37
aided by the Muslim conquests. Leaving aside for the moment
33. Bulliet (l975)fig.9^J rogan'fhe Camel in Roman Tripolitania-'
Papers of ritish School at Rome KXll(l95A)pp 126-31,P.Roraanelli
'La Vita Agrioola Tripol I tana attrav ,r ,0 le ra ppresen tazioni
fig rate" m#rica It liana lll(l930)pp 53-75 -T.Wsrd-Perkins^Gas es
suq-el-Or" A Desert settlenont in Central Tripo 1 itamV Archaeo¬
logy 111 (1950) pp 23-30.
34. in p rticular the vehicles fro Ostia,i'rier,and Avignon#
35# F. itenton.The Baveux Tapestry (London 957) C.Zervas.L'Art
de la Catalogue (Paris 1937) pi 4,
36, Lynn White (19o2) pp 61-2,
37. Bulliet (1975) pp 202-207
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the actual linguistic evidence, the foundation of Haudricourt's
thes:s Is that the collar developed from an in/ertion o the
pack saddle of the Bactri.an ca lei, a horseshoe shaped pad with
two long hor zonal 3ticks one on each 3ide, attached to each
other by thongs crossing the so ce In front of and behind the
humps. iiaudricourt's thesis is that turned vertically, the pad
becaae the cushion and the two sticks the fra ie to wh ch the shafts
are attached. However, evidence for this form of saddle in cent al
Asia from the fourth century is not com n# The saddles for this
period have no pads and wide curving boards or reed bundles
33
take the place of the sticks. This is the kind of saddle also
seen later for exaaple on the camels of the column built by
39
Theodosian in Constantinople in 336 A.D. The important point
is that these boards are connected between the hump3 rather than
at the ends and therefore, a considerable amount of redesigning
would have had to have taken place before they could be upturned and
placed around the neck of a horse. As Bulliot has pointed out, the
ri id poles envisaged by Haudricourt do exist but these are on
prese.it day camel saddles and the ev denes suggests the alt rnative
possibility that 1 gi ren the evident change n saddle design
be ween T'ang ti ies and the present, the invention of the horse
collar influenced the design of camel saddles and that this
produced the anomalies in vocabulary noted in Haudricour:.. ' ^
Thus the dat s previously put forward
for the introduction and the area of origin for modern harness "rig
are no longer acceptable. Previous theories neglected Roman
evidence because of a titudes linked to the emotive issue of
slavery or because the ev dence as it stood indicated that the
Chinese Tutorial was at least a century older than anything found
n Europe. The Roman evidence, however, .mist now be considered as
showing at least quite re arkable sophisticat on and -hat Lf the
^BulUet (1975) p 210-3 " ~~ ' ~
39. Reinach (1909) 1 p.103
40. Bulllet (1975) p 213
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modern collar ted not been developed, which it almost certainly
had, significant advances n tractive devices were being made in
the fourth and fifth centuries, it is thus easier to 3ee continuity
between the medieval and Roman periods both in the methods of
traction and the general style in wh'ch they are depicted
chronologically and linguistics ly, a southern or uropean
origin is as logical as an eastern one.
Before leaving ancient collars it might
be useful at this stage to point out that the curved pieces in
elabora e openwork with coral inlay, described by -Jacobsthal as
ha es mountings (from an Iron Age site in Saint-Germain) are now
regarded as yoke sheaths. ^ 67-63,
Finally, the origin of the Whippletree
must be considered as an essential and useful part of the modern
harnessing systen. It has been considered as a 'transmigrated
yoke', a device to aid turning, a means by which the reins were
kept apart, a bar which in tandem harnessing allows the animals in
front to pell the vehicle and not simply he horses coming behind
and a jointed piece of wood whose function is to cushion the shock
caused by the rapid movement of horses as opposed to the m re
/ 2
deliberate mo omenta of the ox. * thus the true nature of the
whiopletree is still unknown, It is, however, certainly connected
with the redundancy f the yoke, at least in origin since it only
appears after the adoption of the collar.
Irrespective of its function, the real
question is its date of introduction.
• At least one of the innovations included
in the c mplex of techniques that m de horse-drawn transport feasible
is unique to the middle ages. This Is the whi -p^etree, a wooden bar
4.1. Paul Jacobsthal, early Celtic Art (Ofiford 1944) P 1^5 no.171
pi.107, 104.
42. iarjorie Sice Soyor 'I960)
Personal com nan cation Ir. acdon Id,Saddlery Dept.,
St. Cuiiber 's, Edinburgh^ Naedham (1965) IV 11,
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who-e ends are hooked to the horse's t aoos and whose centre is
L3
connected to the front of the vehicle' # C know of no
whippl 3 tree earlier than those on the bronze doors of Novgorod
Cathedral made at lagdeburg in La ony in 115?-A' • ^
Historians are agreed that the whi pie was a medieval invention,
Howev r, there have been claims from archaeologists for Iron Age
swingles, from surviving rods and rings to which the traces are
attached. Claims for an early Whipple would seen to be
unlikely since no representations exist for the oman period and
the decorated ring terminals could just as easily have been fixed
to the front of the chariot a3 to a Whipple bar. The first
representst!ons of both vhiople bars and individual vhipples
attached to vehicles are medieval. Novgorod cathedral s not the
earliest, hoever, since a scene from the dayeux Taoesfcry c 10.70
Z.6
shows a whippletree being used on a harrow . Whipplebars and
individual trees appear to be contemporary and though one would
imagine that the trees would give ;ore freedom f movement, the
presence of one of the other in representations is not indicative
of technical competence, since they appear for the first tl e
almost simultaneously. Nor can a centre of origin be isolated
neither from the illuralnat'ons nor fro i the multiplicity of na ies
which indicate widespread dissemination in western iurope. After
1070, it appears frequently in European manuscripts and is as
d stinguishing a feature of horse harness as the yoke is of the
harnessed ox.
A3. Leighton (1972) p 11A-6.
AA, Lynn White (1962) p 66 footnote 5,
A5. Jacobsthai (19AA( 19AA p 120 Permania XIV (193A) pl.lOA
A6, Stenton (1957)
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CHAPT R THRE3 : MSDI ffl/AL HARK S33.
Thomas Hennell in 1934- described
a ploughman of Fast Quantoxh ;ad, Somerset, as having two or
three songs which ha sang continually over and over again and
1
when he stopped singing the oxen stood still in their tracks.
Horses, however, were almost certainly a very different
proposition, and for the medieval scribe at any rate, harness was
indispensibla, if not in reality then at lea t as a word which
was useful to have in their vocabulary. Hartleys could mean almost
anything except food and drink. It could mean armour. The Derby
accounts order 'Vlll longe koferes w: the the arses ar.d a sprewse
kofer of harnes and a pype fol of harowes loked and an hogeshed
2
lokes wethe mvn howenhernes* • It could mean the personal
belongings of the wardrobe - 'Unum saccum cum lecto ot hemes...
3
cariatum in caractis garderobe - ' or af an individual - 'Pro
loctone diversorum harnesiorum doraLni' . ^ It c u.d also mean
goldsmiths' work - 'a collar garnished with harness of latton
5
for the lord's greyhound ' or even clothes - preen woollen stuff
6
'pro dlversis harnesiis domini...faciendis' . Hartleys or
7
hustylatent may mean a utensil. Finally, it can mean the equipment
g
of a horse - 'pro harnes c j caracte} Inlj corei3 ad harne3
9 10
longe careta; Carte harnas, vlx. colers, pane11...'
Harness in its final sense appears
frequently in medieval Humiliated manuscripts. By the tenth century
completely modern harn sss wltii t action from the sternal region is
depicted.
U (1934) p 26 / \ ,
2. Camden Society 46/13.St retton (1924),DerbyAccounts 46/18
3. ibid, p 98,
4.,Camden Society 137/13
5. A Wardrobe Account of 16-17 Richard II.Archaeologia LX11 pp.h-9~7-smi-.
6. Derby cco nts 241/24
7. Promptorium arvulorum, Camden Society (1343)
3. Derby Accounts 17v5
9. Hamilton (1910) roll c 432
10.Durham Account Rolls Surtees Soeiety^sjj p.607
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The far a wagon with a central pole, oxen draught and yoke, howevej}
continues Into the middle ages and is as opular as ©quid draught
for agrarian use. When travelling carriages are represented, however,
these are dra n exclusively by equids. urthermore, it may be sa d
that the problem of effect! a horse harness has never been solved.
Even in the last century, controversy over harness was prevalent
and straps, often wit, coot adictory functions, proliferated.Such
difficulties may be seen in medieval depictions by the presence of
a postilion rider with multiple teams, loreovar wh'le the collar
is the most frequently represented equine harness, after the
eleventh century, the breast strap cont'nues to be depicted.
British Museum Royal 20D1 for example shows breast strap in one
folio a: d collars in another with no ap arent reason behind the
change. Breast strap, however, tends to occur more frequently in
biblical histories where presumably the illuminator may have been
trying to be deliberately archaic. Generally, however,, it is the
collar which is present with equids. Collars are shown with haies
as separate pieces. Often there are no hames. Fhis is particularly
the ease with manuscripts Humiliated in hgland. Harass depicted
on Flemish manuscripts are almost exclusively square topped while
those of the French oenuscripts come to a curved point. This
variation is not a matter of chronology and therefore by
imolication technical competence, but rather of regional or
national variation. Blinkers are common In luropean miniatures by
the fifteenth century, especially on carriage horses. The covering
of the eyes of a working equid has been known since Ro tan times
but the date of the introduction of blinkers is unknown. Oxen
did not need blinkers, but fhen they worked in tempting surroundings
they wore nets o or rauasles, f r if one had bent ts neck to gr as
the neck of i ,a yoked par ner would have been hurt. Swingles or
whiopletraeo are frequently depicted. They appear on vehicles
drawn by equids or mixed teams but hardly ever with oxen tea us
alone. By the fourteenth century, veh cles are rarely depicted
without whlpples. Representations 3how both the Whipple bar and
the jointed individual trees but by the fifteenth century both are
176
com ion. Fach pair has their individual trees, the free swingle
trees nearest the vehicle being attached to the fixed swingle bar.
IP
Saddles or central girth straps and cloths are shown fro a cl070.
Saddles become the most popular, however, and with the use of
postllio from the f urteenth century it is generally a nor ial
riding saddle which is used for the lead horse. The general range
of harness in common use in the middle ages is most clearly
13
depicted n manuscript c!250 which is extremely detailed in
technical matters, in particular it illustrates clearly leather
trace coverings, collar and horn harness.
The general range of h mess
available in the medieval period, particularly the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries most clearly shown by o- tries n the manor aI
accounts. These also indicate costs materials and craftsmanship
involved in the making of harness in the middle ages.
This material on yokes is based for
the most part on the surviving compotus rolls for the manors
belonging to the cathedral priory of W nchester. These are
1Ji-
ma nly in Hampshire and Wiltshire.
Prior to 1325 there is no .mention of
yokes in these records. Evidently they were homemade. This is
of course still the case as late as the sixtoenth century. If we
are to believe Tusser. 'Yokes, forks and 3uch other let baillie
spie out, and gather the 3a se as he walketh about. And after at
leasure let this be his hier, to boath them and trln them at home
by the fire. (1583)
From that date they appear in about
one roll in three, on an average nbout five being bought at a time
and with the price varying from Id. to 2d. each. There are three
categories of entry:-
(a) Yokes ready made and thoir cost,
(b) Charges for making the yokes, the wood
being supplied by t. e manor.
(e) Blacksmith's charges for fitting thd iron*work.
12, Stanton (1957)
13. S.G.Cockerell, M.R.James and C.J.ffoulko3 (1927)
1^ Drew.
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Norfolk Briston = 1301
Wilts. Durrington 2^d = 1292
fd = 1267
Id = 1280
5id = 1305 (for 4)
Wares. Oldinton Id =1328
Wilts. Alton Priors 12d = 1267 (for 9)
Id = 1267
K Id = 1271
The ox bows areus, were sometimes bought
with the yokes. However, on many manors there is no mention of these
at all. On some desmesnes it is laid down that these should be made
by the ox herds., for example at Silkstead. The custumal of
Ghilboltn. Ca->er ril of 1261 says of the oxherd, 'in'eniet funes












stoma are stel to bo found. Hartley and Ingllb/ describe the
bowo being ado where hasel sticks, held In 003.itI n by pegs placed
1 t'-.e holes in their cases wore bent round the carved stones to
sake the bows for the ox yo.o 3. When set they wore fastened to the
yoke by a ropo of twlatod with I s.
% tho late fourteenth century they were
bo ght ready made or w'th timber from the manor• For the for or the
entries onoear thus:
"Iton, Hun' a 1391 In arcibun bourn at buk.s oaptia lud.
Adis a 1, Kent 1236 X. curbls et jugis bourn ferrandio 3d.
nford, Wilt-'. 1243 In jugis et arc a bourn o ptls per
annum 7d.
Lyden, Hants. 1340 In IJ chip is, Ij baglcle, Ij
3 idrentes, Ij scheldrestes, Iv
bilettis, Ij ahiuh.roan et ij
arcubua bona e.pfc lid.
Lullington, Sussex 1390 In thistrie areubus et all.is
ainutis pro caruc.et plaustris 2/9d,
When tl be-- was supplied by the? manor itself the prices appear fchuns-
C .aba, Hants t-d ~ 1303
Crawley, Hants ld+ * 1410
Michelmarsh, Hants §d « 1267
» " l:d a 1299
Moundseer© §d = 1329
" id * 1402
Ropley Id » 1334
• Id. = 1415
Vcrnhan Dan© Id » 1374
Wootton 3d = 1316 (for 15)
A idemham, Herts id « 1351
Prjrforfl, Surrey |d » 1293
A typical entry would read like the one from ootton, Hants#,
'I stipendio carpentnrii facientla 15 jugo bourn
#.. 3d. • (1316)
Carpenters pay being thon n aerugo 2£d to 3d per day, the
inference is that the making of each yoke to k lens than an hour#
2. Rydaie F:-ik 'luseum, Hutton-le«-Hola,Farndale,Yor.<sh re
J. Drew
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Sometimes the whole yoke was made by farm
servants;
•In jugis et lanis nichil quia per familos'
(Holcombe,Regis, Devon, 1333) Sometimes the manor is charged by
the carpenter for the dr lling of holes (to take the oxbow?).
•In 4. jugis bourn oerforandis et repa randis.. Id'
(in/roughton, Wilts. 130?)
The use of neb yokes is apparently on the
inventory of the cellarer's account of the 14-77 roll from 3a tie
Abbey, Sussex, but Drew merely gives a tran3altion of the latin and
no costing.
(c) Charges made by the blacks fth;
'his last class is by and large fcho most
interesting of the throe. In the fifteenth century /okes were fitted
staples, rings and hooks, etc., to which chains were attached. We
have mention of those on a number of manors in the late fourteenth
century. Indeed if it Is safe to translate the verb3 circulars
and ringulare a3 to fit rings and Drew apparently was of the
opinion that th's was a safe translatio , then they were being
used in Kent as early as the L280' s. In any case it is noteworthy
hat in eight out of ten manors where ironwork is mentioned before
1310, were in Kent.
'In 2 jugis bourn ferrandi.s et ryngulandis..3d
' n 2 jugis bourn cireulandis ..6d
-I ' •
3 >
• In 2 jugis bourn ferrandis 3d.
• in eisde i (3 jugis bourn) circulandis cum
ferro..6d.
'In 4 jugis bourn ferro rynglandis..3d.
'In 3 jugis bourn at i curb' ferro rigglando..6d
'In 1 jugo faciondo et ringulando ,.4d
♦In 1 jugo boura eipto et ferro rynglando .,6d
'In 1 jugo bourn ferrando..5d

















Worcester riory 1346 * n etapulls emptis pro jugla bourn..3d
Cimoner's Roll)
Hinton Ampner,Hants,1377 'In juga bourn cum anulls,erokys et
stapulls ferreis (Inventory
Whitchurch,Hants.1390 '20 boltis,10 hokys, 4 cap lis et
20 anulia ferrets ad 1 jugaboum
(Inventory)
Wootton,St.i.awrence, ' in 20 cappls 10 anulls 10 stapulis
Hants. 1393 et 6 croko ferreis de novo faciendis
ad 10 juga boura.,,8s.6d.
Crondal,Hants. 1413 'In 7 jugis bourn cum stapulis et
hokyos ferreis' (Inventory)
Yaliing, Kent 1350 'In 2 jugls novls ^erratls eiptis ..3d.
Collars were bought ready made on every manor, ^
though the purchase of hames is recorded separately. This would
tally with the custom in southern England Ln the nineteenth century
where wooden hames were often nade and spares were easily carried,
repairs or replace,aents carried out in a matter of minutes. Iron
homes were used 'chiefly for horses for road work and often as
a point of decoration. In s'me counties, Gloucestershire, Oxford¬
shire and Wiltshire, col .ars were referred to 'okas. The oxhame
like the horse hame was made of wood' but had a 'drawbar' a trace
attachment higher up, because of the different null. Because of
the horns,the collar was U-shaped, put on uoside down,fastened
with a strap and then twisted round until the buckle and strap
were on top, and the thickest part of the flocking rested on the
chest. Prices for collars rise from 6d to 3d, bofor 1350 and
fro.u 3d. to 13d. after that date. Entries also record repairs
and laterlals.
4. The Countryman Spring 1971 p 133
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RMLWL ; hame 1282






In j bass et coler emptls 13d.
In j collar 5d.
In j collar! et j pari, de bass
ad sella® l6d.
In llj colors 15d.
In hamis, curb et wlppeltr.
enptis 4d.
In j ca tha e, Imj novo collar ad
idem 4d.
In Ij coler et j has 15d.
In j par de basc.et colar enpt 7d
In j par bac nua de novo e pt et
ve eribus emend cum IV colarlis
equoru-a emend 13 d.
In i.i coleris eraptis cum haals 3d,
Hinges 3d. haaes 3/-d colar lid.,
fl >kkes 3/ld. filo 6d.
Xn j coler eapt 6d.
In ,i coler empt 3d.
i.n j pair! ocr.pro col arls inde
fac end is cum filo ad idea o apt 4-d.
in Vj hames emptis 6d.
In VIIj haaes omptio 12d,
In Lj annulis ferr de Terr
domini fac ad pendend,in Lj hames
et in lirnlon ejusdem carect cm Ij
platis forro fac et imponend 3d.
In hamis, curbis et wippeltr.empt ^3.
In oxeboghes et sbotbbames emptis 3d.
In restis,schaael axibus jugi3
hames et oxscbogh s a aptis ad carucas 9d.
5. drew
6. TOO 306 949/3
7. Legal and Manorial Formularies / 9$33)
3. TOO 2101 35/15
9. TOO 3C6 950/23
10.PRO 750/25
11.Drew 182«
Wroughton, wilts# 1311 In capo's auriculis heuais et
happ ferrets pro lann cnrueafcun
faciendls do proprio fcrro llgd.
3ELIA
























15. PRO SC 6 750/23
j sells cum bacius ad caroot 12d.
In Ij paribus baza, cooperiend's
et Implendis 6d.
In j solla cum basse 8|d.
" 6d.
" lid,
"In llj sell is ad carecta sino basdis
9d.
In j pari base ad solium carecte.
j sella e fpta cua bass at in S.j
sell caroctar empt sine bargis 12d
In 7 coliariia et i pari bac ®t j
pari de bac do propria careo
fac lend s cum cartavat at flokis
ad idea enptis 13d.
In enendacione IV vetarum sollarum
et In octo librls burle eraptis pro
eisdea et pro smendaciono Vj
eolariorum et in tribus paribus
pipis carectarua 22d.
In j barga ad sell carect c apt 4|d
in j panollo pro cello carocfc eaofc
9d.
In a rbora cum j ba3 empts ad
eellam 17d.
(n j arbore (struck through and
iigno in erlineated.) pro sella
carectaria e.-.pte 4d.
In j panello pro sella careotaris 3d.
In j ligno p.uno mrtsadel 4d.
133.
HARHES3 R 14L3
R IL..L } cortm album - white tawed leather 1143
corium tannatum - tanned leather,
burra, burellus - coarse wool 1172
canavaeium - rou$i cloth, canvas cl300
floccus - refuse wool cl20Q
vlllosus - rough cloth 747









In albeo coreo e ipto 14d.
In albeo coreo ad hemes lun 2/d,
n hemes o carectario reparando
contra autuapnum cum flokk,
oanevaclo et albeo coreo euptis
ad Idea 3/'-d
Ln stipendLo uni s face bis VIj
collar La at Ij paria "oas nov.et
e ien aiivls 11 j collariu et lj bas
e: c 'oporlentis una a -jollom
carectariau 2/2d. La o rlo tannato
20d, In 7 vtrfcts e :oti.3 I5d. In
: 1 lib burr oaptIs L4d.
I flokuos e apt ad " at her malum
a apt 2/4d.
In V virgls da wadaol aaptls oro
eoleriis cooperiendle ? I'd.
In voterLbus colaril3 repaandis
cum j ulna da oanavaslo at vlll ad
idea 3 >ptls 12d,
yJH L 'V'tTSJ.
BtLPTT
R iLWL j swingle bar of plough 1300
Lyden, Kent 1311 In curbis et bllettls 4d.
" 1340 In Ij chippie, 1j vaginls Ij
sldeestvs,lj scheldrestes,lV bilettis




R'fLWL } a curved piece of wood 1232
Lyden, Kent 1272
Cliffe, Kent 1232




In j eurbis e iptis et rlnglandis
lOd.
Ln j curb, Ij shamel enptis 5d.
In courbis et tugLa bourn ferr¬
and i.s 3d.
fn courbis et iugis bourn ferrandi.s
12d.
Ln lj curbis e apt.In lj bilettis
amptis Id.
In j courbe ringulands et
scapuland cum ferro 4-d. In j
iugis boum et j curb ferr
rlnglando 6d.
Russedon-in-3heypey,Kent 1363 In Ij no is courtss pro IV
stottis ad carucas 4d.
DRAIJT.
w'right E.D.D. ; a rough vhippletree










weLlingborough, orthants.1323 In Ij sweypatres Id.
TRACES AND STRAPS
In Ij horstres 4-d.
In j horstre 2d.
In swailtres enotIs 2d.
COR.DA.






In j corde de camo duplici 3-|d
In Ij cord s ad carectis et j
pares de canabo.
In Ij cord do waft ad equos
pasturandos 2d.
In Vlj cordis de basto ad affro3




Oaktng on, Can'on. 1362






R 1LWL ; -




R'tLWL j rope 1292
Durr'ngton, Wills. 1292






Draw ; t acos
Wors taad, I iorfo1k,1351
l:
Xn Ij cordis et lj capistrls
de proprio pllo incLend n 2d.
n j pelro canobl fact! in
harudraules et trays 3d.
in reparac one le drafch pro
bobus trahendis 12d.
Consuotus est capiendi virgas
in harciis vincinorum et inde
facere corlbolLas
In ha^tls et aliis necesaariis ad
Caracas ?/3d.
Xn j pon'.rello eipto pro sella
soraientts et j freno oro eodes
ac repapaoio.no Iron' precentoris 2/-d
Xn virgin enptis oro roots et Iannis
2 id
I j popos .'errs in pro bobus in
eisdei (caruce) trahentibus
In at pendio fabrl pro erpeyre
ropls, trackis et alii® n cossarils
In Ij stotrop et Vj capLst is
omptir 7d.
[n "lij paribus a sto tropes cam




13 • tJrou 186.
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InUj colarlls et llj paribus
tractum ad stottos 2/9d.
In Ij paribus tractum 3d.
" lOd.
In lj cordis et lj trays l6d.
In lj paribus tractum eapt cum
Pypys pro aisdem 15d.
In plpis ad trayturam loage cares
emptis 7d.
n albeo coreo pro tractibus
emendis 3d.










In Lm togwythen et LXKX
thysiers enptis ants .asturn omn.
sanct. 6d.
In carucls enendandis ..in jugis
et tuggis ad idem eraptls 9d.
In virgis amptis 2/ld.
In cordis at virgis ad harneslum 9d
In Vj fossis virgularum emptis
pro instrumentis carucarum
facie >dis 6d ,
RMLWL ; waroccum racking ft -ck, 1247, wedge f r tight ening lashings
of scaffold poles 13:5.
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Ham lton; girths









Salzman ; surcingle or g^rth
Petworth Sussex 134-9 Pro VIj gatys at watyghes
pro carecta 5d.
Several indications are therefore given by the
manorial account on the harness in constant use on the manor.
Firstly unlike collars which are always bought complete (e cept
for the hames) saddles for carts may be bought complete but
more commonly are bou^it in oarts. The wo den foundation Is
described as lignum or sella lignea until ol350 when it becomes
arbor. That there may be a distinction between the two i3
Indicated by the 1377 entry for Whitchurch, daciuai is the saddle
pad which is always bought in pairs up to c!300 and thereafter
is bought singly. These two facts together would seen to indicate
a modification in carisaddle type in the early fourteenth century.
Saddles today nay be stuffed wi th a panel of wool, with, a leather
co hering, or made of felt covered with leather. Though Alexander
Neckham in 1180 says that a horse collar should be covered with
felt, no mention 13 nade in the records of felt saddles. The
most common harness materials are burrel, canvas, coarse cloth and
refuse wool, edieval cart harness would seem to have resembled the
slightly cheaper modern saddle, aterial is also bought separately
to rehabilitate old saddles on the manor. Secondl/, aorse collars
were probably bo light in one piece because it was one of the
principal leather crafts, in the late thirteenth century in Paris,
makers of horse collars managed to retain both night working and
peddling within their gild (against the nornal g ild regulations)
by agreeing to have their collars inspected for bad stuffing.Wight
work was characteristic of the leather trade. Saddlers, however,
did not work at night because their wares were expensive and demand
for the fine leather parts of saddles and for th saddles themselves
was brisk. Thirdly pannellus is also used in the rolls to mean
22. Salzman (1955)
23, iron'slaw Geremek.Le salariat dans 1'arti sanat Parisianaux
nile au XVe slecles (Paris 1968)
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saddle pad. However, it never appears in the sane roll as the
word baoius. though they do occur in similar contexts and with
similar price ranges. Fourthly there are five types of hide of
which four are raw and the fifth is tawed. This is the albeum
correum of the accounts and it is used exclusively for car-
harness. Tanned leather, treated with chemicals and greases wears
longer and is generally thicker than the finer rawhides. The
thicker the leather, the more fat content and therefore it wears
better and is more flexible.Fifthly swingles, traces and bands
form a large roup in the medieval accounts. Fitzherbert discusses
the positioning of several of these parts. 1 They must haue hombers
or collars, holmes withed about their neckes, tresses to drawe by,
and a swingletre to holde the tresses abrade, and a togewith to
be bytwane the swyngletre and the harowe. 1 * The word draut
which is supposed by Drew to ha e been tile origin of the modern
term draught reflects the importance of the function of the
traces. They are generally bought by the fathom, about nine fathoms
25
per vehicle. They were made of two materials, hemp or twisted
O--
will' w. The oxherds in Chilbolton v.ere apparently expected to
make their own traces ad Chilbolton lies on the ri/er Test where
withy beds are common. However, the auditors instructions at Dry
Drayton in 1323 is of soec al interest as interlinested above
•In virgis enptis' the auditors had written 'de cetere face
seminare canabum', showing that hero heap was considered more
s' itable than withies.Only one mention is made of rope snade of
finer material, namely cord de camo which sugg -stssilk, ftopa
would ear. to be the word used to describe metal traces though
clearly it is only in the fifteenth century that these appear
consistently in the accounts. Piping, enc reling the traces
consistently occurs in the records only in the fifteenth century.
This may indicate that thry were linked to the Introduction of
chain traces, although it has always been riderstood that these
tubes were placed strategically to prevent wear - as illustrated
<4« Skejat Fitzherbert:The Book of Husbandry 1534 TnglLsh Dialect




by the nanuscrip of 1260 - and wold therefore seen more
logically to have been of more use v tfa hemp traces, 3Iathly,
there is no indication of the use of horsehair for ropes as set
2d
down in the instructions of Walter of Henley, However, since
this task has always een done by hand with pullInge from the
29
horses' and oxen's tails there would be little need to record
such rope, Finally, metal components such as terrets, so common
in the prehistoric record are entirely absent frothese
documents. Turrets or bit rings do occur as doe3 various small
metal parts for the plough. However, as far as harnes for the
cart is concerned, it can only be assumed that hames Included all
the capo, hooks or rings, -ceded for medieval draught.
Thus the records show In considerable detail
the components of the medieval \ forking harness which according
to the prices was a considerable item of expenditure, second
only to wheels.
2~. Cockerel!, -Ja os end ffonIkes (1927)
23. Oschinsky (1971) p U1
29, * homes Hemell (194-7)
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SECTION 3 : C ; PARRYING TECHNIQUES.
"his section will try to examine farrying
techniques Tor tho dimple roason thnt though it is difficult to
separate riding an draught horses from evidence of shoeing, any
improvement in the pro toe tion of the hoof would be bound to have
an effect on the efficiency of the draught horse, Ae Lynn ;hlta
has pointed out ' for tho long toil, a draught animal is only
as good as its hooves1 \ hus the function of tho shoe is to
protect, acting ae a shock absorber to prevent concussion of the
foot, 03toeis of the pedal bonos and strain on the tendons,
toreover in soft ground, shoos press more deeply into the ground
and cause greater friction with the surface, as icing the animal
.iore sure footed. As Fitshorbert e mphasised in 1534» ' he
horses that she11 draw® these haroves nuste be well kepte and
shodde or elles they wyll soone be tyred and sore boato that
2
they my not drawn' . *
CHAP? R OS? i RGlAW H0?13"SR 'K.
There are three types of Roman shoe named in
the s urcQP, the hi oosandal,. the solea apartes a-. 1 the solea
3 -n
farrua. * hey share the common feature of not being true iron
shoes, being loaigned to be tied n >t nailed to ha hoof. It is
generally believed that tho function of tho hi', osandaX - which my
be taken as a general torn for this ty?>© of shoe - is analogous to
the node n poultice bout or the atrow and calico creations o the
nineteenth century, owevcr, wh:io th .to Is a distinction
between a shoe for an animal with a damaged foot and one for bettor
purchase for traction, it Is not a very big a ep from one to
the other, fh'e may be moreover, encouraged by the practice of
shoeing of a go d foot in cases of hi • injury, ^
1, Lynn lh te (19>2) op 59-60
2, Skont (1832) p 15
3, For example, Columella VI, 11,111 and l,f,ll,'atallu3
XV11 25-26, Suetonius pro XXX.
4, • IMNvlUli he True Ar o arlng and Shoeing all
tanner of Ho-' .3 (London 1565) Chpt, 0XU
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fho question which surrounds tho Roman shoe
la Aether it can be seen to be tierforaing other than a
therapeutic function, rhere would be little solnt in outlining
step by step the hoeted and somewhat lengthy controversy over
tho axis tones of such a shoe in Roman ti as. It would perhaps
bo of sore use to indicate that the argument rests on the way
o o bellev s that hipposandals my iiave boon used and whether
one is ureparod to accept the material remains of the shoes
from Roman north Props. jjftJ J Firstly it is possible to
maintal that although Vlgneron insists that the hundreds of
existing shoes from nineteenth century museum collections should
be Ignored, tiioro are finds from axcavat ons on northern %rooo,
of botii shoes and paring tools, wh ch were found by using
techniques sufflc sntly refined as to ensure that these were
from Roaan contexts. J .Secondly, recent paper by rohn Clark
and Ira. Littauer have oresentod modern examples of tiod-on
shoes (and an example from 119?) which are used for healthy
7
ho •>v:s. One manufacturer in fact roc amends his shoos as being
better than the n rnal one for grinning sllnpery surfaces, 'rs,
Llttauer agrees that they would be suitable for healthy hooves
but with the reservation the* the need to orotoet th • tender
eastern from rubbing streps would necessitate the use of
padding and the would ros riot its use to draught horses with
a slow enough gait not to dislodge the pads. It s interesting
to not© C rle's conclusions here as to the absence of hip osandala
5. See Yigneron (1963) Helchelheim, Aq ^nolent conomic Histor/
11,op 20P-3, 111 »p 355-6 (Leipzig 1953)' an'a Role in
Changing the Face of the %rth in Class'col Antiquity'
Kyklos lv (1956) p 3?5 for bibl ography.
6. ?lgneroe, (196 J) R. VI. .heeler, aiden Castle Dorset.
Rear doc,Ant'p. London 11 (1943) and P.V.tfhe lor,
"'or;.; laalum, Rop.Re».Co:in, doc. nt'q. London XI (1936)0.ward
•The Iron .Age Horseshoe' _JL XXI 1941,piggott Three letal-
work hoar is of Roman period' r>.i I 11(1955-3) ?p i-b"o..
7. — 'Hip osandals again Plus ca change'Antiquity
l"C 1-1(1977) l^p 23S' 236.
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a
from Newstead cavalry barracks whsro he Inferred that they
.lust have been used exclusively for draught, horses, "he use of
hiposandals for the same purposes as iron nailed shoes is not
beyond the bounds of probability therefore.
The problem with tit is theory has always
eon the science of the sourc s as to constant use of shoes.
There are no descriptions of the noise of hooves on the streets
for e*a tple, One might ,x>in out that neither are there
im
descriptions of raked hooves pound Ing^the ear. One sight assume
that the class cal authors were not fond of such doacript ons.
It has also been assumed that the meticulous descript ons of
hoof care and ways of keeping the hoof hard Indicated the
9
absence of shoos. The need for shoeing is the d rect
consequence of dom atIcation, he working of a horse on hard
ground leads to a wearing away of tho hoof wall at a greater
rate than it is replaced. Conversely tho of sc of shoeing
is that pro tee ad fr >m wear 4he wall becomes unduly long, the
shod foot calls for as .much care a d attention as tho unshod foot.
However, it is gene tally r cognised tha the adoption of the shoo
for a sound animal was precipitated not only by Roman road
construction but also by a da taper north it. clLaa o. Silence of
the sources -would be acre logically explained by tho fact that
shoes wore only comm. n north of tho Alps. Shoeing is a difficult
process, ^ie pro 'lea is to fit a shoe securely without injuring
tho an aal. Fxperlnentatlon Is not going to be conducted In an
area whore the presence of shoe is superfluous, namely in the
south. An origin for the development of fancying techniques
must be sought in northern furope.
3, Andoram (1961)
9, 7.0.white (197-4) Anderson (1961) quoting Xeno -hon, Ch ron and
Hegetlus,
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C-lAPT R TO : II ' MEM-WAL JHG".
'The Celtic inhabitants of the Alps invented
the horseshoe about 4.00 B.C. ... as an assistance to overland
transport '. ' 'Lalled-on i ron horseshoes are; attested in
wastorn 'iurooe fro a the la to ninth century and unambiguous
2
evidence for their common us® cases in the eleventh century' •
v \
'Co n'os quo doe orieuresent a Charlemagne que la ferrure a
3
clous apparait sur les documents figures d'Occident' • "'The
earliest unambiguous exeava ed evidence of horseshoes cones
from ••• the Yenisei region in Siberia in the ninth to tenth
centuries S •nuitaneously nailed horseshoes are mentioned in
Byzantine Tactics of Leo 71 who reigned from 386 to 911. .uad in
the west we robabiy hear the first sound of shod hooves in the
last decide of the n'nth century when Ckkehard's Ithnri'js
says " ferrata sonura daret unguis •quorum* '. * There Is some
question therefore as to the date at which the horsenhoe was
c tit,only used in western Uro ^e. However, it is no long r
races ary to look to transmission from the east. Ividence from
northern 'urope for the Uoman period cannot siaoly be ignored,
hlle there are no represents1 ons of pre-benth century shoes
5
while the Vaison relief is in doubt, " excavated evidence shows
continuity In style and function for horseshoes In northern
Urope ro , the la o Roman period to the thirteenth century.
There were two forms of shoe in northern
urope as displayed by the material finds, though these «re
subject to local variat on and difference in size according to
to the siae of the boast. Though both existed conto >poranoo sly,
the regular shoe as opposed to the lobate fori was gradually
1. He chelhoim (1956) p 325
2. Loighton (1974) p 16
3. lee Noei.tee ' a ueatlon du For a Chevsl' Bullet':, de la
Socio'4 rational des antiauaires de trance T 'ar?. s 1936)
op 76-33
4. Lynn ihlte (196^) pp 5 >-9
5. -as booties o.fcelare 1 ppl36-l43
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refined in the middle ages until it developed Into tho modern
shoe.
idie lobate or wavy lined 3hoe has a
continuous history in north urope fro i th© la 0 Iron Age.
They are found in contexts with both the hipposandal and the
tegular shoe but have been regarded technically as an intermediate
for 1. its distinctive ahaoe is caused by the punching of holes
to take the noils, "his shape is still used In farriery when
the holes are punched from the road side of fcho shoe. The
•ioman lobate had six holes, throe par side, while the medieval
shoe had up to eight. The nail used hud a broad flat head - the
'fiddle Key' nail - which fitted into the punched hole, he
calkins or turned over ends of tho branches were regulated so
»
that the horses hoof stood on six nails and two calkins parallel
to the road, fro] It Is generally accepted that the Roman lobato
was smaller, narrower and wider apart at tho heel ends, fhis shoo
7
is commonly found on medieval sites,
the regular outiino horseshoe 13 found as
early as the lobate form but is more common by the thirteenth
century, hough high calkins stlil exist In the Alpine, Up or
Danube areas and toe calkins are sometines introduced to
correct bad posture in a horse, they had disappeared from the
medieval horseshoe at least in Britain, The regular outline shoe
0
is not only found on medieval altos, it is also represented In
miniatures by the fourteenth century, for example, British Library
Barley 6563 folios 6!b and 69 and Add. 49622 folio 154b.
6. -T.3. ard ' Tkins London fuaena -fedlevul Catalogue (1940)
p 112ff
7. Wheeler (1943); C. Green, 'The Purpose of the Early Horseshoe*,
Antiquity XL (1966) pp 305-6, Stanley E. West, 'Brome, Suffolk.
The Excavation of a Moated Site 1967», JBAA XXXIII (1970) pp 81-121,
Ward Perkins (1940) pp 112 ff.
8. Colin Piatt, Excavations in Medieval Southampton 1953-1969
(Leicester 1975) Vol 2 pp 282-90; S.E. Rigold, 'Excavations at
Dover Castle* JBAA XXX (1967) pp 87-121; E.M. Jope and R.I. Threlfal,,
*A twelfth century castle at Ascott Doilly Oxfordshire', AJ
XXXIX (1959 } DD 219-273.
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Phough the sho was In doe coarse fullered,
the orotuberant nail survived yell into the late sixteenth
cent ry, n the illuminated sanuscrip s. It is shown in
miniatures from the thirteenth cen-ury onwards, for example
in the Luttrell 'salt r, the Chertsey tile (12 0)./ British
Library Cotton t^oro C 1? folio 22, Royal 12 Xlll folio 3 and
as late as tho a xtoenth century in Hie Portuguese manuscript,
Bodleian Douce b2 65-35 folio 34.
Another feature of the miniatures is the
depiction of the clonched-over nail, clearly shown on the outer
face of the hoof, for am role British Library Royal 1901
fol o 6, Add 13353 folio 4b, Royal B XX 464 (French XVth
century'*, Add 21143 folio 90 (XVllth century French), Add 10294
folio 45b and Land&downe 1179 folio 1)4# A f 11orad shoe,
however, is shown as early as the thirteenth century in the
%glish manuscrioi Bodle'an Douce 3 » folio 51.
Moreover, the difference between English and
continental methods of shoeing is indicated by a coms&riaon
of Bodleian Douce 13 fol o 51 and too fifteenth century Flemish
manuscript Bodley 264 folio 107. The continental method of
shoeing would appear to have been to work behind the horse with
the animal In a wo den cage while the "hglish smith worxed from
the side with a squ re holding tho horse by the bridle.
Finally he manorial accounts give further
infer stion about shoeing,in particular costs. %tries
appear thus}
9. P.'erdier, P.Brelgor, M.iarquhar tonpetit Art and the Courts







Groat Chart, Kent 1343
Vernham Do .as, Hants 133'
Ho Ico -ifeo Ragia,Devon 1306
" 13-9
Cotton a;a,Catibs, 1J22 11
Helcyton, Caabs. 1320
In X bobus ferrandia p -r I j
V COS 3/4I.
In X' bobis femn-i Is sup® padibus
anterorubus 3/4d»
In . bobus feramois par vices 4/44
Unde 11j ferrs . super pod.poster;.or
ob anterior ei VIj aupor ped.autor
tanturn.
in '1 bobua bis ferrandla super
oranes pedes 4/-I pro quo lib® t pole
qu&libet vie® lid.
in XVllj bobus ferrandia 6/—<1.
In VIj bobus et j vacca in pedibus
anterioribuu 3/4-1 •
In fsrrandia le male 6d.
In terranil3 j affrus 3d.
En ferrors 11j affroruu et j jument
p.a.oxtra conventional 3/xJ.
In Vllj affria ferrandis In
anterior!bus 20/-d. in ferror?,
etormdm in posterlorlbus 3/-1.
.n ferrura 11ij affrorua ante ot
retro 2/>d.
In stipend o fabr oro ferrura
equorum ca ettariorum p.a.2/—1.
[be rcoords Indicate tie :, shoes were bought
ready mode. If the price of iron s co pared to the cost of shoes,
remembering that the? cost of working iron was almost the sane as
the actual erics of iron itself, It is possible to roach the
conclusion that the medieval shoe weighed about half a sound.
Sometimes dearer entries would seem to indicate heavier shoes.
General!. the difference is between carthorse shoes and affer or
atott shoes, tee latter usually being heavier. Heme11 says that
10, Drew
11. Huge (1 <jib)
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there are three partes of shoe for a carthorse, heavy,medium and
12
light. 'he cheapest shoes were probably made with old Iron,
whore a worn shoo :s heated and sandwiched ov r a good half 3hoo.
tails are purchased at the same tine and laces as the shoes,
bought generally by the hundred, fha price ixidicat s that they
were two thirds heav er them the lathe nail but only half the
a'ze of the broad nail. Horseshoes ore bought for the front and
rear hooves individually, the f r ier at about 2/-d for the dozen,
the latter at around l/6d. By the fifteenth century the prices
rose to 3/-d and 4/-d» the two kinds no long sr being bought
seoarotely. Moreover, by the 1370's shoes were no longer bought
Individually but were part of the c sts of "he annual fee paid to
the snlth. Phis no doubt indicated a change in the smith's sta ua.
Oxen shoeing consisted of two plates or cuss,
one for each hoof, sometimes with a flange upwards. In the lust
century when b Hocks were sent from Aberdeen to London or from
Wales to Sussex and London, they travelled by road and a smith
13
accompanied them to man? or replace shoes. ' On the medieval
desmcanee, however, it depended on the finances of the individual
manor.1/ "iidy woro used only n th f.tolls, It in likely that
they were not shod at all. Recent custo-i was to have the oxen
shod on all four feet, on their forefeet or iply on the
off—side clove of the hoof booaus- oxen*strike' on that side.
For shoeing they had to be 'flung' that "s, laid on their sides
in the smithy. The ox cannot bo taught to lift one foot at
a time, an early lesson for all horses, when the ox was thrown,
the smallest ox-boy sat on its ock to keep It from struggling
and the four feet wero bound to a tripod of poles. In Berkshire,
an account of oxen-shooing by iaude Robinson, in 1938, says that
t was al.vayo known when bullock shoeing was in prospect because
the blacksmith sent for a piece of fat pork for a pincushion.
12. Hennell (1934)
13. ibid. , "
14. 'artloy and ngilby mlZ).
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The long nails were stuck nto thi?, so that each was slightly
greased. In son© countries or regions whore shoeing had to be
done regularly, a fra \e was built, and the ox hoisted fron the
ground by means of a broad canvas belt. 3 retimes on very rare
occasions, a blinder, used normally for savage bulls, was out
15
on a difficult ox ot shoeing time.
finally while the shoeing of oxen form a
lergo oart of the stock to be shod in the s uthern records, Ibis
does not seem to bo the ease with the northern records, which
tend to record only the shoeing of horses.
15. The Countryman 1971 p 13&-?
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In a series of short chapters, it is hoped to
consider In this section the major uses of wheeled vehicles, to -
try to indicate that the general viewpoint which has predominated
In the past, namely that land transport was Inefficient and
therefore, little used In the middle ages, is erroneous,(j2j
forcover, in a thesis of this nature, it is important to consider
not only thd material aspect of technological developments in
land vehicles but to fit these into the general pattern of the
medieval economy. *At one extreme was the underlying uniformity
of peasant life based on a common agricultural practice.*• at
the other wore the cultural activities of specialised groups of
individuals, the elite or initiate in social intellectual or
spiritual spheres. Between those lay the activities of special¬
ised groups of humbler origin bound by craft ties but essentially
part of the peasant community* 1 In this sect'on moreover, we
will take this analysis of the social structure of medieval
society to try to slow that whatever the*culture grouping*ono
link between all three - no vittor how tenuous - was the n -ed to
move self and goods from one placo to another and that the needs
of all three, no matter how indirect, resulted in utilisation
of Reeled veh'clns.
f 7
1. -.d.Jop© Regional Cultures of ledieval Britain, Ln Culture
psux. In .'-pnour. • , . d.r .0 rll Icock
and C«U,. footer 0 .onion 19^3)
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Hie general impression persists that In
medieval times cam run" coition was infrequent and carriage
expensive,£t is toped to put forward a case for the viability
of land t ansport n early edioval uropo. Specific function
will be dealt v" th later. Hero it will be discussed in
general terms with reference to ho coat of carriage.
Firstly it would be fair to say that
carriage by sea was less expenss ve than by Land, However, it
should not be forgotten that oven if the medio a1 merchant wan
exploiting sea and river resources to the best of his ability,
this did not do away with the need for land transport as some
•>
historians soem to imply, lend carriage was always needed,
even where this was to be used in conjunction with seaborne
facilities and there were some arms In E ro e where fluvial
transports t'ou, so emphasised by economic historians, is
impoaa ibis,"
Secondly, it oust be emphasised that Land
routes continued to be exploited, from prehistoric tiara into
the medieval period. Pi routes which wore undesirable, impassable,
disturbed by robbery or military aefcieity, in other words, highly
unsuitable for active trade, active trade did not take place,
n alternative route was used. In practice, those engaged in the
major European trades could normally find routes which were so
expensive that t.,ey restr'c ed the demand for the commodities
and affected their supply.
Thirdly, the costs of larid transport should
be kept in proportion. In most cases it was only a fraction of
the cost3 which the merchant or manorial reeve would be expected
to meet, No doubt there were grumbi s Put liue anyone else
2. Hakkat, (1977)
2a In this connection, and in relation to my earlier (pp 82-3)
discussion of the Trier evidence, it is useful to highlight the
differences between Southern Burgundy, where the S&one/Rhone
valleys, and associated fluvial routes provided major though not
exclusive carriage, and Northern Burgundy/Champagne, where fluvial
transport was but one element in a complex transportation system
which was marked by considerable road development: the still
controversial »routes Brunehauts» may be instanced here.
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running vehicles with high running and maintenance coats, they
paid for the service and the c nvenlonce. If one takes an example
from the wool trade, expenses on a sack of Yorkshire or
Shropshire wool was around two pounds to be net both by individual
merchants and toe I.ondon companies, but of this only up to six
shillings was the actual coat of carriage. It nay bo Interesting
to notice in passing that freighters among those merchants such as
do la Pole charged at least a shilling less when handling toe king's
3
wool, and carting it to tae ports. As far as local transport was
concerned, most of the carriage was done by service but where cars
were hired, demending on the nature of the load, carriage cost In
general about Id. or ton per alio, sometimes less. Professional
carters charged about 3{rd .or ton er mile because of having to
cover the legal responsibility of the cargo delivery. At th o©
rates the coat of transporting goods was abo.it If of the value of
cargo up to 15' for grain for every fifty miles carried. ^
Fourthly, too number of illustrations and recorded
references to vehicles indicate toe frequency of thalr use. A#
W llard emphasises 'The burden of transport was not just pack-
horse and barge. Tho wagon was v'dely used in the trans or tot "on
of goods particularly of bulky material throughout the fourteenth
5
century' . In other words, too wagon and toe cart wore practical
vehicles well able to moo toe competition from other forms of
transport.
In tho long ran, 't must bo remembered that
sweeping general'sat'ona about too costs of transport cannot be
made, in h*s analysis of TjgWiBffgfc ?qqj3frtagy fprJ&ygieaAffil
3. PRO E50353/15,F.B.Frvda.The accounts of ,1111am de la
zassste j>£jy&s jhgiish .^oJLJsidgjdt
the start o* the tta%ad Xsarv ,.ar. tortfatflek Institute of
f 'storlc'il esenreh x>;/ (fork 1954)
4.. horoId " ogors lVp76Hl-.il p6ce-o5jV
5. James Field t/il ard 'Inland ranaportation in England
during the f urteenth century* .Speculum 1 (1926) pp 361-374
'Tho use of carts in h© f urteenth century', Ili,stor/ XVII
(1932-33) pp 246-250.
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Regloria. Job man ^ pointed out the obvious of ten forgotten fact
that any model o notrueted for the uoo of veh'cles too to bo
sensitive to difference In cargo characteristics - weight, bulk,
density, perishab lity, - route characteristics and tho quality
of thd transport - sped, safety, reliability. No specLai not'00
of any or all of th so aspects has boon taken into consideration
in tho past.
Medieval land t ansport therefore was cartaMy
less efficient than It could have been, wasteful of manpower and
other resources but it suffered just as much from instability,
caused for oaa iple by oli ical activities. This much may also
by sa d of medieval agriculture and industry not just of
carriage. The f r nor may well have been more expensive than the
latter. The proportion of carrying costs to total production
costs was probably less in tho medieval period than it is today.
6. R.K. Sobormon, 'ransoorb foctmo.iogy for Developing Regions
(Cambrid o %se. /London 1966)
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CHAT R NO : ff!K (P Wr ROADd.
'One has only to walk across open heather
co ntry to see that In their most primitive for i, roads are the
invent on neither of civilisation nor of humanity' . 1 Hie ftaed
Is one of the great fundamental institutions of mankind, Je
forget this because wo take it for granted,,, not only is the
Bond one of the great human institutions because it is fundamental
to social existence but because its varied effec appears in
every department of the S a e. It is th Boad wh'ch determines
the sites of ,nany cities and the growth and nourishment of ail.
It la tho Boad which controls the development of star, agios and
t'.saa tho sitae of battles. It is tho Boad that gives framework
to all economic developmm t. It -s tho Boad which is the channel
of all trade and what i.s more important, ofall ideas. En its
most humble function it is a neeessary g ide without which
progress from place to place would be a ceaseless experiment.,.
A road system, once established, develops at its oolats of
concentret on tho nerve cmtres of the society it serves, and we
remark that tho material r:se and decline of a state are better
isasured by the condition of its com unications - that is of roads -
p
than by any other criterion % ^hese aro two conflicting
statements as to the importance of the road to society, fhe
theory of the viability of land transport has been dependent upon
the solution to tho argument as to the state of repair of the rosd
system in medieval Purope, It has been generally assumed that the
roads were in a poor condition after tho end of tho Roman period.
♦If the economic and social decay of the Dark Ages affected any
5 3
iechnlque adversely, it wan that of road building.
1. C.r.Fiower, Public work* In Medieval Law. Seiden Society
TX11 (1915) 1 p.xsri 1
2. H'laire Belloc, The Road (London 1924).
3. Lynn hi to -Tar, (1940) op 141-159
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'he necessary oonaluslon uh' ch follows this thinking Is that
since the •Tperiai systen ted decayed > therefor© transport by
land was no longer possible, 'A public servant in California
made s vnethlng of a stir when ho published a bit of muckraking
t tloid "ConfessfOns of a Midway Commissioner" • He wrote "X a a
not an engineer, wh ch may explain why l believe there are fewer
facts in this world than points of v cw" ^ It is the purpose
of this chapter to contend that the Idea that land carriage was
not feasible because Raman road system had fallen out of uso is
mistaken, no: least because it is based on views like those of
Flower and Belloc as t the fundamental nature of a road and
trade route.
The dilapidation of the public road at Rouen
in the eighth century is only one of many exa .plea brought
forward to illustrate the decay of vha has been considered to be
one of the greatest achievements of the Roman Empire,naa ly its
road network. Decentralisation according to t Is arguman , resulted
in lack of repair, which resulted in dim n'shed tra f c, However,
the records make it clear that 'ho volume of t-ade of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries must indicate that tha roads of the ported
were not quite so bad as is often pictured, t is noteworthy
that carting continued throu^iout the winter months, when the
roads s described by son modem authors should have b on
Impassable, In 1439*40, 1,637 carters paid dues at Bargato,
Southampton, compa od with >nly 17 paekhoraes and that fewest
carts went through in summer, most orobably because the carts
were needed on the farm in sum or-ti ns. or exa pie a lotto to ^
4. osooh C.Houghtellng.Cry Callforrtin 1 (1966) Rao, ursali and
Fergusson, "The Car and tee RoadjH'ghway Technology and
Highuaf Policy• D.H.D.Roller.Perepoctivee , n the Oratory of
Solenoo and Technology (Oklahoma 1971) pp 99-123
5. W Hard (1926) p 374
6. i#,0,Hasaali, How Thar Lived«An anthol rar of Original 4ccounto
wr tten before U35T(Oxford 19S2)np 77-8
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the bishop of Ch chest r from his agent asks that he send his long
cart to collect provisions and cloth bought on his behalf at Winch¬
ester Fair,because the snail carta are busy since *the ti e of
7 a
sowing s at harid'. Secondly eoaxaon law in 'fegland required that
3
aain highways be kept on a state of repair. Any destruction or
obstruction of the king's highway,which included not only roads of
strategic importance but also roads leading to ports and market towns,
9
was an offence against the king. Any tampering was illegal and this
included the building of new roads where old ones were blocked,
lonasteries played a particular role in keeping the .aoans of com iuni-
cation between houses open.Indulgences wore frequently granted for
th building and repair of roads and bridges both for those who did
the nhysieal work and tboso who paid,^® dork was grequently under¬
taken in return for prayers for the aoul.Grants of land given by the
king froa the ninth century onwards were freed fr a all responeib11ities
except for too tr i nodn ecossi tna:reoair of bridges and highways,
castle building and aiiitaxy ser ees. ilHoads were widened and
repaired at the king's pleasure for reaso; s of state security and
13
for s-crt# " Steps were lateen to clear bushes and hedges to prevent
highway rob ery.The statute of W,nchoster of 13 Sward i says in
chapter 5 that...'if by th© default© o? the lord,that wil not ataoyie
toe dyko,undorwoode or bushes in the saner aforssayde,a y robberies
oydono therein,the lorde shalbo answerable for toe felony.And if airder
dona, the /
. ,
7. F.Bisher Unwinyfediny&J V-I. ,9^066-1 TSoTftbtforrt 1903)p 251
fhe letter (fetes to 1330*s A parallel night be seen perhaps in
Jane Austen's fensfield ark where diss Crawford cannot f'nd a
cart bo trans ort her harp and Is told by Ed .unci tout 'you couli
not tie expected to have thought of the subject before,but when
>ou do think of It,you must see the inoortunce of ©fcting in the
grass', quoted by Hassall p 73
3. Calendar of Close Rolls 1360-44(1909)35 'Award 111 n.l5d p 235
9. EborPid Rogers h. p 654
10.flower (I915)0anon C.^ordowort.;.1441tah 1 re Archaeological and
ha tugal.lM story 'feg.XK'; lll(Devises 1913-14)pp 15-33
li Chancer lies Sew derles 11,LX1X,5C V Douglas English Historical
^ocu.rten (London 1955)1,35,93,p 603
12.ualenrhr of telsh lolls H © (London )1273,6 Edward 11 p 164 1283
11 Edward 11 p 274,1291 p333 Chancery of inquisitions iisc.ll
1307-49,no.27,file 63,1303
13.C.C, . 1360-4 p 235,1369-74 p 592.
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the lord shall take a fine at the k tig's pleasure and If the
lord be not able to oil the underwoodes tho country shall aide
bin herein', Iodic to®'s were made apt Inst those who failed in
their obligation to keep the highways open,
hirdiy, while many roads wore metalled,
many wor 1 also paved, particularly in tho four oenth eon ry.
After this period, pav o* m and paved s ree 0 a pea in the
ilium'nations « ^ Worcester Triory had cartloads of riving
stones entered In the records for 14.>7, I'here aro, ioreover,
15
frequent reference# to starostretns'a the records, th ugh this
may mean a q arry road rather t an a road paved with st its#
16
fcreet cleaners operated in London by 1730, A road
sweeper In th ward, of est C oap, London, is mentioned In 1299
and in 1364- official inspectors or1 soaviffsjsoars'. irctual roaoval
of rub ish in 14th century London was done by rakers, in
"o 'entry an official cart r was supposed to r?cei a Id, from each
17
hall and |d, fron each shop in 1426, Though there wore ruts probably,
this wos not altogether prohibitive of vehicles. Vehicles anaged
to travel despite ruts in streets, at Pompeii for example and in
nineteenth century foglasd, ho s rength of tho road depends
Largely on tho quality of the subgrade, so tha its load carrying
capacity is decided more by tha nature of tho soil than tho top
1 '
dressing. Vehicles could always be diverted into the meadows
to avoid bad stretches of road, he idea o impassable roads in
"n,gland, ste:ss not r.o audi from contemporary evidence but from
19
the idea that unco the roads were bad in the eighteenth century
they must have been so much wors • in the middle ages, xtra
carriage weight (of up to four tons) and more fr quently used roads
certainly contributed to the bad conditions of tho 1700'a but
this is not to say that roads of tho 1400's were equally as
dilapidated.
14. Singer et al 11 figs,477,478,R.J.Forbes (1955)1 amilton (1910)
15# Dorothy ihitelock (I930)p 41 ® 53
16. Forbes (1955)
17. Has®11 (1962) p 711
18, Joberraan (1966)
19, fhorold Rogers IV p 693
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Fourthly,it. would ba impossible to deny
that there were difficult routes, 1 lustrations show grass-
covered roads and stretches of air© with vehicles and draught horses
bogfed down. 20 In Prussia, the arl of !Derby's accounts
recorded th fc 'pro caragie domini in le Wyldrenesse at quid
caruc-a non potuer nt ulterius transire* . moreover after the
whole expedition had crossed the Stygian Alps, the iron bound
ft
tiros had to be repaired. In England, the poor condition of
the road between ayttoley and its parish church of Bolt, a
distance of about two alias, was recorded in the papil
registers. '* It cannot, furthermore, be denied that some
stretches of road ware neglected, f on© picks any county at
random some of the local roads "would be floded not least
because the ditches ware not cleaned out. in Berkshire, for
example, the road from Basingstoke to Reading was impassable
due to flooding and the abbot of Reading was indieted.in 139 U
'he road to Ghols y was in the sa se condition. The Garford road
in th© Hundred of wantage between arford and Gildenbrlgge was
muddy by default of the tow- of Gsrford. The Gouthcot ditch
caused the flooding of the rood betweon Hewbury a d -ie t wodhay,
while the Sta fford rood ran with water wh'eh mould have been
drained by the Faringdon Hundred ditch wbdc should ha-o boon
29
cleaned n the name of the prioress of A esbury. Hie worst
record is of the high road between Stoneha and Otterbourne,
Hamoshire, which was so flooded in winter that none could pass
Of.
without danger :f drowning, loreovor roads were often
20. for exn pie British Library Jloane 2474, towe 54 fol.22
21. Derb' accounts 50/25, 203/3?
22. W. . Hiss J. . ihenl 'w.Ca.lendar of «>al Registers and
Lettore 7 1396-1404{London 1904) X Boniface IX 1400
23. Flower (1915) p 3
24. ibi& 11 p 271
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blocked by deliberate action. In the Highvorth Hundred Rolls,
There fifty four sa pioa of ploughing, dig -ing or general
obstruction of the highway between 1275 and 1237. wlaarly,
Fitzherber *3 instructions as to the maintenance of a road in
'P^
1534. wore long overdue. Howe- r, all thosd ems iplsc case from
records of indictments in the -manor courts. 'Just as the police
news paints an unrelieved picture of crime, the cases inevitably
give the impression of universal decay'. ;ihe3e references are
indications of a will to keep them passable ra her than
evidence of their evil condition. A sense of proportion must be
mints ined.
Fifthly, while a great deal of study has been
made as the construct on and the routes of Roman roads -
27
•Surgery for em pie, has t mead 7319 miles in Britain — little
study especially in the field, as been done on medieval highways.
Certain steps have been taken in North Yorkshire to conduct a
survey using local history groups to record methodically
references to road use, route, natural resources, topographical
data, historical information and to walk likely medieval roads.
However, one wonders about he value of such a survey which is
based upon the premise that 'all com-ercial transport was by
pack animal*. ^
Finally, perhaps the answer lies in the
actual conception of what a read is. Unlike Flower or even Belloc
we should not forgot that a road Is not just a physical entity.
Crump, in considering attempts to truce the 'Pilgrims* May'
between Winchester and Canterbury.He called it *a fond thing
grounded upon no certain warrant/ of history and so intrinsically
pQ
absurd that it was not worthy of criticism'.
25. B.Farr, "ho Highuorth Hundred Rolls.W11tshire Arehaeologica1
and Natural History Society,Records X) 1,X>11 (19&6-19&3)
26. Flower, (1915) 11 xviii,Skeat (l832)p 81-2 \
27. Ivan D. targery Roman Roads in 3rltaIn (London i%i, '313
28. uest onnaira compiled by tee Yorkshire archaeological
ociety 1963.
291 Crump 'The ilgrimo Way'History XXI (1936)pp .22-33
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Yet the Pilgruns* •ay appearn to be an accepted medieval route.
In considering the much raisunderstooci history of medieval roads,
it aay be of sore use to forget nape and concentrate cm roads as
a combination of conveniences both political and social - of
places to stay on route, gmrantees of safe conduct, avoidance
of duties, T' ose are the Mads affected by political conditions tore
than bad conditions and poor harnessing. These are the roads that
car. easily bo changed in toe face of adverse conditons.
?09.
CHAPTER rim"p : Ti U3P OF AlL' L I) V13UCL i; BY THE ARLff.
The use of wheeled vehicles for military
purposes by the central government, Is one of t e most constant
functions, particularly of wagons throughout the middle ages.
There may be two possible va/s to use a vehicle in this way, for
offensives and as support. The contrast between the middle ages
which saw the larg st number of vehicles used for the carriage
of supplies, and prehistory which used larger numbers of chicles
as nsfcruments of war, is not entirely clear cut but does to some
extent exist.
The ancient chariot with its psychological
rather than practical effect, Inheriting tee <i*ys erious,
1
preatigaous qualitity of the horse, was used in the east as a
mobile fighting platform and in Tturope as a means of trans orting
2
the warrior into the field to fight In hand to tend combat.
However, the chariot as an instrument of war disappeared from
Europe after the third century and from Britain and relard
some time after the ninth. Vehicles were U3ed in medieval armies
primarily for suppli s. However, it should be noted that
'wegonburgs* defensive armoured battle cars are recorded by
Aeneas Sylvius as being used by the Hussites as Late as the
fif eanth century. ^
The organisation of supolios was not a tonic
which concerned the medieval chronicler. The rocords, however, do
indicate that an army sometimes took, equipment with then sometixses
not. reissart describing the Scottish campaign of 132? says that
the Scots dispensed with equipmen and the nglish left their
suDplies at Durham. ^ However, his description of Edward 111*3
1. Anders "n~fl96iT
2. Powell (1963)
3. Cterle3 Oman The Art of Wag in the 'diddle Ages (London 1923)
4. Hewitt, fhe Dlac* Prince's xr.edition 1355-57 12 ols.
( Ranches tor 1953) p 31,
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force at Calais In 1359, record 6,000 carts which followed
the king's column and extended over two leagues, carting
stoves, mills, all necessary sup lies, e also says that up to
500 men with sondes and sx-es wont in front of the carts to clear
5
away the thickets and give then easier passage. Between those
two extreme, the nor al campaign called for transport of armour,
arrows, horseshoes, nails, food, wine, artillery ^ and the
7
ransportetion of the spoils of victory or of the injured.
However, sumptsrs also appear in the accounts.
Tr.es© are most frequently used for the transportation of money
3
which is only rarely carted by vehicle. tn time of peace,
soney for the king's works arrived in this way.
On foreign campaigns cart® and wagons were
hired to swell the numbers of those brought from homo. Hiere
are also records of the purchase of barehide or canvas - he
medieval tarpaul n - to prot ct supplies. Armour was generally
carried by cart but nor tally in barrels where it cleaned itself
by moving around in the mixture of oil and sand which filled the
9
barrels. Boats are recorded by William of tyre as having been
dismantled and taken on currus and olaus ;.ra across the desert,
in ©1094. 10
Finally vehicles were often sed to impress.
The entourage of Hiehard In France in 1250 for exainle, Included
five wagons and fifty sumpters. Socket's procession ;n Paris in
5. C.T.Allsand A Society at War-.The Fxoerlenc* of England and
France during thejiufidred Years ?iq£ (Ed infourgjh 1973/
6. Hewitt fl953) 3 tenton (1957) Cockerell,Ja iss and «oulkes (1927)
7. Hewitt (1953) p 47,I'rajan's f-oluran, Aur@li.an r'olu in reliefs
for example.
3. FRO PICO, /55/7.He itt (1953) p.35
9. Derby Accounts 92/17,49/10,130/17,190/21-3,191/4.
10.W iliam of Tyro A History of Deeds beyond the Ses.Babcock
and Krey (New York 1943)111,' 1.
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1150 ted a large number of vehicles# ^ The use of wagons arid caitts
for display see s to have had a long history. Certainly It may be
traced at least to the tensa and carpenta of the Rosea period,
if not to the wagons and carts found in prehistoric graves,
from tba econd alllenium 8#C.
Leaving aside function, it might be useful
to consider where th sq veh cles came fro a, Although so ie were
hired, lost were requisitioned from the Hundreds or from the
monastic estates and granges, lb© sheriff and officers appointed
by the crown were responsible for the purveyance of supplies
and the nma ©ring of the means of tra ns or ,« During the ca .paigns
12
of course, carts and wsgons were taken from the enemy# After
the truce wh ch ended th© Scottish ca mpaign, though the
vehicles were returned (1323), regular payments are still
recorded for many of the carpenters who were hired at 4d* per day#
The r new duties included not the care of engines and other
strategic repairs, but th© maintenance of the Household
13
vehicles and taking part in th© king's works#
11# latfchew Paris V p 97
12# Hewitt (1953) PRO K10i/23/3,l 372/201 pf Pteteqt
Soils (1313-17, 1333-7,Bain Calendar o Documents relatlc
to Scotland p 39?
13. 'fio FlOl/303/4, 101 469/3, ooWty ol -;ntiq^iarios 1> 12
out Cte otors p 352.
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CHAFT A FOUR s HO S "HOLD V'dUCtPS.
The most frequent use of transport by the
central government was for the move ent of an Itinerant court#
All clashes travelled for a variety of reasons but the medieval
economy demanded the constant novo iont of the household of the
Icing and the great landlords as a method of profiting by the
products of sea tered estates. The entry nihil remanent#
recorded at Winchester after a v ait by the king Is eloquent
enough.
As far as ear: be seen fro r the records, each
individual department of the household had at least one caret a
and two carters, while those depar rents which dealt specifically
with provisions like the kitchen a id the buttery, had Ion-nap
carectao# There "s a clear distinction be ween the two types of
veh cle in the household doeumen ts but Just wha t this
distinction was in tor is of aornhology is unknown# There is no
evidence to suggest that a fon.ga caretta might be a wagon. It
3eea3 more Likely that it was a car with side and roar ladders
to increase loading capacity# The normal number of horses for
each vehicle appears to have been three,though nulos from the
2
poorsgo of Case »ny have also been mentioned in the LpCG.
Ordnances for th 1'hotel of Philippe de Valois show a similar
number of carts per department and grans charettes for the
kitchen# An ordnance of WdmvA 11 lays down that there should bo
3
twenty charett S for the h usehold offices#
The llarshall, perhaps originating from the horse
ox* Prankish pre Conquest office of C taliera, was in nominal charge
of the stables. ^ However, the 1313 ordinance for the household
TTSjCf^STftoll of the Blahenrlc ot
(London 1903)
2. LQCG p 77-9,127,185.
3# Tout Chapters p 35? ff
4. L.-ULarson T»T K<nTgf ^ kigland before tha Merman
Conquest,bulletIn of "nlvorstty of Wisconsin History leries
11 (19041 pp 55-204, .3.Robertson anglo-Saxon Charters
(Cambridge 1929) - Stowe Cfearter 4"> Cotton Utellius D Vll,30
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appointed the chiaf usher as superintendent of trans ort for
the wardrobe, The subusher was res onsible for guarding it on
ita travels, rhe porter of the war irobe had to carry the coffers
and other aarneya to and from tho carts, load and unload, while
during the journeys in open country, he kept the ni^ht watch,
being paid an add tional daily wage of 2d. to bring his ss lary
up to 4d. per day. Beneath these officials were large '•.umbers
5
of valets and grtmm» Only one other of ficial is especially
named as being important in em: action with the trv. s ortat to
of the household, namely the valet arnaeur, the vet and the
farrier. ^
Loaded with all the necessary equipment,
elate, tapestries, furniture, furnishings,beds and food for
the joum ys, toe household carts also transported th^ state
records not only on special occasions such as the transference
of the exchequer documents between York arid Westmins er in the
1300*s but also the nor al records of the business transactions
7
of the household.
Carts were also hired,especially while on
campaign. Sums for such provision were disbursed by toe
g
ostiari 3 garijerobae to individual owners.
Personal transport was uncoism n, however,
accord ng to he LQCG the quern h d a currus, wito silk cushions
9
and nevenfl. litters. A:? far ac the ami:: no iburr. of tho household
were concerned only Infirmity pre ented then from perform'ng the
greater oart of the long excursions in the saddle. It was only
in the fourteenth century that earring 's bee. mo truly fashionable.
5. iUet^^l^rnrml^tT^Un"i953hLK la* (1972) p 276 "
6. F.J.Furnlrall. Bdward 11* a H usafaold and the we-tmtna er
hrdnance %aucor society (1376 London) p
7. W11lard (1926) p 246ff
3. PRO 101/350/25-6.
9. LQCG n 77-9,127,135.
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CHAPT B PI?'-' t IBTSRMTIOKAL IRA
The conduct of business by the thirteenth
century, required the development of service?* to rans xirt goods
particularly to and from the fair sites. On so m r utes, pack
animals might be the only mean3 of trans ort and the vectuarli,
the Genoese professional freighters kept horses for this task.
As a rule, however, carectae carried tee bulk of goods from the
Alps to Champagne and northern FXirope in the thirteenth century.
these vehicles were not substantially
different fro 3 noml agricultural vehicles and records of local
transport show teat carriage was in large part undertaken by
local people. However, use of local cart rs -was seasonal and
regular traf ic on the main trade routes was in tee hands of men
who specialised In teo business of transport. On tee c ntlnent
it was not uncommon for whole rural areas to run cart'rig
services such as carriers from Alsace who car ad wool to landers,
and carters from Lorraine who carried on the Brabant route
south and carriers from Basra who worked the routes from
Toulouse to the nor hern seaboard. The vectuarii wore important
in the carriage of goods north to the south but not in tee other
direct o , acco panyl g goods fron tee north ro fairs to Italy
in tee thirteenth century. 1
Suaptera were far loss Important than wheeled
voh clea, being used 1 rgoly for p ecous cargo or llj#it articles
such as fish and spices. Seaborne and fluvial transport was
really tee only easible alternative to the use of a care to or
carrum but more of en they were used in conjunction.
1. Face (1959-60),
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CHAP f it JtX : LOCAL HAHORlAi, ffi^SPORT
Only a few general points can be made about
manor al tearisoort uhIch have not yet been brought forward in
the disc salon of the documents.
Firstly, there are no local professional
carters engaged in transport on the amor, 'hough carts are
sometimes hired they are hired from among the manorial servants
of the estates.
Secondly,for transport within the manor, most
of the work is done by service labour. Carting services are
rarely commuted. The amount of carting demanded of course,
varied, but one aay say generally that If a high money rent
was paid while tenants escaped th© mora obvious serf obligations,
namely boon work, which In carting terms would mean agrarian
tasks like harvest carriage and manure carrying, week work which
Included the major carting tasks stiLl h d to be performed.
As a rule transport and stock moving formed part of the labour
service due from the manors and the few records of hired carriages
often refer to exceptional commodities or distant places.
Thirdly, there was transport to the des'iesne
p
from outside. In genera I the more distant, -h«t more likelihood
of its being recorded.
Fourthly, a general suraey of costs of
3
carriage bo'.ween :he manors has been dra <n up by Thorold Rogers,
here 3eems little point in reproducing his results here.
Fifthly, though discussed in the previous
section, it might be useful to emphasise hero that the evidence
does not support Tonkins' conduct n tha t there were no dragons
in se until the advent of the Flemish spindle wagon in the
1. Lewis Thome, Idleva 1 Studies Xll fC; nbridge I960)
British Library Add 36501, Add Charter 7069?
2. Ball (1903) p.xviii-xix,
3. Thorold Rogers V p 700ff
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sixteenth century.
Sixthly, oxen c ntinue to be used for hauling
h<\ivy wagons around the farm. rhey aopear In western
illuminations throughout the period, Their usefulne s for all
heavy duty tasks cannot be denied, and when the horses were
busy with ha making or harvest, he arable work was continued
by the bullocks. This is true in Tbgland up to the early
twentieth century, ^
5, This apparently bad one drawback, the fact the oxen bee ne
very clock conscious and nothing would persuade thea to
work after their recognised ti.ae for finishing unless the
last run pointed for home. The Countr/man. Spring 1971 p 139
?17.
cihptr mm; t a; tr ns ■qhivvtio of building ur rul.
This la the only category where wo can bo
certain that the goods wore moved by use of wheeled vehicles.
Although building matorLi1 was also shipped, at son© stage in the
proceedings a wheeled vehicle took par'-. For this reason and
because the rocords do provide information on the use of wheeled
vehicles, It was thought necessary to treat the carriage of
building materials as a separate heading!
In the classical period, the largo public
and private building programmes laid s heavy burden on land
trans ort, mainly that of the state. Hie fheodoslan Code,
however, forbids the use of cursus oubllcua for the transporta¬
tion of marble for private purposes, '
The medio el building programme was also
large scale and may be seen to divide Into two distinct sections}
ecclesiastical and secular. The former is clearly a continental
phenomenon which England of course shared. However, the second
nay be best Illustrated, by the king's works in England.
'The fabrics of the churches were r ebuilt,
although taany of th >so were still seemly and needed no such care
ut ovary nation in Christendom rivalled with the other which
should worship in th seemliest buildings so that It was as if
the very world had shaken herself and cast off her old age and
p
wore clothing herself everywhere in a white garsen of churches.'
Marble was brought from Italy to Franco, However, It is not merely
the transportation of the material which is interesting but
the extraordinary religious phenomenon associated particularly
with the butiding of hartres whic:; focused on the 'cult of the
2
carts'. An allusion to thie new religious obsrrvanca ap ears in
1. f'harr (1952) / \
2. Oaoree Henderson Ctert-e. (Suffolk 1961), ..G.Holt \ Oooumen'ary
Hist r/ of rt lQiow "'ork. 195^,p 49-50
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in a latter of cll45 whore the archbiahop of Rouen describes
the dragging of tb© waggons and carts with *at rials for the
cathedral b - the people of Chartree. the move ten & which began
at Chartres •oread over the fie de France and Norland/. It has
bean described as a 'Pentecostal revival1 which affected all
classes of society* One of the most popular books of th: late
medieval period was the tirades of "ostre Dinme de Chartres
with incdents relating back to the 'cult of the carts' in
the lL40's. Naturally enough a c rtain prestige was enjoyed
by those caiheir&le visited by this spirit* Si-rllar clal is
were made for St. Denis by Abbot Sugar cll45. It seeas,however,
that this outburst of popular emotion, the cult of the carts
did not long survive the building of the towers of Chartres,
perhaps because of the disappro al of the authorities ^7 3]
Less sensational was the nglish royal
building programme in the thirteenth century. Stone was
of course the material most frequently carted. Wherever possible
use was aade of local quarries, provided that the stone was
suitable. Otherwise it wss transported for anything up to
twenty satlas, fro 1 quarry to site. Fh s was the oaso not only
for castle building but for building operations in private and
m >nastic houses also. S tone was trans orb d for abo it Id, per
mile. Among the other materials which were carted were sand,
(1,058 loads for 2l/2d.) chalk,(for 7d. oer day-ten carts
for five days to Winchester) bricks, (5 £or 6d. the
tho sand) water, (7d. per day oar cart) flint,(400 cartloads
for €l»6/-d.) charcoal, (200 cartloads 5/4-d.) a ,d timber. In
so ;e canes very large pieces of stone wore trans orbed sod
ale loyal Abbey records 127? two large pairs of iron bound
wheels for car s carrying heavy stomas. A Westminster Abbey
the abbot bought twenty great stones, each too big for one
cart. .There was also a transportation of resady made stones.
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For example In Nottingham there were carvers workshoas and n
1363 a ear-ring for Windsor required eighiy horses and ten
carts to transport it.
3
Firstly, therefore who net, the costs of
transportation? The pro is ion of latorials by the mason w 9 not
uncommon and transport of matsrlaXs sight also be part of bis
co t act. It is possible to distinguish four types of contract
according to what the contractors had to provide, na ely,
workmanship 1 workmanshin and stone: workmanship and carriage:
workmanship, carriage nd stone. Carriage could be considerable
if one taxes as an example Vale Royal Abbey where 14.,703 loads
were carted in the first year, with daily trips of ?0 miles
being mode by the carts, in the case of the building programme
of Edward 1, costs were paid by the exchequer.
The usual method of hiring teams and carters
was simoly to do so as required. In most oases toe quantities of
materials were too variable to keep teams and carters steadily
employed. If it was a royal project, the men were often pressed
into service or manorial servants might be called on. Sometimes
he carter- were paid by the trip, at a ra e of about 2d. per
mile for the ton load. Therefore, carts wore hired on a daily
basis. There was no restriction to the building programme because
of trans ort difficulties. On a few sites such ad Dover Castle,
the scale of work was such that some cart rs could be enpXoyed
over a longer period. At Vale Royal Abbey the maximum number of
3. Snoop and Jones, •'Tim English Medieval Quarry* in ScHR
(1933)pi7-37, Hassall, -heatley Records (Oxford 1956),
Knoop and Jones,'The Rise of the Mason Contractor*,
Archaeological Touraal XXIV Dp 56-3, The Bolsover Castle
Building ccount, is uathor Coronato^um XL1X (1936),
'Ceo le Building at Beaumaris and Caernarvon in the Early
Fourteenth Century* ,^n:;ucUaii2 ,qf.toa_uatuor.jlqrana1ii
Lo ga XL (193'/ pp -4-4.7, ' ha Evolution of Masonic
Organisation*.ibid XLV (193?) pp 267-301,'The First Three
Years of the Building of Vale Royal Abbey* 127-3-30* • ibid
XL1V (1931) pp 5-«47,'Some Notes on three Early Documents
relating to %sons'.ibid XL1V (1931) pp 223-235
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carters employed at any one late was forty eight as conpered
with sixty four j&sons and seventy diggers, t irteen carpenters
and the same nunber of smiths, "he craftsmen were beought from
all over the country, but carters and diggers were normally nor©
likely to be local nen, At Vale Royal Knoop and Jones r ached the
following estimate that of the 261 oart rs, %% were local as
compared to 85% of the L4Q diggers, 35/ of the 35 quarryac®,
50 of the eareenters, 50% of the smiths and 5 to 10% of the
131 masons, ^
Finally at Vale Royal and Caernarvon, soae of
the masons were to be found su splenenting fcholr earnings by
hiring out carts, -is is also the case with some of the
carpenters and smiths. There vers not many craftsmen to be
found supplementing their incomes by carting, but enough to
show that the practice was not entirely unknown. Since about
ninety er cent of highly skilled tasona moved from job to job,
the fact that so .e of the mere highly aid possessed horses and
carts and utilised thane for freighting, suggests the manner
in which they and their families moved about the c .untry.
A. Knoop and Jonas (1931) pp 504~7
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CONCLUSION
The theme of this thosls tharofor©, has boon
t the recast nv of previous classifiestory and chronological
schemes with regard to wheeled vehicles, and harnessing, and to
exa - n© how they were used to the slxteonth century, it is fair
to say that states rata are often repeated without a thorough
examination of available evidenoe. The first aim of the thesis
has been therefore, to examine previous assumptions and to
deter a no how accurate earlier studies have b en.
^ ' tad level transport thus owed little to Roman pre¬
cedents may be examined. The study of pictorial representations
os the Roman period and of medieval illuminebed manuscripts
has shown that, with the exception of the railed wagon or
cart, there is general continuity in the range of vehicles in
use from the Roman to fche ledieval period, hot only la there
c ntinuity with the Roman period, but also with the prehistoric
period. The main forms of vehicle namely, tilt carta and wagons
and box carts and wagons are co n ion to all thro®, Only one
vehicle - the ancient chariot - which is In basic form only a
box cart, is lost in the n'ddie ages, but may be regarded as
hiving been replaced to some extent by the pageant wagon.
However, there I3 one factor whic has not changed and that is
that It is not possible, wha ever the period, to taxe vehicle
name3 frca the documentary sources and fit them to graphic
representations. This may be pssiblo for toe Roman period only
with the terms blg% and quadriga and perhaps for the term
Carpsntua where it is taxen to mean a ceremonial vehicle. The
variation in specialised terns for the medieval period becomes
s slier, since the words teim.caroentu,a.cislum.ollentua.
petorrHaim.essedua.bannuB a 0 lost and the vehicle name Carruoa
is appl;pd almost without exception to the plough. This
1. I.e fchbon (19'2) p 179-/20.
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simplification In terminology provides 1 :-ss opportunity for
isolating special characteristics which might than be applied
to vehicle repreoentat ons.
There is one important break in continuity,
however, which is ono of attitude :*ather then technology,
na >oly th • feet that vehicles were considered to have some sort
of religious significance in the earlier period, hence their
appearance in graves and at sacred festivals# In th® medieval
period wagons and carts becone objects of sham® and disgrace.
The bull cart of the derovingians and the Gaaberg ship burial
are Derhaoa remnants of th earlier traditi n. This medieval
attitude Is broken only with the twelfth century soclo-religious
'cult of the cart*. Personal travel in ehicles did not become
acceptable until the modern period# In the irehsfcoric period
to ride was godly, In the Roman to ride was suave, provided
one's ©hide was fast, in all senses of the word# in the middle
ages It v s a disgrsc® punishable by loss of krdghtho >d.
This is a fundamental difference between the medieval adearlier
periods which has not yet been fully acknowledged.
'(harneosing and shoeing) ... mad© possible
the widespread application of horses to heavy transport duties'.
However, Leighton envisaged this as being medieval. * The middle
ages proved that heavy ma rials did not have to move slowly1#
ot efflcien harness and the iron horseshoe without a doubt,
aided the development, of a rap d, more practical f rm of land
trans ort. n the first place, the achievements of oxen draught
should never ba underrated# However, it is possible, in fact,
likely, that the swifter transport of which Leighton speaks is the
product of the Roman period and was achieved by the fourth century.A#D.
ilea Noettma has emphasised that the introduction
of efficient harness ng did for the ele onth century was the
steam engine d d for the nineteenth# He believed that the
improvement In vhd 'iiropean economy in the eleventh century was
linked to the introduction of horses for arable work# Roman dates
for a rational baraeasin.. sfstm upsets Deo Noettee hypothesis.
STUbSt :UighwT'(19-/2) pT^
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Mo stark economic contr ast ©slats between the classical and Dark
Ago periods and the middle ages, dust as it La dangerous to bese
gr nd oss general satIons of the state or medieval knowledge
on on© piece of evidence, he It archaeological or hiatozdJ&l, so
one should be extremely wary of aits ptlng to explain major
economic luctuattons in toras of one improvement in one s hore
of fcnowledg . inventive ab lit/ is extramely variable. Ore must
agree with Bertrand GLlle when he says that 'in the history of
human intellect, the history of technology is perhaps the one
3
moat lacking in logic'• The uhola topic of transport with its
wide scope of evolution, specialisation, diversity in design and
f notion, to only given coherence by the fact that it can bo seen
ss 'un cerfe.LaJ12!ttbm.l§, s^utioso lrdHflifWf WB fclg§ ftflfll
aHJBSfiklliesJl'jSgElsalftlWM -d® .dlal&ast1 • 4 *»« auat abandon
any idea of liner, r progress. Tat this idea is highly valued in one
society and tends to Influence our historical thinking no matter
hoy much we deny it. The ancients were not affected fay technologi¬
cal determineti n and were prepared to o careful 'Lest gold be
reducei to the value of lead'. F mdr mental influences in
determining the introduction or' teclnicai i-unrwe•••en s are not
so much Increadod profits but environmental factors Ilka terrain,
soil quality, isolat'on fr m tecimical experts and si le economics.
Such factors exist Independently of inventive ability.
cIt certa inly sea as ana or the paradoxes of
history that in spited of the theoretical brilliance of the Stdics,
Peripatetics or Solid's geometrical insight or the remarkable
ingenuit of the Alexandrian/Deehanica - all an who c uld
differentia «, systematise and compile - the ancient western
world never succeded In solving tho problem of harnessing horses
efficiently.
3. jjQQ volution of Science edited by detxaux and Crouz t,




orhapa of course they did not try'. It Is hard to believe that
such a -statement co Id be made in the fact of go much evidence to
r,he contrary, Renreaentati © evidence demonstru ©a a wide degree
of experimentation throughout the late Roman oar tod and the
achieve lent of the rigid horse col ar by the f urth century.
There la evidencd for efficient harnessing from North Africa which
shows the modern harn ss in use and Bui let has provided supporting
evidence for its orlg n in the camel harness in us® In the north
of that continent from a ry early period. Such evidence is
similar to that previously put forward for the presence of modern
harnessing in ancient China and lastem Europe. However, the
larg; number of western European representations show ng varying
for 10 of eq 'id tern so and the few which show probable hard
collars are sufficient to indicate that an origin for rational
harnessing need not e sought elsewhere. It las, moreover, been
said that efficient equine harness had to await the better
understanding of the anatomy of the domesticated animal.
Textual evidence, howevar, shows a high degree of sophistication
of the understanding of oquid anatoay and ve erinary ledic ne. It
would, be fair bo say that Talon, Chlr-ti, Ilero'Chilua, '.r I stratus
and Vegit'us or even Columella, V rro or Cato had a sound
knowledge of the way a horse should be cared for ad leans of
treating a variety of its ailments,
•The benefice nce of technology re ma nss an
axiom of the west1. This is of course hardly acceptable. T ©
ll«-four?ded conceit of such statements has bean clearly
demons rated by the results,of the great survey of the
achievement of eastern civilisation which spann eery branch
of science and technology. It mus be concluded that the east
enjoyed its share in the*beneficence*. However, the tremendous
work wh ch has been done on oustm technology should not be
5. Needham (1965) IV 11
6. (1975) pp.194-7
7. Lynn . hi e (19<P)
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allowed to overbalance intarpretat ions. The creatively
submissive role which has bean envisaged for the Slavic
peoples of the sixth century is unnecessary, at least in
terms of the transmissIon of technological developments on land
transport and related spheres."ha Chinese achievements cannot be
denied! bu like those of the Celts of the prehistoric period,
they must not be allowed to d tract from the achievements of the
Roman and medieval crafts an or worse to loom so large in any
exposition of evidence that they distort the picture entirely.
he Roman reliefs are as early as any evidence presented for
Ch na* The ling istlc evidence of Haudricourt wh eh for years
has stood as the certain c nfirmation of Heedhan's claims,for
the eastern origin of the horse collar has boon completely
discredited by the fact that the camel hanness from wh ch his
words are derived is not of the type which could easily be
reversed to form a padded triangular retype collar. It now seems
as if eastern ca el harness was affected by the invention of the
rigid collar and not the other way round, bdorn ham diing
as far as the evidence stands at the moiaen , was ach eved by at
least the fourth century A.D., a roduct of long experimentation
by Roman technologists.However, older forms of equld barn ssirg
do continue into the medieval and modern per'ods. t night be
noted in passing that whereas today It is taken for granted that
the horse collar is the most efficient, humane oeans of equid
draught, last century there was some argument as to the greater
efficiency of the breast strap. With harnessing as with may other
aspects of trans ort technology, it is personal preference based
on personal experience and particular need which is Important
rather than any definitive theories about which is mechanically
best.
One point which It is important to emphasise is
2?6.
that earlier theori ••> as to the achievement of the classical
world in the sphe e of trans ort technology were base.! to a
large extent upon prejudice, Dee floettes* study was not only a
major contribution to the history of all aspects of ©quid draught
but also the history of slavery* The result - the standard work
on ancient transport - is subtitled a 'contribution to the history
of slavery*. His thesis in this and in folio ing works such as
U Coquet© do la force betrice niaalo st la ueaUon^&e
ilmiisasa k'-^frwn,' was that
the mention of the collar harness was the primary factor in the
disapoearance of the institution of slavery, Although historians
litis fere "loch o into J o t that tho chronology did not quit©
fit Dos Hoettes theory, their criticisms did not affect the
con-rorse argument that while inefficient harness In • did not
causa the decline of slavery, the institution prevented its
In onfcion. This was the theory which influenced heighten when
he implied t,h tho Romans did not contribute to ltdleva 1
technology in any way. This was the impress:on given by 'leedham
when he stated tba the ancients did ot achieve efficient
harnessing because they did not even try. The belief in the
abundant resources of manpower which the ancient world ted access
to, the power to put thousands sous lo jouu if msalve tractive
effort was needed, has been completely discredited by Burford's
work on h©avy transport in antiquity, There can be little doubt
that manpower was used, but th fact that this hampered the
achievement of aq Id harnessing for constant draught work is
nonsense, t is no longer oosaible to see the damns as
unInventive and slave-ridden. The fact that their draught
achievements do not compere to modern standards should not detract
fro tii© fact that th ?y invited modern harnessing or at least
.©re aware of toe concept behind it, the need to have toe point
3, Bulletin da 1'Association do Franc© pour 1'Advancement das
Sciences LV1 (1927)
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of troetion at the shoul era and away fro i the throat, To this
achievement, the soiloval technician aided only the separate haaea
piece and the swingle bar,
'he achievements of the medieval wagonwrlghts
in understanding vehicle undercarriage have in the past been under-
estlm ;d, because of the longstanding belief that the Dark
Ages ->as a period of turbulence, destruction and degeneration,
Historians such as southern ha -e augg -Sffelt ut views of this
nature regard ng Medieval society were alataken. 1 would suggest
that an far as da elocraicnts in vehicle construction are concerned
th's view is mistaken, particularly when It Is taken as
Indicative of the whole state of medieval inventiveness: The
general belief that the pivot*! front axle was known In prehistory
but lost during the Dark Ages to b redlacov red only in the
fifteenth century is no long r acceptable. Prehistoric vehicles
have b en reconstructed on little evidence, They are not
acceptable. Yet the most recent publication of information about
wheeled vehicles, rs L'ttauar's paper Hoca Car-rings of Chariots
.TaanwKflBAg^AHl^ggJfengojyyi 9 simply refers
to the fact that th rs are ancient vehicles that do have articulating
forecarriagos and q ote Klindt-Jensan as her source without
questioning the nature of his evidence, tra.Lltiauer cannot be
crtticked for this because she is sl'tply folio-ing accepted
beliefa. The opinion persists however, not simply because
historians are basing their work upon th woric of others,without
examining the foundations of their evidence, but b cause many
believe it is inco ceivabie thut a wagon could operate without
a pivot d front axle. Until it is pro'ed otherwise, we are forced
3. ^ogae-Uncs <£ .tho JrehU.^ie Joe XXlll(V^ op 2A3-.3
p,257,K1ind t-Je sen op clt (1950)f?gq,59.60
H wevor she docs question the pivot from borrow Ut grave
7 n the Kslymk A.3.S.R.(1974) op 26-27.
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to conclude that it did. without the support of too prehistoric
m erial it was necessary to reco aider the case for a Roman
pivoted front axle. While the textual evidence docs sugrest fciiat
it is not beyond the bounds of ossibility, that the Romans knew
about articulation, the pos tion as ye is ambiguous,
Until furth r supporting evidence i3 put forward, it is more
accurata to nee articulation as the innovation of too medieval
pert'd, 'he evidence for articulation id the fourteenth century
is entirely convincing. Lynn /hi-e's claim for a tenth century
pivot is entirely acceptable, if one also is prepared to overlook
rthe probl as of his source namely the accuracy of the illustration,
it entirely depends upon the standards wh chone is prepared to _
tolerate. The ilniature is in falmasa no worse than those
of a later pefciod wh ch many scholars are prepared to accept
as (((presenting articulated vehicle*. It is puazl ng therefore,
why so mny are not pr pared to accept this miniature in spite
of its early dace. It Is orhaps possible that e should reject
the all. However, too only secure evidence of pivoting comes
from the four eenth century so at least it possible to nave a
terminus post quam. The important factor in the acceptance of a
■ied:eve 1 lata for both articulation and suspension s of course
the bearing which it has upon attitudes towards medieval
technology. The Increase m too use of vehicles in western
B rope for both carting and personal trans ort a v ry clear.
So too is the beginning of the change In attitudes with which
contemporaries viewed riding in a vehicle. One cann t help but
draw the c ncluai n tha toe two are somehow linked. The
fundamental modifications n carriage design and sophistication
in hsrne sing techniques were products of the skill of the
wag avrighfcs and saddlers of toe middle agpg. "his is a far cry
from regreosidn.
The only area where medieval regression
my perhaps be seen is In the art, of wheclvrighting, though
e-en this is not entirel clear. While there Is vory little
Change in typos of wheel available, the middle ag a ujred
exclusively abrakes to tire their wheels while the lore
sop isticatod process of sin le piece hooped tire# appears
to have been unknown. However, stroking oroducea just as useful
an end product so perhaps the idea of rcgrens on is unjustified.
Account rolls offer evidence as to the na .ure and construction
of medieval wheels but not unfortuna aly wo d t pe. Solid,
e oked,bound, nboun •, cheap and expensive wheals all had a place
in the transportation of the manor. Dishing does not become part
of the 'Pirooean wheelwright • s repertoire of skills until the
late f fteenth or sixteenth century. It is moreover the only
technological drvclopaen where an exclusively eastern origin
is indicated by the evidence.
As far as manorial vehicl s are concerned,
several conclusions amy be reached. Firstly a manor by and large
took car® of its own carting.Professlocal cart rs are seen
primarily on building s tes or in the departments of royal or
noble ho seholds where they are expected to be 'resolute,
experiences, equable not choleric, learned and skilful in tee
art of loading, carting arid carrying... to make ready and
repair trappings, ©quioment and the ona L fittings connected with
the cpregtae...to lie down with tee horses belonging to his cart".
On the manor in contra? , it would appoar that moat tenants owned
a cart or wagon and wore prepared to do carting duties. As well
as private serv cos owed, which wore seldom commuted, the manor
had 'ts own certs, the spare parts of which wore entered on the
reeve's account roll, ? naliy while c sts for medieval manorial
vehicles b em high, they f ri only a "ory small part of tee
expenses of the manor, Land trans ort was a very essential
part of t o runu ng of the manor and was crucLal to its economy.
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♦In the seventh century waterway travel was
aora cot ion owing to deficiencies both of techniques and ovate
organisation*. In short even a all boa s iade possible th
transport of far .10re aerchandis© than could be carried by curt
especially s noo techniques in harnessing remained very primitive,
? 10
as we .know, up to the end of the tenth century. This
statement embodies all p >vious opinions as to the viability of
land transport in the early middle ages. Harnessing has already
been dealt with. However, the final criticism, and in the ays
of most hictor ans the ultimate judgement of land transport in
the medieval period was that it j*q badly organised, and because
of the atate of the roads unable to compete at any level with
other forms of t anspoet* 'his is simply unacceptable,
didence shows taat lend transportation nas always competed
successfully with waterway carriage, in fact wl isouthland
carriage to complete the nltial sago in the journey,fluvial
trans ort wo Id often have bean impossible, dor over when w©
think, in torus of land transport, it Is carts and wagons to which
we should look and not the pack animal. Jumpters have never boon
a viabl e alternative to wheeled vehicles accept for light,
precious cargo vs. ividmce shows frequent use of vehicles for
carriage during &he Ro an period and on into the middle ages
w*th the proi'e sional carter and carting cervices being well
est blished by the beginning of the thirteenth century. Carts
appear to have carried commonly a ton but If a team larger than
two or three horses were used the load wss proportionally
increased. Hera the influence of the great fairs of the north
cannot be denied as having a stimulating affect on the carrying
trade. While land transport my have been more costly than
waterway transport, in roportion to the actual cost of
producing the com1nodi ties It was possibly 133S than it is today,
iiot only was transport by land frequently used for international
10. Phrupp 0. .The History of Couches (i,onion 1077)
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and local trade, It was also used for spec la11nod tasks such as
the moving of building mat rials, the distribution of army
supplies, the carriage of the itinerant government, its household
goods and records. Finally, the assumption that medieval transport
was affected by the deterioration In the Roman system of roads is
based upon a mistaken conception of what actually constituted a
road or trade routs and a wrong interpretation of the infor mation
gt -en by one particular type of record. The evidence for negl ot
of stratehes of medieval highway is drawn largely from indictments
recorded in the manor courts. One kind of concluai n only my be
drawn from records such as these, if toe evidence is interpreted
fairly, it is possible to maintain that toe roads wsro adequate
to support an officiant lani transport ayste i» foxvsover ' armor
theses have not taken into account toe nonphyslcal aspect of a
road, ti e political and social network which was extreiely
flexible. While it is impossible to nr. ntain the history of toe
land carriage has een one of uninterrupted advancemen , it Is
possible to see a general continuity and a slow Increase t the
use of wheeled -chicles for carriage,
Tho ai i of this thesis was to examine as much
evidence as nosaible to establish an accurate chronology for the
devolo ment of wheeled ehlcles in Props from the end of the
Raman period to tho sixteenth century. It ha a been concluded that
as far as is know; the available evidence points to a fourteenth
century date for too use of articulated vehicles, a tenth century
date for the indention of suspension, a Raman date for the
horseshoe and the achievement of efficient harnessing, Sastern
origins for all but the process of dishing wheels is no longer
acceptable, Western iurope aw too inde pendent innovation of many
major techniques though sus.ens on la largely an eastern European
phenomenon, ? e n;or to lion presented from 'hglish sources has
allowed a cons; leratl n of the construction, maintenance and use
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of wheeled vehicles throughout the middle ages# At another
level It has been possible to eonalder th role of land
transport in the economy of Europe and to show that it was in use
throughout the period contiguously# Thorold Rogers in his
History of Agriculture and Prices, though he gave transport only
a cursory glnnce, pointed the way to conclusions such as are
to ba found in this thesis# thus it would be perhaps fitting to
end by re-emphasising his findings#
'The stories of impassable roads and imperfect powers of
conveyance are either relevant to a later age when society was
in reality dislocated and intercourse far slighter than it was
in ha four toon h century, or oselbly pure supposition
derived from the concept that because some modern conveniences
were unknown in bygone times the people .... were barbarous
and Incapabio of understand! .g and appropriating such advantages





fhe history of the wheelbarrow In western Europe
has ~ever been fully considered, though several historians have
drawn attention to the linguistic and chronologies 1 probl us which
1ts evolution presents. Its origins are obsaur® but it is generally
agreed that It was invented during the middle ages or la tor,
'The wheelbarrow seems not to have been in existence in antiquity.
There are no Roman remains or representations.'1'Nous ne savons
pas que la premier a ditque la brouette avalt ate invantee par un
sieur Dupin en 1669.,,c'est un question d'ordre public dons un
certain monde, que tout, dspuis l'art de penser jusqu'a la
21
broueiie inclusiveuent data du regne de Louis XIV • he idea
of a wheelbarrow, a no teaDie medieval invention, may have suggested
itself to ien who nicked up the shafts of a light two-wheeled
cart to shift it about. Such an origin fits in well with he latin
name of birota which indicated that it originally had two wheels.
However, no pictures exist of such wheelbarrows. From its earliest
3
a pea ranees it had only one wheel. * ' Thus there are three
questions to consider, the origins of the wheelbarrow, the date
at which it was nown in western Europe and how, when its name is
derived from the word birota. has it ccme to be depicted as
having only one wheel.
Firstly what are the origins of the wheelbarrow?
In undeveloped areas, particularly those with difficult terrains,
the cheaoest, most popular form of transport is human, a ian with
A
a load on his bead, shoulders or back. However, it is more
lixely that the wheelbarrow was developed by a co munity already
cognisant with some fora of transport but look ng for a vehicle
for soaa specialised purpose.
1. Leighton (1974) p 88
2. E. ;.Yiollet-le Due (Paris n.d.) 2, p 41
3. Leighton (1974) PP 117-8
4. Berg (1935) p 15
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The wheelbarrow may have been developed from a
11iter or hurdle in wh ch the front bearer was replaced by a
a ngle wheel. Flat litters were in use in Roman tines and do a- pear
5 .
in Roman representations such as a relief Iron Vienna which shows
one such era tie abercorla w a litter to carry manure to the fields.
Hade of wicker or hurdles, such Roma handbarrows differed little
fr s those depicted in the middle ages,for exaaple, fro the
miniatures of the fifteenth century hours of King ianuel of Portugal
and those still in use in the twentieth century, for example in
ft
wales. Such hurdles are often depicted in miniatures of building
scenes. On sicos they appear to have been used particularly for
transporting stones from the asson* s lodge to ..he construction area.
9
Sometimes they were brought la to take heavy blocks up ladders.
It is relatively easy to imagine th.it the addition of a front
wheel to a i tter would not have been a complicated matter# It
must also be no ted that the Luttrell Paalter wheelbarrow may be
described as a litter with a front wheel. ^ It is also interesting
that In early a'niatur a two asen were often involved, one pushing
th© barrow the other pulling, as in a litter.
It is possible also that the wheelbarrow was
developed from a Vehicle recorded from northern Europe,
which Is simply a draught pole with solid wheel3 in frton, sometimes
known as a tub pole. This was used in towns for porterage, aa early
as the fifteenth century. Berg discusses three exa-ples, one from
Trys' berg, Sodormanland, one from Burs in Goteland and one fro a
Leksand in Qalarna. ^ it is prlaitire but doaenstra tec two
aspects later Ineorpora sd into the wheelbarrow, na;eiy that it
5. K.D.rfhite (1970) pi 5b
6. Ibid (19 5) B.Y.crs tos s > reorlaa
7. Gelheno (1973) pi 121
8. l.Feate. So u? aspects of agricultural trans ort in -a lea (CardIff
1929) p 122 fig. 2
9. British Library fates Thompson 22 fol. 130b
10 Hilar (1932) fol 139b (1340)
11.Berg (1935) pp 1*7-58,pi XXVI ?,pl XXVI 3.
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was pushed from behind by one man and that the wheels are
positioned In the front. Hovev r, it is unlikely that this was
the ancestor of tho wheelbarrow. Fro a its earliest inception, the
wheelbarrow has always had two handles and a spoked wheel.
Fttrther>«re the tub ooie Is distinctively eastdra am! northern
and fcho wheelbarrow was known at an early date In the west.
Boweror, it does show that the add i tio<- of front wheels lias always
been seen as a useful solution to the problem of adapting a
vehicle, or parts of a vehicle, for heavy load bearing.
Berg also suggested that tho wheelbarrow -my
have been developed fro the sledge, pa rticularly the wheeled
sledge used in Sweden for corn transportation. He shows an
example from Nysatm, Vasterbottou, which has solid wheels at the
\p
back and front runners. However, the jsorpkology ox the sledge
is v,ry ifferent fro . that of tho wheelbarrow and it is unnoceess-
nry to look for an ancestor In the sledge.
•bo most Likely origin and one borne out by its
name, is that the wheelbarrow was developed from the idea of a
cart eing pushed backwards by its shafts, Fais concept is
justifiable only if an answer can be found as to why a vehicle
whose no ie and origin is derived from a two wheeled cart should
consistently be depicted from its earliest representations as
having a single wheel. 'The wheelbarrow 's always represented as
having a single wheel. This makes goad sense fro i the standpoint
of efficiency, ecommy and mnoeuvrab'lity but leaves unanswered
the quest lor of how the r-a e of a tw> wheeled ial .a i-drawn cart
i 13
cane to be applied to a or-a wheeled man-pushed vehicle.
Several points my be made. Firstly the latin name birota is
used in the Theodosia code to describe a light two wheeled cart.^
12. ibid~*nl XW~7 ~~
13. Leigh ton (1974) e 29
14. Bbsrr (1952) 6.P9.2, 3.5.9.
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Although there ,<any bo some question as to the de elonraont of
15
brouette fro a biroto it is also known thnt a carotta
•nanualis ^ existed in the fourteenth century and that a aanweetorZum
was also known in the early fifteenth century, both words pointing
to a development in the wheeled vehicles towards a wheeltr rrow-
11 ke form of trans ort. Secondly the setter of a wheelbarrow
only having one wheel has always been accepted because it is norrml
to think of a barrow as having a single wheel. Careful scrutiny
of the ainiatares, however, nay bring to light wheelbarrows
wh ch at first sight appear to have only one wheel but from
which a second n»y be Inferred. At, least two wlnlatires exist In
1?
which this is the ease, a Planish manuscript from Oxford
1 tiumina ed, 13'0-30» and a fifteenth century French SBr.uscript
19
from the British Library. ' The former shows a j ater seated
in a barrow cashed by apes, the wheel being shewn not fixed
between the hotton planks as is common, but attached entirely
on one side, In lice ting a pair. The British Libra ry naruscript
shows labourers* barrows with front wheels fixed directly to the
aide, age in indicating a pair# One has to look carefully to
determine whether these depict one wheel or two, but fchoy should
not be overlooked. It is fsr en a er to see a wheelbarrow as an
adaptation of c cart with one wheel eventually being removed to
allow better Manoeuvring. It may also be useful to remember
that a gun carriage was simply a gun .nounted on a small cart and
that thic was manhandled into place from the shafts. As
Froissart recorded 'con rlbtau-'equine sont brouettes bsrafces,
bendee de fer e Ions picote do fer dovent on la poiste que
ile s ulenfc {lee flamrwanda) nonet et brcuetter avec oux.*
15. -T.Peter Mahler challenges the common derivation of brouette
from b-^r-jtXi. private communication, Albert heighten.
16. KLLwL 3V ggro^fra
17. Bay ,...d B.te'f- (1923") 8.- .brouette
Id. Bodleian Library D-uce 6 fol 136v
19. British Library Cotton Augustus '/ fols 72,51b,416
70. Gay ?nl 'toin (U19) 37 brouette
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Leighton also makes an Interesting point about
21
the wheelbarrow b Lng nan washed, 'Shi s ra sas the que ;tion of
whether It has always oeen pushed or if this is a modern idea, 1,
must be said firstly that a majority of renreeentations show
r>~)
barrows being pushed. However, while there are no representations
of barrows being pulled, thorn are some which are shown as being
03
both pushed and pulled. The Luttrall barrow " though pushed has
attached to the handles, a pair of shoulder 3trans, *>reov <t,
a number of a'niatur a show two people, one at the front polling
~>L
the other at the rear oushing, as in the Bayeux Tapestry wagon.
I'ho method of propulsion way perhaps have some
bearing u toe area of origin, t has been considered that a wheel¬
barrow may have been invented in the mat. While (Wlltait western
represents -Ions do show the barrow carrying pusseng -r3, there a»
no depictions of it being used like a ricKshaw, in the west they
did no adopt the Chinese way of us ng the man as a poi; of
balance and proculalon* in any esse, the wheolba row was <.nown in
25
western Europe at least by the eleventh century though «>st are
found in aana crtpts of the f urteenth and fifteenth centuries.
Fro■< manuscripts it a ijoasibie to divide
wheelbarrows into three tynes though all share th common features
of two handles and & spoked wheel, in type I the barrow has a
flat platform-like body aril e single smoked wheal.Type 2 nay be
subdivided. Type 2a, the most eo inert, appears as a flat platform
but hbo front is blocked by a sol( I or railed trinngulnr sochion
21. T rirhton f197/.) pz3
22. British Library Ldd 19^20 fol l,Add 3312& fol 110,Royal
13 : i fol.100, Bodleian Library D uce 6 fol 136v,3odley
264 fcl 133,2ouee 3 fol 16 Laud 751,fol 165
2.3. ' liar (l932)fol ,136b Fritish Library Royal 173 fol 3
24. Ster.ton (1957) Bodleian Library ^ouce 6 fol.i3Sv La d Use.
751 fol 165
25. '.'hnot'ltejf Cecgramhlc: -de 1 Circulation mv les Continents
(Pari 3 1946) p 33 Bcudry de Saunler.tiXqV^ire de fa
toll a "'?rrestr,e (Furia 1336,) 2,70.
2.33.
to keep passengers or packages fro falling out when he barrow
la lifted. Type 3b la similar la ovary way but the front bIodic
has become a sloiple T-bar. This appears to be lat r than fa. "Type
27
3 is akin to the modern barrow and Is bucket-shaped* With the
except'on of 7b, all three typ 3 appear to tie cento spore ry. Typo
23
3 is as early as 1370. However, a refinement appears to ha■e
b en Introduced to types 7 a; d 3 by the middle of the fourteenth
century, nanaly a snail pair of blocks added to the handles to
m intain balance when the borrow s laid down.
Wheelbarrows are deolctad as being used In four
waysj for passengers, on building sites, for baggaga and for
agricultural use. Their Importance of course lay in th fact that
the - extended enormously the load 'ner.ri- g capacities of one ran.
30
Primarily they appear to ha e boon used to carry passsug rs.
They continued to be used for this purpose as U s as 1333,
31
particularly in the Low Countries. ' They ward also used on
30
building sites "* to carry bricks from the kiln In '.such the on 9
way as in tine English cottage industry of the earl twentieth
century. Their use for horticulture! arid agricultural tasks
26. Bodleian L brary Douce 6 fol 136m,Bodlev 764 fol I33v
4ucfc D inf 7.13 fol 119^,Douce 3 fol 1.6, baud Use.751
fol !65,Astor A 24 vol 2 fol 276,British Library Add L9720
fo.l I,Add 33176 fol 110,Cotton Auguetur A V fol 22,51b,
doyel 17S II fol I 1 1 fol 1 "J,finger at ui fig 497,
27. British Library Coif y- ' tus *? fol 416.
23. Bodleian Library Bodiey 764 fol 22,Bri tish Library Add 19720
fol 77,F 7 nfcliet le Due V,Btb.Richel aa.franc. 146 fol 36
29. Bodleian Library Bodiey 264 foi 22,Doc.ce 3 fol 16,British
. Ihrary Add 3 -126 fol 110
30* Bodleian Library Douce 6 fol 136v,Leud Wise 751 fol 1>5,
nuet D inf 2,13 fol 119v,Beverley Winstar Wisericord ia
a 'mot',-mu ;t uiaipr. of. forKshiro (London n.d• )
31/ D. c Bcantron Holsteller,!okaoata rod Neuent decks Ihr
Bchiauck und aeluo tiorkunft Josef de Lootboud&rdruca aus
daw ^allrao Hicuartij Tahrbucg.Bri tisfa Library pamphlet
315 {Kola 17/5)
37. British Library Cotton Augustus k 7 fol 27,51b,Royal 17 K
11 fol 3.
appears in later -anuscripts, perhaps indicating that this was
33
a Lat r development.
he wheelbarrow was used in medieval England
for a variety of tasks, on the manor, ilowev r, it not only
ap ears in local manorial accounts but just as frequently in
building accounts of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, t ia known by a number of names and the aost common
have beer Miceted hero. It should be not i that th so exa soles
are by no means exhausti 'o.
3A v3d".





B Cat : 1200 a wheelbarrow
37
Coggeshail House,%sex *
Molver ampton, 1300 33
CIVglfl
R iLwL s - 1209 a barrow,bier.
civ- to irg a, a wicker hand .borrow.
Dover Castle 1221 pro viij el<?eriis rotuntibus
e.iptis apud Cantuariaa 4/6d.
tf ncho3tor 1222 in dusbus civeris 2d.
33. British Library Add 19720,fol l,10.Bodleian Library douce
3 fol L6, Antor A 24, ol 2 fol .276.
34« dalzsaan (1955)
35. 3ur res dociety (L 38) pp 4.0 '—415
36. ibid
37. PRO mchy of Lancaster L 41 Bundle 1
33. Legal and 'tenor? a I ornulariea (1933)
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i.j berwes 3d.
9ro factum ran "us boll barowe.
i j staneberoves 6d. To
operaclone ejttisdea (ferri) in
nua per del rakkes preasaacione
camiui 14.d.
To sarr c?one 3e le baroues et
tubbarui IIIce Joncon,carpentorio,
operant?. 1? ca tpenili et
eiendacions ?e les bnrowes apud
quarrera.m per 12 lies ad 4d.4/-d»
oro rot-, no j ad cenGveetoril
t In j canevactorio manual1 2d.
Wolv rhaupton ca 1300
39 Et in una elvers cu-a rota
©itendsrktei 3d.
Winchester 125 - 40 n una ci.- ra e ipta rotaroa 7d.
IK " civerits v rgeis e iptis 4d.9ro
XII bordis ad fsclendu* c; '/ores 33.
Pro XXV 3d.
lerton College 1299 in diaid e de s iking ad sciver
jd. In j roUligand ad ij gcivgr
l6d.
^L.\TT>rRU i M-JTO .LIS
R il, L :
a hand cart
tP
Petworth, Sussex 1359-53 ij rota pro olaus tr* aanual 3d.
R lU'L i -
Ourha ■ 1475-77 ^ j ./helobe roue pro coquino.pro
factum J vheleborowe 6d.
Several points tl.ua arise, firstly, if if.ere is
difficulty in accepting an origl for blrota froa a tuo-vtooeled
cart, how io olaustr' manual' g> to be regarded? here surely can
be little doubt that both ca re t to nanus I i.s and olaustrum
.-aanualin are 'ndieatlve of the origin of wheelbarrows. This is
perhaps furth r confined by an entry fran slolverha® yfcon for a
cenevectorlua nanus 1 a. Wheelbarrows cost about ?d. to 9d. rora
the hirteenth to th fifteenth century.Accord ng to the lolso/er
accounts n bli w'n or of 15X2,three local carpenters wore paid
by task for aak'ng ha rows and again n "arch 1613 for hois and
barrows. S aefcities wicket" was also involved, but whether for
39. .Tew
40. Legal and 1aaor:al Foraularins (1933) > 13^
41. ib^d p 145
49. Salzrnan (1955)
43. Surtses 3 eiely (1?98) op 415-503
941.
making the bodis op just for baskets to stand on the barrows
is not clear. According to Knoop and Jones, toe equipment of a
medieval meson's lodge included s barrow, a large truck with four
wheels, (perhaps a ol <untru t manual 3). too s sailor trucks and
fifteen bering barv/os 'probably hods or litters). £he word g tus ^
is also used (for oxa fpio ro Winchmaterf in rsiis e sotis ad
deferendu -i aurbarium.) probably jo mm a hod for carrying mortar.
It is noticeable toot while both barwe and to rows were used,
wholetorove appears to a la er word, probably nob in com am use
until t :o ftf e nth eontup/.
One class of >inor workers forming one third of
-he work force at Deaumaris and Caernarvon was the bavardorea or
a lardores According to the Mew %-lish Dictionary baiardour
is an obsole e word aea ng a mason's labourer who carr ed a
balard a large handbarrow ith six handles on which building
stone weighing up to a quarter of a ton each are carried to toe
47
lodge and then to toe site, to the Vale loyal accounts
the/ are described as men working with h ridbarrows taking large
3ton 3 to be carved at the oasonto workshop. It is also known
that at Dover Cos le over one tfa rd of the work force was
employed at various tines to taring too stones from the ships to
the site, in the 12?0'a. At Dover, the barouaan was known as toe
AS
bemadensaa. It to int- 'resting that records a b ro-iannus
as a tenant charg-to with beraetsagium, a carrying service, for
the si e orkers, there see as to be no specific record of what
toioy were paid for porterage, but it ay bo assumed that thoy vote
being paid, probably along with o her duties which they performed.
The name, however, say have been taksn over from to.; oari ers days
whori :3orterage was a fo dal service.
44. Knoop and Tones % sonryp.lA
45. Drew
46. The tod i e •> 1 fa or, p 60
47. Vale Royal edr-T Book,Lancashire and "'hashire ecord JociotrLkVUl
(1914) p 226
4*3. Knoop and Jones p 14 663j).
49. R'lLivL s.v. berraonaglum
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Ihe wheelbarrow was cnown in wee'ern SXirope
by the eleventh century. There is no earl'or record of its
invention n the west. The earli jst representations are fro-a
rronch manuscrips and there is no reasors why a reach origin
aho Id not be acceptable. La ter, the w ieeltorrow came to be
used extensively In the Low Countries, particularly for
50
passengers in towns. Howev r, th representations of
wheelbarrows froa Gothic marginals suggest that it was not
altogether rasoectobla to travel by barrow, its use as an
agricultural laplewn appears to be late , but it was in use
on English manor- and building sit -s from the thirteenth centur
onwards. 1 is possible that it originsted as a development from
a hurdle, though it is more likely the . It began as a s ail
vers in of a horseless cart. It regained 00 lar for passenger
ransport and town porterage until the eighteenth century, and its
exclusive use as an aid to carting earth arid stones is a
relatively r ce t development.
50. Berg (1935) o U7
f/43.
A- PJO:
flff: n. iLLii c- < -i .sr.
hi- -pLUwmi' c e? ok .
Ilie land sailing c rriage, v corded b European
travellers to the orient m the sixteenth century, hat! exist:*) in
1 ^
various forms in China since the sixth century «*£, these
records from China capture? the imagination of western urooe, so
much so that almost every mp to be published in the sixteenth
century hod a igne te of such a vehicle, incl iding Ortelius*
Than*rum trbls i'erraru-a of 1534, d re-tor's A fries of 1613
and Speed's iingdome of China of 16P6. 'ven '111ton referr *3 to
?
them in Paradise host* " Robert Rooke demonstrated the principle
to toe Royal Society and wrote of the vehicles in his ie ■onts
of Ril losoehy. "'he French leaders e d •» Sciences preps red a
quest onna:re n land sailing carriages to be taken by uissionaries
to Chis*a, in particular he Jesuit,'hiliope Couplet.
However, it was not m rely reports which genera ed
such excitjoe I but actual ex eri isn a. Fhe dutch mathematician
3
S 'son Stevin constructed a land sailing carriage ' and in 1600
Prince laurlce of Nassau invited several distinguished guests,
am ng them the learned Grotius, to tatse part in the vehicle's trials.
These were run fro* Scheveningen to Pettin, along a boach, a
distance of over fifty miles and tots was comp eted in less than
two hour3. rhis would have taken fourteen hours to complete on
foot* Grotius later discussed sailing carriages in his Arts
deduc? n he Original Progress and .aproyeaent of thorn, furnished
HlSlL.2 J&ZkS&LPt. ifi'ifc*neff *"<1 foa-PVlfft
excellency of Humane wit, published in 1661* It is possible that
1. Needham (1965) IV, 11 pp P76-231
?. F. .HuntleyJ Ultn,4endosa,nd the Chinese land-iihip' Todorn
hangusgo votes MIX (1954).Paradise Lost 111,431
3. R.-T. 'orbes 'The Sailing Carr e'.The rincinaj rKS of
■>" aon 1 '-evl n. P. Crone °t al V (1963)
44.
both Sterin and Grottus were cognisant with the Chinese cars
and that th trials wore the direct result of uropean contact
with the eas • StcvLn's car was 1st r copied by John dilkins in
l64'> ^ S erson in 175 i "* and Hooper in 1774. 3 *
Stovin's trial is one of tho few trials for
which there Is a conte .penury r cord, a life of a Fnbri de Felreme
published in 1606 recalls that the Prince 'stepped aside to
Sebeveling to make tri.nl! of tho ca riage and swiftness of the
wng-on which some years was made wtfe ssush art, that it would run
swiftly wit sails upon land as a ship does n the sea. For 1 o tod
heard how the Grave lauid.ee aft r victory at 3lsuport for triaii
sake he ft?ot up into it with Don Francisco endoza taken in the
fight and within two hours was carried to Putten which was fifty
7
alios from Schevel:ng* •
It is in ores ting also fcha this experiment was
also re corded 'n an ilium"m ed autograph book now in the library
*
of Edinburgh University, Ibis book contains tho autographs of
a number of members of the European nobility ea.1600 and folio 191
shows the land car at its trials |74^ ?he miniature shows
a short box wagon, with a bogie, large thick r amed wheels and a
central pole. It slrto has a large canvas sail. It had one driver
and two boys to work the sail and could carry four passengers.
4* l them-it'cal Jagjck Condon 16^3)
5, -e Pr nciolos of Mechanics (London 175 ,1773,173?)
6, - t o..:- _£ r. Lo:S h\ ,J_, qt th „ ... hini ;i.; •• or, '! -q : _
Katural Phijoso hy are elqarly and copiously eiucidatod by a
series of easy, en rtslning and interesting experiments. 17 vols,
(London 1774.)
7, b, Gasaendi, "no " r or o the mobility a d Gentry being the
Life of N,C, abricius, Lord of Peiresk. translated b .Rand
(London 1657)
3, tdiohurgh University Manuscript La 111,233,1 should like to
thank Jr. C.P. Finlayson, Department of Manuscripts for
bringing tills manuscript to by attention, J.L. t evinson,
'Sketches of Seventeenth Con fcury Lond n', Coon trylife 16
(1967), pp 1256-7.
2*5
The land sailing carriage is common today m
the north coasts of Belgium, France and in California#
Nowadays they are made of fibre glass and of light tubular con
struct? n. Its ancestor may bo thought to be a curiosity and of
no practical nine# However, there can be little doubt of the
Influence which it had on c ntemporary imagination# tn the
l600's the wind car travelled at what must have been an
incredible soped# Hie Dutch car must h;ve travelled at over
thirty miles per hour on some stretches to h ve c vored fifty
mil s in loss than two hours. is was the first vehicle to
introduce the European to the roasibility of high speed land
transport and in this case, without horses. Today we are still
witness ng th 4 impact of the enjoyment of speed# As Gaasendi
reported 'how the flew ovor the ditches he met with and sk?maed
along upon the surface only, of standing wat rs which were
frequently in the way; ho men wh eh ran before seemed to run
backwards and how places which seemed an huge way off, wore passed
by almost in a moment' #
246.
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